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Abstract  
 

This essay will try to analyze how Syria’s official news agency, SANA, 
describes events taking place in Syria in the days between 1.4 and 
18.4.2012. This will be contrasted with how BBC and CNN describe the 
events. These other two news agencies were chosen, because they 
represent media from democratic countries in Europe and the USA. This 
rebellion became a full scale civil war over time. The sources being used 
are news articles on the internet.  
 
After a short background, this essay will answer the following questions: 
How does SANA define the events? How do the foreign media BBC and 
CNN define the events? In what way does SANA try to drag Israel into this 
conflict? How do the media describe the number of dead and wounded 
people and what do they report on the refugees?  How is Kofi Annan’s 
peace plan described? How do these events affect Syria’s economy? What 
further events are mentioned? 
 
After trying to answer these questions, an analysis and a discussion will 
take place concerning their credibility. This will be summed up at this 
essay’s end.  
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”Krigets	  första	  offer	  är	  sanningen”	  
Hiram	  Johnson,	  1918	  

1  Syfte, forskningsläge, metod, 
frågeställningar, beskrivning av källmaterial 

1.1 Syfte 

Syftet med uppsatsen är att försöka att ta reda på hur nätbaserade 
syriska medium, SANA, respektive BBC och CNN belyser händelserna i 
Syrien under perioden 4.4.2012 och 18.4.2013. Min hypotes är, att det 
statsstyrda SANA, med hjälp av vissa härskartekniker, definierar och 
belyser händelserna i Syrien annorlunda i jämförelse med obundna 
medier i väst, BBC och CNN. 
 

1.2 Forskningsläge 

Det finns alltid ett forskningsläge och även om ingenting alls är skrivet, är 
detta ett forskningsläge. Dock är forskningsläget i nuläget något oklart för 
min del. Det kan bero på, att händelserna i Syrien är så färska och inte 
särskilt mycket forskning har kunnat göras i ämnet, än så länge, kanske 
bör tilläggas. Det kan finnas, eller komma att finnas forskning angående 
medias behandling av Syrien konflikten, men ingenting som jag har hittat i 
alla fall. Jag har använt mig lite av forskningen om medias agerande i 
andra sammanhang, eftersom jag anser, att man kan dra vissa paralleller 
med belysningen av händelserna i Syrien. 
 
De andra forskningsinsatser, som jag tycker är relevanta i sammanhanget, 
är maktteorier om härskartekniker, som den norska forskaren sociologi 
Ingjald Nissen gett upphov till. De ursprungliga 9 härskarteknikerna 
utkristalliserades till 5 stycken av en annan norsk forskare, Berit Ås. 
Begreppen i hennes forskning är från början myntade för att påvisa 
könsrelaterat maktmissbruk, men alla människor och grupper kan använda sig 
av liknande metoder: 
 
1. Osynliggörande 
2. Förlöjligande 
3. Underhållande av information 
4. Dubbelbestraffning 
5. Påförande av skuld och skam   (Ås  s 1)  
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1.3 Metod och frågeställningar 

I denna uppsats kommer jag att undersöka, hur SANA, BBC och CNN 
behandlat händelserna i Syrien mellan 1.4. och 18.4.2012. Denna avgränsning 
i tid har valts, främst som ett stickprov, samtidigt som det inträffade många 
betydelsefulla händelser, bland annat regimens bombningar och FN:s 
fredsplaner, under den utvalda tidsperioden. Materialet torde räcka för en 
mindre undersökning och blir därmed en indikator för de större 
sammanhangen. Det är emellertid omöjligt att veta, huruvida ett stickprov ger 
oss hela sanningen, men det kan ge en god fingervisning i varje fall. 
 
Vidare är min metod en jämförelse av de tre medierna. Man kan fråga sig, 
huruvida en jämförelse mellan de tre medierna överhuvudtaget är möjlig.  
SANA avviker ju markant från BBC och CNN. Om man jämför helt olika 
variabler (äpplen och päron) kan det resultera i metodisk katastrof. Jag menar 
dock, att en jämförelse är möjlig i detta fall. Att t.ex. jämföra SANA:s 
rapportering med Irans Nyhetsbyrå skulle påvisa, förmodligen, en mycket stor 
likhet i beskrivningen av händelserna i Syrien, vilket jag menar, inte vore 
särskilt meningsfullt.  
 
För trots att dessa tre media är så pass olika varandra, åtminstone i sin 
tekniska utformning, finns SANA på plats och har tillgång till nästan alla 
händelser. Dock väljer SANA kanske att publicera vissa för regimen 
fördelaktiga nyheter, eller förringa, eller helt förtiga andra för regimen 
misshagliga nyheter. BBC och CNN kommer utifrån och det som talar för 
deras nyhetsrapportering är, att de, åtminstone skenbart, inte har intresse av 
att förvränga händelserna. Det, som talar emot de två är, att de inte har fysiskt 
tillträde, d.v.s reportrar på plats. Av den anledningen får de ofta förlita sig på 
andrahandsuppgifter såsom intervjuer med flyktingar, vilka kan ha intresse av 
att förvrida sanningen om de inträffade händelserna. BBC och CNN återger 
ibland SANA som källa för sina uppgifter.  
 
Om jag t.ex. skulle ha valt Kinas eller Rysslands medias belysning av 
händelserna i Syrien, skulle jag kanske funnit nyhetsrapporteringen vara mer 
likartad med någorlunda samma värderingar. Både Kina och Ryssland har ju 
motsatt sig resolutioner i FN:s säkerhetsråd i frågan om Syrien. Emellertid 
skulle det inte vara syftet med min uppsats. Eftersom brittiska BBC och 
amerikanska CNN representerar media hemmahörande i västerländska 
demokratier, har dessa av mig utvalts som motvikt till SANA.  
 
Jag kommer att arbeta med följande frågeställningar: 
 

1. Hur definierar inhemska media, SANA, händelserna i Syrien? 
2. Hur definierar  utländska media, BBC och CNN händelserna i Syrien? 
3. Hur belyser media Israels inblandning i hela konflikten?  
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4. På vilket sätt uppmärksammas de döda och flyktingströmmen från Syrien? 
5. På vilket sätt behandlas Kofi Annans fredsplan? 
6. På vilket sätt påverkar händelserna Syriens ekonomi? 
7. På vilket sätt beskrivs läget inuti Syrien? 

 

1.4 Beskrivning av källmaterialet 

Källor, som används i detta arbete, är främst nyhetsreportage i de undersökta 
media och eventuella kommentarer kring dessa i de olika nätbaserade media. 
Det är lättare att göra en äkthetsprövning gällande bild och film och av den 
anledningen brukar dessa anses som mer pålitliga källor än text. De 
väletablerade och renommerade media, som jag använder i mitt arbete, har 
äkthetsprövat bildmaterial, som de väljer att visa upp. Dock är det omöjligt att 
vara 100 % säker. Vad gäller berättelser och intervjuer bör man resonera kring 
dessas trovärdighet, inte minst p. g. a. människans subjektiva och selektiva 
uppfattning om händelser och omvärlden. 
 
Föreliggande uppsats förlitar sig främst på primära källor, nyhetsreportage 
med kommentarer. Med hjälp av dessa nyhetsreportage och med 
utgångspunkt från de ovan nämnda frågeställningarna har en jämförande 
analys gjorts, av hur SANA, BBC och CNN skildrar händelseförloppet. Vid 
utskrift på standard A 4 papper omfattar det undersökta materialet om 
konflikten i Syrien under den avgränsade perioden enligt följande: SANA 28 
sidor, BBC 30 sidor, CNN 26 sidor. Det undersökta mediematerialet består i 
huvudsak av nyhetsreportage. SANA har 43 nyhetsreportage, medan BBC har 
13 nyhetsreportage och CNN har 17 nyhetsreportage, där händelserna i själva 
Syrien eller relaterade till konflikten i Syrien omnämns. De olika 
nyhetsreportagen är dock av olika längd.  
 
SANA befinner sig på plats, men SANA är en del av den syriska regeringen 
och kan därför inte anses som helt opartisk, även om de själva hävdar sin 
opartiskhet, medan BBC och CNN inte hävdar detta om sig själva. SANA 
skulle således kunna vraka och välja bland nyheterna och publicera material, 
som är fördelaktigt för regeringen, eller helt förtiga, eller förringa misshagliga 
nyheter för regimen. Språkbruket är intressant, men också försvårande, 
eftersom olika ord betyder olika saker i olika kulturer (E H Carr s 19). T.ex. ord 
som demokrati, krig, imperium och revolution har olika konnotationer, vilket det 
är svårt att bortse från. 
 
Massmedias roll är oerhört viktig i dagens samhälle, där nyhetsbilder tränger 
in i varje hems vardagsrum med en enorm hastighet. Genom Internet har vi 
även fått en ny språkbild, där bild, ljud, tal och ibland även text kombinerats. 
Internet skiljer sig även från tidigare kommunikationstekniker p.g.a. av dess 
allomfattande karaktär (Mcchesney s 183).   
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2  Bakgrund 
	  

Här ger jag en kort beskrivning av Syrien och av de händelser, som gav 
ursprung till de uppkomna oroligheterna och som tar den centrala rollen i mitt 
arbete. Jag anser, att beskrivningen tjänar sitt syfte för att ge läsaren 
bakgrund, introduktion och sammanhang i händelseförloppet. Ett land är ju 
dock alltid en produkt av sin egen historia, på gott och ont.  
 
Den Syriska Arabiska Republiken, bildades efter det Andra världskriget. 
Landet skakades av mycket täta regeringsbyten, innan det arabiska 
socialistiska Baath-partiet tog makten genom en statskupp i Syrien.  Således 
är inte regeringen tillkommen genom fria och demokratiska val och kan inte 
heller åberopa släktskap med profeten Mohammed, till skillnad mot flera 
envåldshärskare i Mellanöstern. President Hafez al-Assad regerade mellan år 
1970 och 2000. Konstitutionen från år 1973 beskriver officiellt Syrien som en 
sekulär socialistisk stat, där islam dock tillerkänns som majoritetens religion. 
Vid Hafez al-Assad död efterträddes han av sin son Bashar al-Assad, som 
utbildat sig till ögonläkare och verkade i London vid sin faders död. Hans 
bakgrund kan vara intressant i sammanhanget, då det inte var meningen, att 
Bashar al-Assad skulle överta makten efter sin far, utan det var tänkt, att 
makten skulle övertas av hans bror, som avled i förtid.  
 
Den 26.1.2011 startade händelserna i Syrien i och med att folk krävde, att det 
rådande undantagstillståndet sedan 1963 skulle upphävas. Dessutom krävde 
folk medborgerliga rättigheter samt politiska reformer. Protesterna började 
ungefär samtidigt i al-Hasakah, Aleppo, Damascus, Dara, Deir-al-Zor och 
Hama, men regimen slog ner protesterna mycket våldsamt. Händelseförloppet 
eskalerade och även om regeringen ombildades, fortsatte oroligheterna för att 
sedermera övergå till fullt uppror och inbördeskrig (Samar Yazbek s 1). 
De av EU och USA terroriststämplade grupperna Islamiska Jihad, Hamas och 
Hizbollah åtnjuter den syriska, och den iranska regimens, stöd och beskydd. 
Dessa organisationer finns samtliga företrädda i Syrien, men de förekommer 
inte i det undersökta materialet.  
 
Med Mellanöstern avses i denna uppsats följande länder: Syrien, Libanon, 
Irak, Israel, Jordanien, Egypten, Turkiet och Saudi-Arabien.  En västerländsk, 
europeisk betraktare, tillmäter inte religionen särskilt stor betydelse, men i är 
dock Mellanösternreligionen oerhört viktig. I mångt och mycket ser folket i 
Mellanöstern naturen som Guds skapelse och om naturen vill ha det på ett 
visst sätt, anses Gud vilja ha det på det sättet (Koranen s 93). I Mellanöstern 
anses en person utan religion följaktligen vara en person helt utan moral och 
skrupler (Koranen s 222). Visserligen blandas kultur ofta ihop med religion, 
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politik och ekonomi. Olika makthavare försöker också ofta stödja sig på 
religionen för att få fortsätta att utöva sin makt och behålla sina privilegier.  
 
Assad och de ledande i hans regim är alawiter, som är en del av den shia-
islamska grenen. Den syriska krigsmakten omfattar 220 000 man, men till 70 
% utgörs officersmakten av alawiter. Dessutom finns en lojal alawitisk 
paramilitär styrka om 35 000 man. (Ledare s. 4 i Svenska Dagbladet den 
31.3.2012). Islam är splittrat i två huvudriktningar, Sunni med ca 85 % och 
Shia med ca 15 av de muslimskt troende. I Syrien utgör druserna ca 3 %, 
medan de kristna utgör ca 10 %, men med mycket hög socioekonomisk 
ställning. De kristna skulle vid ett islamiskt maktövertagande sålunda ha mest 
att förlora. Dessutom fruktar förmodligen de kristna införandet av stränga 
Sharia lagar.  
 
Idag är Syrien intressant för flera stormakter i området (Svenska Dagbladet sid 
12 den 19.2.2013) . Saudiarabien vill gärna se en beväpning av de upproriska, 
medan Iran vill behålla sina nära band till Hezbollah i Libanon. Dessa 
kontakter sker genom Syrien. Likaledes vill Syrien koppla samman 
händelserna i Syrien med Israel / Palestina konflikten. USA vill helst inte bli 
indraget i ännu en militär konflikt efter de kostsamma krigen i Irak och 
Afghanistan. Ryssland är en mycket viktig allierad till Assad och har även en 
flottbas i Syrien. Ryssland förser även Syrien med sofistikerade vapen. Turkiet 
har fått ta emot flest flyktingar från Syrien och stöder i hemlighet de 
upproriska, men vill inte gå ut i öppet krig mot Syrien (Svenska Dagbladet s 12 
den 19.2.2013).  
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3  Undersökning 
Föreliggande undersökning baserar sig främst på nyhetsreportage i 
nedanstående nätbaserade engelskspråkiga tidningar: 
 

• SANA (Syrian Arab National Agency) 
• BBC  (British Broadcasting Company) 
• CNN  (Central National Network) 

 
SANA är Syriens officiella nyhetsbyrå. Den etablerades år 1965 och har sitt 
säte i Damaskus med nära band till Informationsministeriet. Byrån företräds i 
alla 14 syriska provinser och har ca 40 korrespondenter i främmande länder. 
Websiten är www. SANA.com. Nyhetsbyrån sänder dagligen ut på följande 
språk: arabiska, engelska, ryska, franska, spanska och turkiska. Av förklarliga 
skäl intar SANA en central roll i denna uppsats, då det är det enda 
nyhetsmedium, som upplyser om det inträffade ur regimen i Syriens 
ståndpunkt. SANA är hela tiden på plats och har tillgång till samtliga nyheter. 
 
BBC är stationerat i London, Storbritannien, och finansieras i huvudsak av 
licensavgifter. BBC har likaledes sändningar på flera språk. BBC är 
representerat över hela världen och websiten är www.BBC.co.uk.  CNN är 
stationerat i Atlanta, Georgia, USA och finansieras huvudsakligen av 
reklamintäkter. Websiten är www.CNN.com. Följaktligen måste CNN alltid ha 
med i beräkningen, att de måste sända nyheter, som folk vill titta på, för att få 
reklamintäkter. Likaledes bör helst inte nyheter presenteras, som stör företag, 
som annonserar mycket i CNN. Jag har valt att göra undersökningen tematiskt 
och svara på nedanstående frågor: 
 

3.1  Hur definierar inhemska media (SANA) händelserna i Syrien? 

Är det frågan om ett regelrätt uppror, eller inte? Inhemska media, SANA, 
definierar händelser i sina utlägg om regeringssidans offer som martyrer ”to 
honor the martyrs of Syria” (SANA 14 April) i en kamp mot attacker utförda av 
beväpnade terroristgrupper ”shedding the Syrian blood serving the armed 
terrorist groups” (SANA 5 April) och att det skulle föreligga en internationell 
sammansvärjning mot Syrien ”the conspiracy targeting their country” (SANA 4 
April). Likaledes beskrivs händelserna som en inblandning i Syriens 
angelägenheter ”…and won’t accept interference in our country” (SANA 17 
April). 
 
De internationella sanktionerna, som beslutats av FN, beskrivs som 
orättfärdiga och riktade mot hälsosektorn i synnerhet ”Minister al-Halqi 
underlined the negative impact of the unjust economic sanctions imposed on 
the Syrian people in general and the health sector in particular” (SANA  4 
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April). Minister al-Halqi underströk den negativa inverkan, som de orättfärdiga 
sanktionerna lett till. Men denna ”konspiration mot Syrien är dömd att 
misslyckas tack vare det syriska folkets medvetande. ”…the conspiracy is 
doomed to failure thanks to the awareness of the Syrian people” (SANA 4 
April). 
 
SANA rapporterar om en internationell komplott mot Syrien från arabiska och 
västerländska media ”misleading Arab Western media which aims at 
undermining Syria” (SANA 4 April). Ingenting nämns dock om, att det skulle 
vara ett folkligt uppror. Upproret omnämns som en konspiration och det 
syriska folket står egentligen på Assads sida och Assad regimen försöker 
likaledes att få landets kristna minoritet att sluta upp på regimens sida.  
 
När SANA rapporterar om kontakter med det syriska samhället i Sverige 
påpekas det, att detta bör investera i media och vederlägga den påstådda 
bilden av Syrien som ett aggressivt land och avslöja den verkliga situationen. 
Likaså beskylls några arab- och några västkanaler som partners i att utgjuta 
syriskt blod i syfte att tjäna väpnade terroristgrupper. ”ICRC has to ask the 
countries that support and fund terrorism to halt operations of arming and 
financing in order to stop the Syrian bloodshed… pointing out the role of some 
Arab and western channels as partners in shedding the Syrian blood serving 
the armed terrorist groups” (SANA 5 April). 
 
Medlemmarna i det syriska samhället betonar sitt stöd för det omfattande 
reformprogrammet och den nationella dialogen (SANA April 05, 2012). SANA 
anser sålunda, att media i Sverige har fått en helt felaktig bild av 
händelseförloppen och upproret skylls på utländska fientliga grupper. Vidare 
rapporterar SANA om iranskt stöd. Irans ambassadör i Libanon Ghazanfar 
Roknabadi upprepade sitt lands fördömande av inblandningen i Syriens inre 
affärer och betonade att krisen i Syrien skulle lösas av Syrien självt. Iran 
stöder reformerna, eftersom majoriteten av Syriens folk stöder dem. ”Iran 
supports the reforms carried out by the Syrian leadership as the majority of the 
Syrian people support them” (SANA 12 April).  
Samtidigt benämns de upproriska som terrorister och kriminella. Enligt SANA 
har terrorister sprängt bomber och skadat polismän. Försvarsministeriet sade, 
att det beslutats att avsluta de väpnade styrkornas uppdrag efter de lyckade 
uppdragen att bekämpa de kriminella handlingarna av de beväpnade 
terroristgrupperna och säkerställt statens auktoritet på sitt territorium ”criminal 
acts by armed terrorist groups” (SANA 12 April). 
 
Den turkiska oppositionen kritiserar sin regerings hållning i Syrienfrågan. ”The 
Turkish opposition on Thursday strongly criticized the Turkish Government’s 
escalating stance against Syria…”. Sedan omnämns Algeriet i positiva ordalag 
och att Algeriet i likhet med Syrien varit under fransk ockupation. Detta skulle 
kunna öka samhörigheten mellan Algeriet och Syrien (SANA April 15 - 17, 
2012).  
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SANA pekar på, att den jordanska folkkommitten, som stödjer Syrien mot 
konspirationen har varnat för Salafist grupper, som äger rum i gränsstaden al-
Ramtha, och för att de smugglar vapen till Syrien ”The Jordanian popular 
committee to support Syria against the conspiracy has warned of the Salafi 
groups’ acts taking place in al-Ramtha bordering city to smuggle weapons to 
Syria” (SANA 12 April) 
 
Vidare rapporterar SANA, att de syriska samhällena i Frankrike och Belgien 
besökte sjukhus i Damascus för att visa solidaritet med arméns sårade 
soldater, som hade varit måltavla för väpnade terroristgrupper, medan de 
hade utfört sin heliga plikt att skydda medborgarna. ”The Syrian communities 
in France and Belgium visited the hospitals in Damascus to show solidarity 
with the wounded soldiers of the Army who were targeted by the armed 
terrorist groups while they were performing their sacred duty in protecting the 
citizens” (SANA 15 April). 
 

3.2  Hur definierar utländska media händelserna i Syrien? 

Märk väl, att CNN och BBC ofta refererar till SANA, eftersom de förra ju ofta 
inte har fysisk tillträde till Syrien. CNN skriver om skärmytslingar, 
granatbeskjutning och räder, som blossat upp i Syrien, samt om att åtminstone 
9 000 människor dött, sedan oroligheterna börjat. CNN skriver om, att SANA 
rapporterat om begravningsprocessioner för 16 personer ur armé och 
säkerhetsstyrkorna. Dock skriver SANA, enligt CNN, bara om förluster på 
regeringssidan och ingenting om förluster på de upproriskas sida. CNN 
rapporterar vidare om sina svårigheter att rapportera från Syrien, då utländska 
media har synnerligen begränsad tillgång till Syrien (CNN April 5, 2012). Detta 
är ett faktum, som måste vägas in i varje rapport från Syrien. 
 
BBC beskriver Homs, där striderna har intensifierats under de senare dagarna 
och om skepsisen, som finns hos oberoende bedömare och om ytterligare 
dödsfall och om hur artillerield obevekligt bombarderar Homs. Vidare påpekar 
BBC att videobilder är obekräftade. Dessa bilder visar högar av lik. BBC 
rapporterar även om militärfordon nära befolkade områden, genom 
satellitbilder tagna av USA (BBC 7 April 2012).  
 
BBC omnämner demonstrationer i Damascus till stöd för Assad-regimen, vilket 
är högintressant, då BBC påpekar, att det finns ett visst stöd för Assad-
regimen. ”In Damascus on Saturday, thousands of supporters of Mr Assad 
attended a rally to mark the 65th anniversary of the ruling Baath Party” (BBC 7 
April). BBC påpekar även, att satellitbilderna tagits av USA, vilket skulle kunna 
tydas som ett visst tvivel på deras äkthet (BBC April 09, 2012). I Homs 
rapporteras det om omfattande granatkastareld mot befolkningen (BBC April 
09, 2012). BBC rapporterar om bombardemang av staden Basr al-Hari och 
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Homs, samt om fortsatta våldsamheter i Idlib och om, att Frankrikes 
utrikesminister sagt, att brott mot vapenvilan bör mötas av ett snabbt och 
bestämt beslut av FN:s säkerhetsråd (BBC 13 – 17 April 2012).  
 
CNN rapporterar om ytterligare 52 dödsfall och om granatbeskjutning i 
Damascus förorter. CCN uppmanar folk på plats att sända sina bilder eller 
filmer. CNN påpekar, att CNN inte oberoende kan bekräfta rebellernas eller 
regeringens påståenden. CNN rapporterar om ytterligare strider, bl a i Andan. 
Sedan rapporterar CNN om ytterligare 143 dödade, enligt rebellernas 
uppgifter. CNN nämner, att SANA inte rapporterar någonting om skadade 
flyktingar vid gränsen. CNN rapporterar om, att FN uppskattar antalet döda till 
åtminstone 9 000 människor. CNN väljer att rapportera om, vad SANA 
rapporterar om.  
 
CNN rapporterar även om amerikaners likgiltighet om händelserna i Syrien. 
”It’s horrible. No one would argue anything else. But there is violence in many 
corners of the world. Why should what’s happening in Syria be especially 
important to Americans? It’s clear a lot of people think it’s not. Several readers 
reacted to Tuesday’s top story on CNN about Syria by colmmenting: “Zzzzzz 
not our problem” and “anyone surprised? “yawn” (CNN 10 April). 
 
Regimens styrkor ska hålla vapenvilan, men de förbehåller sig rätten att 
försvara sig, om de blir anfallna. Kofi Annan varnar för ytterligare militarisering 
av konflikten och vill lösa den med fredliga medel. Syriens regim påstår, enligt 
CNN, att väpnade terroristgrupper och en utländsk konspiration riktat mot att 
dela folket och territoriet. CNN rapporterar om, att farhågor finns, att regimens 
grepp ska stärkas under vapenvilan och även om Rysslands och Kinas 
betydelse för området. Syrien är Rysslands enda allierade i Mellanöstern, men 
är även en stor mottagare och köpare av ryska vapen. 
 
Enligt CNN:s analys stärker FN dipomatin al-Assad regim. Vidare rapporterar 
CNN om ytterligare dödsfall. CNN rapporterar, att USA vill undvika en ökning 
av militariseringen av konflikten i fruktan för att denna konflikt skulle kunna 
sprida sig (CNN April 7 - 18, 2012) Efter problemen och de enorma 
kostnaderna för krigen i Irak och Afghanistan blir ett amerikanskt engagemang 
i frågan icke realiserbart och finansierbart. 

 

3.3  Hur belyser media Israels inblandning i hela konflikten?  

SANA vill dra in Israel / Palestinakonflikten i Syrien för att dra 
uppmärksamheten från händelserna i Syrien och ena araberna mot en yttre 
fiende, Israel. Så här rapporterar SANA bland annat: Jerusalemkonferensen 
kommer att diskutera Jerusalem som huvudsaken för den islamska nationen 
och Syriens roll i att försvara Jerusalem och den ockuperade arabiska marken, 
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enligt SANA. Deltagarna i konferensen kommer likaledes att titta närmare på 
konspirationen att underminera Syrien som nation och att ena 
vetenskapsmännen i att bekämpa extremism. ”The conference will discuss 
Jersualem as the main cause of the Islamic Nation and the role of scholars 
and Syria in defending Jerusalem and the occupied Arab lands” (April 08, 
2012).   
 
SANA skriver om, att president al-Assad mottog en delegation från Levantens 
vetenskapsmäns union, som bildats under konferensen för att stödja 
Jerusalem. Presidenten underströk vikten av att bekämpa de israeliska 
försöken att ”judifiera” Jerusalem och förstöra al-Aqsa moskén och att bemöta 
dessa försök genom att trappa upp den folkliga kampanjen i alla arabiska och 
muslimska länder för att stödja Jerusalem och den palestinska saken. 
Dessutom underströk al-Assad hur viktigt det var, att bemöta den fientliga 
bilden av Islam och i stället förmedla den sanna bilden av Islam. ”President al-
Assad underlines the importance of the conference to confront Israeli 
dangerous practices to judize Jerusalem and demolish al-Aqsa moskén… and 
through escalating the popular campaign in all Arab and Islamic countries to 
support Jerusalem and the Palestinian cause” (SANA 12 April). 
 
Vidare trycker SANA på, att delegationen stöder den palestinska saken och 
Jerusalem. Det finns försök att så frön till splittring och avleda 
uppmärksamheten från Israel och al-Aqsa moskén. Kampanjen mot Syrien 
fördöms och försöken att destabilisera Syrien säkerhet genom att hitta på 
lögner och att skapa oro. ”Members of the delegation appreciated Syria’s 
hostling of the Conference and its permanent care for the Palestinian Cause, 
calling for intensifying efforts to support the Palestinian issue and Jerusalem, 
warning against bids of making peoples focus on internal problems and plant 
seeds of sedition to divert attention from the cities of Israel against al-Aqsa” 
(SANA April 12, 2012).  
 
Israels ockupation av Golan höjderna hindrar en kvinna att besöka sina 
släktingar i sitt hemland. Israel används återigen för att dra uppmärksamheten 
från upproret och dra in Israel i konflikten. ”The Israeli occupation forces on 
Sunday prevented citizen Wissam al-Sabbagh from visiting her relatives in the 
homeland” (SANA 15 April). 
 
Sionismen ligger tydligen bakom den arabiska våren. I Damascus sade den 
grekisk ortodoxe patriarkens assistent, biskop Luca al-Khouri, att sionismen 
och de som följer den, ligger bakom de händelser, som äger rum i 
Mellanöstern i syfte att så splittring och utgjuta syriskt blod för att för att tvinga 
Syrien att ge upp sina ståndpunkter till stöd för de arabiska frågorna.  ”The 
Greek Orthodox Patriarchal Assistant, Bishop Luca al-Khouri said that Zionism 
and those who follow it are behind the events taking place in the Middle East 
with the aim of stoking sedition and shedding the Syrian blood to force Syria to 
give up its stances in support of the Arab issues. He stressed that the Syrian 
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people are committed to their national unity for the sake of their freedom and 
independence, calling upon all Syrians to pray to God to protect Syria’s 
people, president and Army, whose members have sacrificed their lives to 
defend their homeland” (SANA 16 April). 
 
Hela frågan om Israel / Palestinakonflikten omnämns inte alls av BBC och 
SANA, i varje fall inte i samband med händelserna i Syrien, så 
Jerusalemskonferensen tillmäts inget intresse hos dem. Det eventuella 
israeliska hotet mot Syrien finns inte och Israel är inte någon medlem i en 
internationell komplott mot Syrien. Sionismen omnämns heller inte. I varje fall 
finns ingenting, som skulle tyda på detta i BBC:s och CNN:s rapporteringar om 
händelserna i Syrien under den givna tidsperioden.  
 

3.4  På vilket sätt uppmärksammas de döda och flyktingströmmen från 
Syrien? 

BBC rapporterar om, att flyktingar beskjutits på turkiskt territorium och att Turkiet 
reagerat argt på det inträffade. Måndagen har varit mycket blodig med mer än 100 
dödade och om, att människor sårats i al-Latmana, där 17 kvinnor och barn 
krossats. 24 000 flyktingar befinner sig nu i Turkiet. BBC rapporterar om, att FN 
påstår, att 9 000 dödats ”The UN estimates more than 9,000 people have died in 
the year-long uprising against the rule of President Assad” (BBC 7April) och att den 
syriska regimen hävdar, att 2 000 säkerhetspersonal dödats och skyller våldet på 
”väpnade gäng” och ” terrorister” (BBC 10 April 2012).   
 
Sålunda påpekar BBC, att det finns många flyktingar och många dödsfall. Dessa 
dödsfall tillmäts inget intresse hos SANA och återigen saknas i SANA:s rapportering 
någonting om flyktingströmmen. SANA rapporterar heller ingenting om alntalet döda 
i konflikten. Enbart vissa fallna på regeringssidan omnämns. Nedan följer en 
redogörelse för detta. Regimen hedrar väldigt ofta offren, eller martyrerna som de 
uttrycker det, på regeringssidan allt som oftast i tidningstelegram. Ofta namnges de 
också ”The two martyrs are Malek Mahmoud Sleiteen and Riyad Nawras Hassa” 
(SANA 16 April). 
 
Nästan samtidigt skriver BBC om det stora antalet flyktingar till Turkiet. BBC 
rapporterar om, att rebeller hävdar, att regimen strävar att slå ner upproret. 
Dessutom redogör BBC för FN:s fredsplan och rapporterar om, att 42 000 syrier har 
flytt landet och att 9 000 har dödats enligt FN, att Syrien uppger, att 2 000 
säkerhetspersonal också har dödats. ”The Syrian government says 2,000 security 
personnel have been killed in the uprising…” (BBC 8 April). 
 
I stället rapporterar SANA om, att den turkiska oppositionen kritiserar sin regerings 
ståndpunkt gentemot Syrien och dess planer på ett krig. Den jordanska folkliga 
kommittén stöder Syrien i dess kamp mot konspirationen och varnar för de extrema 
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Salafi gruppernas insmuggling av vapen till Syrien. Här vill SANA tydligen påvisa, 
att det finns ett internationellt stöd för regimen, även om Turkiets regering stöder 
upproret. Den turkiska befolkningen stöder dock Assad, enligt SANA. ”The Turkish 
opposition on Thursday strongly critized the Turkish Governemnt’s escalating 
stance against Syria and its bids to plan a war on it” (SANA 12 April). 

 

3.5  På vilket sätt behandlas Kofi Annans fredsplan? 

SANA skriver, att enligt Syriens utrikesminister ska Syrien ha gått med på Kofi 
Annans fredsplan. Även om Syrien gått med på Kofi Annans fredsplan, måste 
Syriens styrkor, på befolkningens begäran, ibland svara på terroristernas angrepp 
”…which prompted the Syrian armed forces to interfere in response to appeals by 
citizens” (SANA April 09, 2012). Här finner regimen en brasklapp för att slippa hålla 
sig till Kofi Annans fredsplan. På befolkningens begäran måste sålunda regimens 
styrkor ibland ingripa med våld. 
 
Kina välkomnar Syriens beslut om ett fullständigt eldupphör och ett tillbakadragande 
från några städer. Detta skulle hjälpa till att lösa det spända läget i Syrien och ses 
som en politisk lösning på krisen i Syrien. ”China welcomes the Syrian 
government’s decision on a complete ceasefire and pullback of the forces from 
some cities…saying that this will help ease the tense situation in Syria and is 
considered as an important step towards a political solution to the crisis in Syria” 
(SANA Apr 13, 2012). Här vill SANA visa på det internationella stöd, som finns för 
Syriens regim. Kina som ständig medlem och med vetorätt i FN:s säkerhetsråd ses 
tydligen som en viktig bundsförvant.  
 
Enligt BBC finns en betydande skepsis, då en fredsplan skulle vare politiskt 
självmord för Assad regimen ”Syria would be ”political suicide” for Assad” och att 
fredsplanen enbart skulle vara ett försök att vinna tid: ”It is no surprise that the 
Assad regime proves that it is only trying to buy itself some time” (BBC 9 April). 
BBC rapporterar om fler strider och om nya krav från regimen, bl.a. skriftliga 
garantier att sluta attackera och om ett löfte från främmande stater att inte ge några 
ekonomiska bidrag till rebellerna. BBC rapporterar vidare, att rebellerna hävdar, att 
regimens nya krav är ett sätt att sabotera fredsplanen. Ryssland och Kina stöder 
fredsplanen, men att regimen fortfarande inte slutat att använda sina tunga vapen 
mot rebellerna. BBC rapporterar om, att Kofi Annan vill ha ett stopp på dödandet 
(BBC 9 April 2012). Här vill BBC låta påskina, att Assad regimen försöker att hitta 
vägar ut ur beslutet att hålla sig till FN:s fredsplan. Även påpekas, att tunga vapen 
fortfarande används mot de upproriska rebellerna.  
 
Vidare rapporterar BBC om ökat tvivel angående al-Assads vilja att följa 
fredsplanen och huruvida verkligen FSA ämnar respektera eldupphör. BBC 
rapporterar dessutom om strider, även om dessa uppgifter ej gått att bekräfta (BBC 
April 09, 2012). BBC konstaterar att fredsplanen i stort sett håller. Demonstrationer 
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mot regimen lär även ha förekommit i Damascus och städerna Homs, Aleppo och 
Idlib. Även Ryssland och Kina, som förut inlagt sitt veto, har alla stött idén om 
oberoende observatörer. Syriens regering har ej till fullo dragit tillbaka sina trupper 
och tunga vapen från städerna. Hillary Clinton sade, att eldupphöret var viktigt, men 
att det bara var ett första steg. 
 
BBC rapporterar om ytterligare attacker trots vapenvilan ”Syrian troops bombard 
Homs and other rebel areas. Homs has been under almost continous attack since 
the ceasefire began last Thursday” (BBC 17 April). Ryssland och Kina har hindrat 
resolutioner som fördömt Damascus, men i övrigt stött fredsplanen. BBC 
rapporterar om, att Syriens utrikesminister Muallem sagt, att regimens trupper 
dragits tillbaka i vissa områden (BBC 13 April 2012).  

 

3.6  På vilket sätt påverkar händelserna Syriens ekonomi? 

Denna fråga anser jag mig tvungen att ställa, då allting i slutändan handlar om 
pengar. Hur ska t.ex. olika aktiviteter finansieras? SANA rapporterar om ICRC:s 
humanitära arbete och om, att ICRC måste be länderna att sluta ge pengar till 
terrorism. Däremot nämns ingenting om den omfattande hjälp, som uppges ha 
kommit från främst Iran. ”ICRC has to ask the countries that support and fund 
terrorism to halt operations of arming and financing in order to stop the Syrian 
bloodshed” (SANA April 05, 2012). I övrigt omnämner inte SANA någonting om 
ekonomins tillstånd i Syrien. 
 
Syrisk oljeproduktion ska också ha fallit med 30 %, innebärande en förlust om 520 
miljoner dollar per månad. ”Oil production has also been reduced by 30 %, costing 
the government about $ 520 millions a month in revenue”. Sanktionerna halverar 
Syriens valutareserv. ”Syria’s foreign currency reserves has been halved” (BBC 17 
April 2012).  
 
CNN påpekar, att Syriens ekonomi är i fritt fall och att detta skulle kunna vara det 
största hotet ”…an economy in free fall…economic implosion may be the Syrian 
state’s greatest threat” (CNN April 18, 2012). Men detta påstådda hot saknas helt 
och hållet i SANA:s rapportering. Hela frågan är tydligen ointressant.  

 

3.7  På vilket sätt beskrivs övriga händelser i Syrien? 

Här har jag enbart tagit upp vissa saker, som jag ansett vara relevanta i samband 
med händelserna i Syrien och som fångat mitt intresse. SANA rapporterar om 
behovet av humanitär hjälp från ICRC och SARC och om, att de enades om att 
samarbeta och samordna sina verksamheter. ICRC har besökt fångar och intygar, 
att dessa fått humanitär hälsovård. ”al-Shaar said that the Ministry is working to 
improve the status of the prisoners, provide health and humanitarian services to 
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them”……”it would be unfair to say that you didn’t cooperate with us, despite that 
the visit of the delegation didn’t obligate you to allow us to visit the prison” (SANA 4 
April). Här visar SANA på hur fångar behandlas mycket milt av regimen. På det 
sättet vill SANA visa på den humanistiska sidan hos regimen.  
 
SANA rapporterar vidare om, att sjukhus och andra vårdinrättningar fortsätter sitt 
arbete under de svåra omständigheterna. ICRC uppmanas att besöka sjukhusen. 
”Minister Halqi called upon the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) to 
visit any hospital or place to inspect work mechanism there” (SANA 4 April). 
Ingenting nämns dock om offren hos de upproriska. 
 
Anledningen till att Algeriet omnämns i så positiva ordalag är, att SANA vill visa på 
internationellt stöd i konflikten och vill spela på det faktum, att båda länderna varit 
ockuperade av Frankrike. 
 
 
SANA rapporterar vidare om förluster i människoliv i hälsosektorn och dessa 
martyrer har förorsakats av väpnade terroristgrupper. ”The minister indicated to 
losses of the health sector in Syria at the hands of the armed terrorist groups, 
adding that 22 members of medical cadres were martyred while 30 others were 
injured” (SANA 4 April). Dessa människor omnämns som martyrer, vilket vanligtvis 
är ett ord, som används mestadels i religiösa sammanhang.  
 
Påskfirande begränsas till böner i kyrkor och andra platser för att påminna om Jesu 
återuppståndelse, enligt SANA. I sin predikan nämner Patriark Gregory III att 
händelser äger rum i arabländer, särskilt Palestina, Irak, Libyen och Syrien och att 
dessa länder kommer att förbli starka emot alla konspirationer tack vare deras 
respektive folk. Likaledes uppmanar Patriarken Syriens folk att bygga en framtid på 
samarbete och nationell enighet under President al-Assad och be till Gud att hjälpa 
Syrien och ge det seger över sina fiender. ”The Patriarch called upon the Syrian 
people to contribute towards building a better future that is based on cooperation 
and national unity, praying to God to aid Syria and grant it victory, under the 
leadership of President Bashar al-Assad, over its enemies” (SANA 8 April). 
 
En delegation från det syriska samhället i Sverige deltog i Påskfirandet och 
bekräftade sin stolthet över Syrien, vilket omintetgjorde konspirationen mot landet 
genom nationell enighet och bad om fred. “In Sednaya, a delegation from the Syrian 
community in Sweden participated in Easter mass…”…”In turn, the delegation 
members stressed that the Syrian community in Sweden supports the homeland in 
the face of the conspiracy, voicing pride in Syria and its people who foiled the plot 
against the country through national unity and praying for peace and amity to prevail 
across Syria” (SANA 8 April). 
 
SANA berättar om, att en delegation från det syriska samhället i Frankrike och 
Belgien besökte platsen för terroristattacken mellan Bagdad gatan och al-Qasaa 
kvarteret förra månaden. De hyllade även de syriska civila och militära martyrerna. 
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Vidare besöktes ett militärt sjukhus i Damascus för att visa solidaritet med de 
sårade soldaterna, som i sin  plikt att skydda civila, beskjutits av beväpnade 
terroristgrupper (SANA April 15, 2012). Här nämns ingenting om eventuella offer på 
upprorssidan. Rebellernas attack benämns som en terroristattack. De fallna på 
regeringssidan benämns som martyrer, som har en plikt att skydda civila. Här 
använder sig SANA av religiösa anspelningar, då ordet martyrer används de fallna 
på regeringssidan. Dessutom skulle regeringssidan enbart utföra sin plikt. BBC och 
CNN skriver inget om detta, så hela händelsen förtigs således  hos både BBC och 
CNN.  
 
Iraks Premiärminister upprepade sitt stöd för att finna en politisk lösning på krisen i 
Syrien och sitt förkastande av inblandningen i Syriens inre angelägenheter 
”…reiteratered his country’s support to finding a political solution to the crisis in 
Syria and its rejection to interference in the Syrian internal affairs”. Vidare motsätter 
sig Irak planer på att beväpna oppositionen, eftersom det skulle leda till krig ” 
arming the opposition will lead to alternate regional and international wars in Syria”. 
En grupp ungdomar hissar den syriska flaggan och hyllar martyrerna och den 
syriska arméns offer och dess trots mot beväpnade terroristgäng. ”Syrian youths 
draw Syrian flag…to honor the martyrs of Syria” (SANA 15 April). Den syriska 
arméns offer omnämns sålunda, medan motståndarna benämns som terroristgäng. 
Ingenting nämns om eventuella offer på de upproriskas sida.  
 
De händelser, som SANA omnämner under perioden 15 – 17 April, hittar man inte 
alls i BBC och CNN reportage under samma tidsperiod. I stället väljer de två 
sistnämnda media att belysa följande: BBC rapporterar om, att pressen i 
Mellanöstern är mycket skeptisk till, att vapenvilan ska hålla och om fortsatt 
bombardemang av Homs och andra rebellkontrollerade områden. 50 människor 
rapporteras ha blivit dödade. BBC rapporterar, att våldsamheter fortsätter i 
synnerhet i Homs, där 25 människor dödats. BBC rapporterar, att enligt regeringen 
“terrorist grupper” intensifierat sina “kriminella attacker” sedan vapenvilan börjat. 
BBC och CNN skriver inget om Påskfirandet, så tydligen bedömer de Påskfirandet i 
Syrien som en mindre intressant nyhet. Dessa två nyhetsmedia representerar 
länder, där det kristna inslaget är stort. Trots det tillmäter de Påskfirandet och 
Patriarkens ord inget intresse.  
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4  Jämförande analys och diskussion 
	  

I nedanföljande matrisen har jag sammanställt användning av vissa begrepp i de tre 
media framtagen från det undersökta materialet: 
 

BEGREPP SANA BBC CNN 
Flykting 0 8 2 
Terrorister, 
bevapnade 
terroristgrpper 

33 0 0 

Rebell/aktivist 0 4 5 
Uppror 0 0 0 
Martyr 12 0 0 
Konspiration, 
komplott, 
konspiratorisk 

21 0 0 

 
Det är värt att påpeka, att inget av de undersökta media ännu tar ordet inbördeskrig 
i sin mun.  
 
SANA ger en bild av det starka internationella stöd, som finns för Syrien, bl a via 
ICRC och SARC. Västmedia, BBC och CNN nämner inte detta stöd, vilket tyder på 
att resten av världen tilldelar ett väldigt litet, om inget nyhetsvärde till dessa 
insatser. Det är värt att påpeka, att SANA vidare måste hävda, att fångarna 
behandlas milt av regimen, ifall någon skulle tro det motsatta, och legitimerar detta 
påstående via uppmaningen till ICRC och SARC att besöka sjukhusen och 
fängelser. 
 
Motståndsrörelsen påförs skuld och skam, då de kallas för väpnade terroristgrupper 
i en internationell konspiration mot Syrien. SANA osynliggör de ca 9000 människor, 
som hittills dött enligt BBC och CNN, vilket de skriver om. Här inställer sig frågan, 
varför SANA förtiger en så pass stor och tragisk händelse, som borde vara direkt 
knuten till de hetaste nyheterna i vilket land som helst, speciellt i det landet, där det 
har hänt. SANA berättar i stället om sjukhus och fängelsebesök och 
begravningsprocessioner för 16 stupade personer ur armé och säkerhetsstyrkorna. 
Det är en tydlig indikation på, att den statligt anknutna media försöker mildra och 
mörklägga för regimen obekväma händelser. 
 
Först ville SANA få hela upproret att se ut som ett västerländskt uppror mot araber 
och muslimer. Därefter försökte Syrien att dra in Israel i konflikten i syfte att ena 
arabvärlden mot en yttre fiende. Så medan det pågår blodiga strider och 
bombardemang av staden Homs, vilket rapporteras av CNN och BBC, ägnar SANA 
sina nyhetsspalter åt den Jerusalemkonferensen och Syriens roll i Israel / Palestina 
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konflikten. SANA uppehåller sig mycket kring arabism och islam. Detta sker i syfte 
att ena Syriens folk mot yttre fiender som t.ex. Israel och kristna europeiska länder. 
Staden Homs omnämns inte alls hos SANA under den av mig avgivna tidsperioden.  
 
Sedan tilldelar SANA större betydelse för Påskfirandet, vilket går helt förbi BBC och 
CNN. Dessa håller envist på med rapporteringen om Homs tragedi. Upprorssidans 
offer nämns inte alls av SANA, utan enbart de fallna på regeringssidan, som blivit 
martyrer. SANA framhäver de kristnas stöd för regimen, vilket väl kan vara riktigt. 
Många kristna fruktar säkert ett islamskt övertagande av Syrien, så denna rädsla vill 
regimen spela på. 
 
Enligt SANA stödjer Syriens regering Kofi Annans fredsplan. Västmedia skriver 
också om FN:s försök att skapa en plan för normaliseringen av situationen i Syrien. 
Det är en stor nyhet och de olika media tilldelar den stor uppmärksamhet. Samtidigt 
med detta nämner västmedia flyktingströmmen till Turkiet. Det skriver SANA aldrig 
om, vilket är ett tydligt bevis på att media går regeringens ärenden och förtiger, om 
inte förnekar fakta, att 42 000 människor har flytt landet hittills. Istället skriver SANA 
om den turkiska oppositionen, som kritiserar Turkiets agerande, medan BBC 
meddelar om, att 24 000 flyktingar befinner sig i Turkiet och deras lager ibland blir 
beskjutet av regeringens styrkor. 
 
SANA vill visa på stödet frän exilsyrier samt internationellt stöd från Ryssland, Kina, 
Irak och Iran. Vidare vill SANA visa på stödet från de kristna i området för att vinna 
sympati från det kristna Europa. SANA nämner inte alls några offer på 
upprorssidan. Däremot nämner SANA offren på regeringssidan och beskriver dem 
som martyrer. Upprorssidan beskrivs som terrorister eller beväpnade terroristgäng 
för att få USA och Europa att ta avstånd från dessa. 
 
Dödsfall på regeringssidan omnämns som martyrer. Här ser SANA en koppling till 
religionen. Inga offer i människoliv har således förorsakats av regeringsstyrkor, i 
varje fall inte enligt SANA:s rapportering. För övrigt har de fallna på regeringssidan 
samtliga blivit martyrer.  
 
Vissa händelser, som rapporteras och diskuteras av BBC och CNN, tas aldrig upp 
av SANA. Exempel på sådana är skepsisen i Mellanösten angående vapenvilan, 
våldsamheter i staden Homs, och striderna kring Basr al-Hari, minskningen av 
oljeproduktionen och en eventuellt annalkande ekonomisk kris. Framför allt nämner 
SANA ingenting om flyktingströmmarna till kringliggande länder, vilket både BBC 
och CNN ofta omnämner.  
 
Det är viktigt att framhäva gällande BBC och CNN trovärdighet, att dessa media 
anklagar SANA för att den skulle ge felaktiga och vinklade uppgifter, medan SANA 
gör det motsatta om BBC och CNN. BBC och CNN uppmanar läsaren att vara 
källkritiska och meddelar t.ex. att vissa bilder är obekräftade. SANA uppmanar 
däremot inte sina läsare att vara källkritiska.  
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Att vinna den s.k. världsopinionen för sin sak är livsviktig för varje makthavare, både 
i bildlig som i bokstavlig bemärkelse. Enligt egen utsago, är SANA fullt balanserad 
och helt objektiv, men detta hävdar de övriga nyhetsmedia inte. Detta bör en läsare 
av dessa media ha med i åtanke. 
 
Märkbart i sammanhanget är, att CNN inte alls tillmäter händelserna i Syrien så 
stort intresse som BBC och SANA, trots Syriens omedelbara närhet till Israel. 
SANA:s nättidningar och nyhetskanaler är på ett helt annat sätt up-to-date, då de 
ögonblickligen kan lansera nyheter och även ta bort misshagliga nyheter, ifall dessa 
visar sig störa den bild, som de vill framhäva. Till skillnad från traditionella 
papperstidningar, som ju faktiskt kan vara upp till ett dygn gamla, kommer 
nättidningarna direkt in i vardagsrummet. Allt detta sker i ett medieförändrat 
landskap, där nyheterna blixtsnabbt färdas över världen med satellit- och 
datateknikens hjälp.  
 
SANA har full tillgång till samtliga händelser, även om SANA inte alltid rapporterar 
hela sanningen om det inträffade. I många fall rapporterar SANA ingenting om det 
inträffade, utan rapporterar t.ex. om en mindre betydelsefull konferens om 
Jerusalem. SANA:s skildring skiljer sig åt mot, vad som allmänt uppfattas som 
vedertaget hos BBC och CNN.  
 
Även om SANA enligt egen utsago är helt objektiv, är SANA dock Syriens 
Informationstjänsts förlängda arm. CNN och BBC har reportrar, som dött under 
striderna och som vistats illegalt i Syrien. De har fått smugglas in i landet. 
Nyhetsbilden måste anses som oklar, då inte heller BBC och CNN får anses som 
helt objektiva, då ingen nyhetsrapportering någonsin kan vara helt objektiv, 
eftersom den utförs av människor och inte av maskiner. Det är nästintill omöjligt för 
en människa att vara helt objektiv inför det, som händer. BBC och CNN tog även 
genom sin nyhetsrapportering tidigt avstånd från regimen i Syrien.  
 
SANA refererar vid flera tillfällen till Israel / Palestina konflikten och påstår även 
indirekt, att den arabiska våren skulle vara ett resultat av sionismen och inte bero 
på folkligt missnöje med respektive lands regim. Detta är ett vanligt knep för att 
vilseleda opinionen och rikta uppmärksamheten på Israel. Israel får som vanligt 
utgöra syndabocken. Återigen försöker regimen vända blickarna bort från upproret 
och försöka ena folket mot Israel, på samma sätt som Saddam Hussein sköt SCUD 
raketer mot Israel under det första Gulf kriget. Homs omnämns inte med ett endaste 
ord av SANA, utan de försöker få uppmärksamheten att riktas mot ärkefienden 
Israel, alla arabers gemensamma fiende. 
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5  Sammanfattning 
 

Genom att använda beteckningarna terrorist, terroristattacker vill SANA ge bilden av 
attacker utförda av beväpnade terroristgäng mot Syrien. Dessutom vill SANA visa 
på den plikt, som åligger medborgarna att försvara regimen. Här hänvisar SANA till 
religionen som stöd för regimen. Dock kan inte regimen åberopa något släktskap 
med profeten Mohammed till skillnad mot flera andra makthavare i den muslimska 
världen. Likaledes vill SANA ge bilden av ett folkligt och internationellt stöd för 
regimen i Syrien.  
 
BBC och USA, som representerar media från demokratier i Europa samt USA, 
beskriver händelserna i Syrien som ett uppror mot en despotisk regim. Enligt SANA 
handlar det om terroristattacker, men enligt västmedia om ett folkligt uppror. Min 
tidigare analys visar att SANA ger en helt annan bild av händelserna i Syrien, då 
den utesluter väldigt viktiga händelser att kommentera, eller har väldigt avvikande 
kommentarer angående vissa händelser jämfört med BBC och CNN. Men även de 
sistnämnda kan inte heller anses som helt objektiva, vilket kanske delvis kan 
förklaras av, att de ofta måste förlita sig på subjektiva och selektiva vittnesmål från 
flyktingar och liknande.   
 
SANA hänvisar till Israel/Palestina konflikten, medan BBC och CNN helt utelämnar 
all rapportering om denna. SANA nämner inte alls den stora flyktingströmmen från 
Syrien, medan BBC och CNN ofta rapporterar om den. De senare har på sin sida 
tusentals vittnen som vittnar till västmedias bilds fördel. Följaktligen håller sig inte 
SANA helt till sanningen, utan är ett lydigt verktyg i regimens syfte för att lugna ner 
och samtidigt förtrycka Syriens folk. Syftet med uppsatsen är att försöka att ta reda 
på hur olika media kan skildra en händelse på olika sätt, även om de håller sig till 
sanningen. Detta kan ske genom att trycka på vissa händelser och helt utelämna 
andra händelser.  
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Källförtecknig: 
Nätreportage (under en och samma datum kan förekomma flera reportage, gäller SANA) från 

BBC, CNN och SANA med följande dateringar: 

 

BBC 
 6 April 2012 Last updated at 07:46 GMT  
Syria crisis: Turkey refugee surge amid escalation fear The BBC's Jonathan Head: Syrian 
refugees report "relentless attacks" 
'War zones'  
'Protection of civilians'  
 
7 April 2012 Last updated at 21:50 GMT  
Scepticism  
Dead toddler  
 
8 April 2012 Last updated at 16:33 GMT  
'Plan to fail'  
'Mortar rain'  
 
9 April 2012 Last updated at 10:16 GMT  
'Unacceptable'  
 
9 April 2012 Last updated at 04:36  
 
06:00 (03:00 GMT) on 12 April. 
 
10 April 2012 Last updated at 04:47 GMT  
Cross-border attacks  
Day of bloodshed  
 
13 April 2012 Last updated at 11:50 GMT  
Assad 'insincere'  
'Give no excuse'  
Start Quote 
'Terrorist gangs'  
 
16 April 2012 Last updated at 09:51 GMT  
Grey area  
Syria observer mission 
 
13 April 2012 Last updated at 13:24 GMT  
Government "procrastinating" 
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"First step" 
17 April 2012 Last updated at 18:24 GMT  
'Flagrant violations'  
'Outside forces'  
 
17 April 2012 Last updated at 16:09 GMT  
Sanctions 'halve Syria's foreign currency reserves' 
'Weakening the regime'  
 Start Quote 
 
17 April 2012 Last updated at 17:11 GMT  
'Spoken as friends'  
 
CNN har inga speciella rubriker. 
April 5, 2012 -- Updated 0215 GMT (1015 HKT) 
April 7, 2012 -- Updated 0012 GMT (0812 HKT) 
April 9, 2012 -- Updated 2204 GMT (0604 HKT) 
April 10, 2012 -- Updated 1407 GMT (2207 HKT) 
April 12, 2012 -- Updated 0124 GMT (0924 HKT) 
April 16, 2012 -- Updated 1545 GMT (2345 HKT) 
April 17, 2012 -- Updated 1859 GMT (0259 HKT) 
April 17, 2012 -- Updated 1605 GMT (0005 HKT) 
April 18, 2012 -- Updated 0942 GMT (1742 HKT) 
April 18, 2012 -- Updated 0153 GMT (0953 HKT) 

 
SANA 
Foreign Minister to ICRC President: Syria Continues to Work to Ensure Success of Red 
Cross's Humanitarian Mission 
Apr 04, 2012 
 
Interior Minister Meets ICRC President, Welcomes Any Assistance or Advice on Humanitarian 
Situation in Penal Establishments 
 
Al-Halqi: Public and private hospitals didn't stop performing duty despite current difficult 
circumstances  
 
Grand Mufti of Syria: Conspiracy against Syria Aims at Undermining its National Stances 
Apr 04, 2012 
 
Mikdad: ICRC Has to Ask Countries that Support Terrorism to Sstop Financing it 
Apr 05, 2012 
 
Minister of Information Stresses Need for Establishing Media Partnerships with Swedish Media 
Institutions 
Apr 05, 2012 
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Scholars of Levant Conference to Support Jerusalem Kicks Off Tuesday 
Apr 08, 2012 
Easter Celebrations in Syria Limited to Prayers… Heads of Christian Denominations Stress 
Adherence to National Unity 
Apr 08, 2012 
Foreign Ministry: Syria Agreed to Annan's Plan as it Respects its Sovereignty 
Apr 09, 2012 
 
Information Minister Sends Cable of Condolences to Family of Photographer Ali Ahmad 
Shaaban 
Apr 11, 2012 
 
Turkish opposition Criticizes its government's bids of instigating a war in Syria  
Apr 12, 2012 
 
Jordanian Popular Committee to Support Syria against Conspiracy Warned of Salafi Groups' 
Acts near Border to Smuggle Weapons to Syria  
Apr 12, 2012 
 
Iranian Ambassador to Lebanon Reiterates Rejection of Foreign Interference in Syria 
Apr 12, 2012 
 
President al-Assad Offers Condolences over Death of Former Algerian President  
Apr 12, 2012 
 
Official Source at Defense Ministry: Syrian Armed Forces to End Missions Thursday Morning 
Apr 12, 2012 
 
President al-Assad Meets Levant Scholars' Union Delegation.. Stresses Importance of 
Confronting Israeli Practices to Judize Jerusalem  
Apr 12, 2012 
 
China Welcomes Syrian Government's Decision on Ceasefire, Calls on Opposition for 
Abidance  
Apr 13, 2012 
 
Unoccupied Four-Storey Building in Deir-Ezzour Collapses Causing No Injuries  
Apr 14, 2012 
 
Delegation of Syrian Communities in France and Belgium Light Candles in Honor of Army and 
Civilian Martyrs 
Apr 15, 2012 
Al-Maliki Reiterates Support to Political Solution to Syrian Crisis  
Apr 15, 2012 
 
Israeli Occupation Forces Prevent Golan Woman from Visiting Her Relatives in Homeland  
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Apr 15, 2012 
 
Syrian Youths Draw Syrian Flag in Damascus Streets to Honor Martyrs  
Apr 15, 2012 
 
Delegation from Syrian Communities in France and Belgium Begins Visit to Syria 
Apr 15, 2012 
Law-enforcement Member Martyred in Idleb, 3 Citizens Killed in Hama and Daraa 
Apr 16, 2012 
 
Oil Tanker Set to Fire on Ariha-Aleppo Road 
 
Two Citizens Killed in Terrorists' Gunfire on Their Car in Hama  
 
Terrorist group abducts citizen Osama Qaddour, kills him in al-Rastan  
 
Charity Association Guard Killed by Terrorists in Daraa, Dead Body of Kidnapped Warrant 
Officer Found  
 
Car's Driver Injured in Explosive Device Blast in al-Tadamun Neighborhood in Damascus 
 
Authorities Uncover Workshops for Manufacturing Explosives in Hama and Daraa 
 
Al-Moallem Visits China to Discuss Annan's Mission, Bilateral Relations 
Apr 16, 2012 
 
Five Army, Civilian Martyrs Laid to Rest 
Apr 16, 2012 
 
Easter Celebrations in Syria Limited to Prayers and Requiems 
Apr 16, 2012 
 
Iran Hopes Annan's Mission will Be Successful 
Apr 16, 2012 
 
Archbishop Hanna: Syria Will Be Victorious against Conspiracy 
Apr 16, 2012 
 
Syrian and Arab Tribes Forum Stresses Popular National Reconciliation 
Apr 16, 2012 
 
Turkish Authorities Prevents Thousands of Turkish Citizens from Protesting Their 
Government's Hostile Policies towards Syria 
Apr 16, 2012 
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Syrian Human Rights Network: Terrorist Groups Continue their Criminal Acts, Violations of 
Annan's Plan 
Apr 16, 2012 
 
Al-Baath Party Regional Leadership Marks 66th Anniversary of Evacuation Day 
Apr 16, 2012 
 
Mass in the Mariamite Cathedral of Damascus on the Occasion of Easter 
Apr 16, 2012 
 
Empowered by President al-Assad, Azzam Offers Condolences for the Passing of Former 
Algerian President Ahmad bin Bella  
Apr 17, 2012 
 
Information Minister: Expatriates are Part of Syria's Strength, their Role is Important in Facing 
Misleading Campaigns  
Apr 17, 2012 
 
Syrian and Arab Tribes Agree to Uphold Sanctity of Syrian Blood 
Apr 17, 2012 
 
Cabinet on Independence Day : Syria Stronger, Development and Reform process On  
Apr 17, 2012 
 
Delegation of Syrian Communities in France and Belgium Visits Martyrs Graveyard in Najha 
Apr 17, 2012  
 
National Activities in Syrian Provinces Marking Independence Day 
Apr 17, 2012  
 
Popular Delegations Visit Tomb of Leader of Maysaloun Battle Yusuf al-Azmeh 
 
Citizens Recall Sacrifices of Freedom Fighter Izz Eddin al-Qassam at His Tomb 
 
People of Occupied Golan Commemorate Independence Day 
 
President al-Assad Congratulates Pope Benedict XVI on 7th Anniversary of Papal Coronation 
Apr 18, 2012 
 
Syrian Army Celebrates 66th Anniversary of Independence Day 
Apr 18, 2012 
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Bilaga: Hela källmaterialet 
 

BBC 
 
6 April 2012 Last updated at 07:46 GMT  
Syria crisis: Turkey refugee surge amid escalation fear The BBC's Jonathan Head: 
Syrian refugees report "relentless attacks" 
Thousands of Syrian refugees have been fleeing into Turkey, officials there say, as 
UN chief Ban Ki-moon warns the crisis is escalating. More than 2,300 fled on 
Wednesday, by far the highest number in one day. Earlier, the UN called for the 
Syrian government to "urgently" implement an agreed ceasefire. The approach of 
the deadline for a ceasefire seems to have brought an intensification rather than 
reduction in violence. In the Jouret al-Shiyah quarter of Homs, shells or rockets 
were falling at a rate of four in 30 seconds. Activists accuse the government of 
trying to complete its crackdown come what may; government officials say it is the 
rebel fighters who are exploiting the impending withdrawal of the military from towns 
and cities to improve their position. Activist groups say at least 60 people were killed 
in shelling or shooting by security forces on Thursday in various parts of the 
country, mainly the central city of Homs and Idlib province in the north-west.Syrian 
President Bashar al-Assad, who is fighting to crush a year-long uprising, agreed late 
last month to a UN-Arab League peace plan which sets a 10 April deadline for a 
ceasefire. 
 Ceasefire timetable 
10 April: Government must withdraw troops and heavy weapons such as tanks from 
towns, cities and villages  
Following 48 hours: Ceasefire to be implemented on the ground with the onus on 
the opposition to follow the government's lead  
06:00 local time on 12 April: All forms of violence must be stopped on all sides  
Next step: All parties to hold talks on a political solution  
A UN team has arrived in Damascus to negotiate the possibility of deploying UN 
monitors to oversee any ceasefire. The BBC's Jim Muir, reporting from Beirut, says 
the real test of the commitment of both sides to the ceasefire will come on Tuesday, 
by which time the government has pledged to stop using heavy weapons and to pull 
troops and tanks out of population centres. If that happens, our correspondent says, 
the opposition side will be under strong pressure to follow suit and call off all armed 
attacks.  
 
'War zones'  
A Turkish official told Reuters news agency that the refugees crossed near to the 
Turkish village of Bukulmez and that others were waiting on the other side of the 
border.The new arrivals were taken to a refugee camp in Reyhanli in 44 minibuses, 
he said. 
Annan's six-point peace plan: 
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1. Syrian-led political process to address the aspirations and concerns of the Syrian 
people 
2. UN-supervised cessation of armed violence in all its forms by all parties to protect 
civilians 
3. All parties to ensure provision of humanitarian assistance to all areas affected by 
the fighting, and implement a daily two-hour humanitarian pause 
4. Authorities to intensify the pace and scale of release of arbitrarily detained 
persons 
5. Authorities to ensure freedom of movement throughout the country for journalists 
6. Authorities to respect freedom of association and the right to demonstrate 
peacefully 
More than 42,000 Syrians have fled the country since the beginning of the revolt, 
which the UN estimates has killed more than 9,000 people.The Syrian authorities 
say about 2,000 security personnel have also been killed. Turkish Prime Minister 
Recep Tayyip Erdogan said on Thursday he did not trust President Assad to comply 
with the peace plan."He shoots people but pretends he is withdrawing troops. He is 
not withdrawing troops but he is duping the international community." Earlier, Mr 
Ban said the violence was claiming lives every day and appealed to Mr Assad "to 
show vision and leadership". "Cities, towns and villages have been turned into war 
zones. The sources of violence are proliferating," Mr Ban told the UN General 
Assembly. "The human rights of the Syrian people continue to be violated… 
Humanitarian needs are growing dramatically." 
 
'Protection of civilians'  
UN and Arab League envoy Kofi Annan's plan calls for Damascus to pull back 
troops and heavy weaponry by 10 April, and for a full ceasefire to take hold within 
another 48 hours.Mr Annan, the former head of the UN, said he expected a full 
ceasefire to take effect by Page last updated at 07:42 GMT, Monday, 9 April 2012 
08:42 UK Syria ceasefire would be 'political suicide' for Assad. There is growing 
concern that a planned ceasefire in Syria, which is supposed to come into force 
tomorrow, will not go ahead after the opposition rejected a demand from the Syrian 
government to provide a written guarantee that it will stop fighting and disarm. The 
rebels' commander says they will abide by the truce, but will only present 
guarantees and commitments to the international community, not to the 
Syrian.Abdul Omar, a spokesman for the London-based Syrian Observatory for 
Human Rights, told the Today programme's Sarah Montague that the opposition 
that said any agreement to a peace plan would be met with scepticism because the 
Assad regime has "made promises only to reject them" for the second or third time. 
"It is no surprise that Assad regime proves that it is only trying to buy itself some 
time," he said, adding that it is not giving up the only tool it has "which is violence 
and force". Mr Omar said the regime sees this ceasefire "as a suicide plan" because 
withdrawing the military from the streets and allowing independent observers into 
the country would result in a mass reaction from Syrian public which would be 
"political suicide" so they would not go as far as that. "What we need to see right 
now is the international community taking serious measures," he said, in the form of 
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humanitarian aid which must reach those who need it establishing a buffer zone on 
the border with Turkey.  
 
7 April 2012 Last updated at 21:50 GMT  
Syria fighting 'kills 100' ahead of ceasefire.Activists and witnesses say there has 
been an intensification of violence in recent days.At least 100 people have died on 
one of the bloodiest days in the Syrian uprising, activists say, days ahead of a 
ceasefire backed by the UN. Clandestine monitors inside Syria say dozens died in 
Latamneh, a suburb of the city of Hama, as a result of government shelling.Video 
said to be from Homs showed 13 victims of an apparent mass execution.UN chief 
Ban Ki-moon has warned the government not to use the impending truce as an 
"excuse for killing".Turkey says refugee arrivals from Syria have doubled since 
President Bashar al-Assad agreed to implement a peace plan from the UN and 
Arab League. 
 
Scepticism  
The six-point plan, mediated by former UN chief Kofi Annan, envisages a cessation 
of armed violence by all parties from 10 April, with a full ceasefire on 12 April. 
Ceasefire timetable 
10 April: Government must withdraw troops and heavy weapons such as tanks from 
towns, cities and villages  
Following 48 hours: Ceasefire to be implemented on the ground with the onus on 
the opposition to follow the government's lead  
06:00 local time on 12 April: All forms of violence must be stopped on all sides  
Next step: All parties to hold talks on a political solution  
However, the Syrian opposition, the US and many countries in the region have 
expressed scepticism that Syria is committed to the plan.The Oranisation of Islamic 
Co-operation, has pledged to raise $70m (£44m) to help about one million people in 
need in Syria. The OIC said it had received permission from Damascus to send aid. 
In Damascus on Saturday, thousands of supporters of Mr Assad attended a rally to 
mark the 65th anniversary of the ruling Baath Party. A death toll of 107 - including 
74 civilians - was reported by the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, based in 
London. Another monitoring group, the Local Co-ordination Committees, gave a 
figure of 133, not including members of the Syrian security forces.  
 
Dead toddler  
In Latamneh, dead bodies were piled in flatbed vehicles and driven away as 
distraught townspeople looked on, activists' videos showed.  Footage posted on the 
internet showed emotional scenes as the bodies were buried, with a dead toddler 
being held aloft and the bodies of adults laid out on the ground in shrouds. Activists 
said at least 40 people were killed, with one group - the Syrian Network for Human 
Rights - putting the death toll at over 70. Further to the south, the Deir al-Baalba 
quarter of Homs, Syria's third-biggest city, was among several districts which 
monitors said were being pounded relentlessly by government tanks and artillery. 
Unverifiable video footage from the same quarter showed a pile of 13 dead bodies 
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at the foot of a bloodstained and bullet-pocked wall, suggesting a mass summary 
execution. In other incidents reported by monitors: 
Militants killed three members of the security forces in Aleppo province At least two 
people died when a rocket hit a bus carrying Syrians after it entered neighbouring 
Lebanon at Jousa  
The photos published by the US show some withdrawals of tanks from populated 
areas.Satellite photos published by the US Ambassador to Damascus, Robert Ford, 
show Syrian artillery and tanks were still close to populated areas this week, despite 
some withdrawals."This is not the reduction in offensive Syrian government security 
operations that all agree must be the first step for the Annan initiative to succeed," 
Mr Ford said in Washington. "The regime and the Syrian people should know that 
we are watching. The regime cannot hide the truth." The latest violence strengthens 
the impression that, as the Tuesday truce deadline approaches, the government 
has decided to continue battering centres of resistance whatever the cost, the 
BBC's Jim Muir reports from Beirut. Damascus appears to be ignoring strong words 
from the UN head, who warned it would be held accountable, our correspondent 
says. Damascus held a rally to mark the 65th anniversary of the ruling Baath Party. 
The Syrian government has sent letters to the UN blaming what it calls "armed 
terrorist groups" for the violence, saying they have escalated their attacks since the 
Annan peace plan was accepted. A UN team is currently in Damascus to negotiate 
the possibility of deploying UN monitors to oversee any ceasefire. Mr Annan has 
said that if the truce is successful, a small mobile UN monitoring mission of some 
200-250 observers could be brought into Syria. The UN estimates more than 9,000 
people have died in the year-long uprising against the rule of President Assad. 
Turkey said that if the influx of refugees continued at the current rate, it would need 
international assistance. More than 2,800 Syrians have crossed the border in 36 
hours, with the total now near 24,000. 
 
8 April 2012 Last updated at 16:33 GMT  
Fears grow for peace deal in Syria after new demands. Doubts are growing about 
the planned ceasefire in Syria after the government made new demands and the 
rebels said they believed the plan would fail. As fighting raged, Damascus 
demanded written guarantees from the rebels to end attacks and a promise from 
foreign governments not to fund or arm them. The rebels said they had already 
given their word to stop fighting if government forces did so too. Their commander 
said he believed the UN-brokered truce would fail. The ceasefire, negotiated by UN 
envoy Kofi Annan as part of a peace plan, is due to begin this coming week after 
government troops pull back from populated areas. An opposition body, the Syrian 
National Council, said it believed the government's new demands were a ploy by 
President Bashar al-Assad to reject the peace plan. More than 9,000 people have 
been killed in the uprising against Mr Assad's rule which began more than a year 
ago. As many as 160 people were killed on Saturday, many of them said to be 
civilian victims of shelling by government forces, and fierce new fighting was 
reported on Sunday. 
 
'Plan to fail'  
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Damascus issued its two new demands just 48 hours before the deadline for the 
Syrian army to withdraw from towns and cities.In doing so, it has thrown the entire 
ceasefire deal into doubt, the BBC's Grant Ferrett reports. Ceasefire timetable 
10 April: Government must withdraw troops and heavy weapons such as tanks from 
towns, cities and villages  
Following 48 hours: Ceasefire to be implemented on the ground with the onus on 
the opposition to follow the government's lead  
06:00 local time on 12 April: All forms of violence must be stopped on all sides  
Next step: All parties to hold talks on a political solution  
The Syrian foreign ministry said it did not want the rebels to exploit any troop 
withdrawal to reorganise and rearm themselves.Foreign ministry spokesman Jihad 
Makdissi said: "Syria has a plan for military pullback already in place and being 
implemented, but completing and achieving the main goal would definitely require 
the guarantees from the other side and those supporting them." A spokesman for 
the rebel Free Syrian Army (FSA) told Reuters news agency that the FSA would 
cease fire in line with the UN plan. "But if they [Syrian government forces] fire we 
will pick up arms again and fight them," Col Qassem Saad al-Deen added. Also 
speaking to Reuters, FSA commander Col Riad al-Asaad said his forces had not 
been asked to given any written guarantees. "We have given our word that if the 
regime commits to the plan then we will too," he said. "We are honest."  He added: 
"The regime will not implement this plan. This plan will fail." Mr Annan said in a 
statement on Sunday that "the present escalation of violence" was unacceptable. 
 
'Mortar rain'  
Details were impossible to verify independently but heavy fighting was reported on 
Sunday across Syria.The Syrian government is refusing to withdraw its forces. 
Dozens of people were killed or wounded when government tanks shelled areas in 
the province of Idlib, near the border with Turkey, activist Mahmoud Ali told Reuters 
by telephone. He said the areas of al-Rouge and al-Bashiriya, where FSA fighters 
were surrounded, were under attack. In the central city of Homs, government forces 
dropped mortar rounds on the rebel-held neighbourhood of Khaldiyeh, activist Tarek 
Badrakhan told the Associated Press news agency by skype. "Mortar rounds are 
falling like rain," he said, as explosions were heard in the background. Forty bodies 
were piled in a room in a makeshift hospital, he said, and activists were trying to 
keep the bodies cold by directing a fan toward them. "We might have to bury them 
in public gardens," he said. 
 
9 April 2012 Last updated at 10:16 GMT  
Syrian rebels reject new demands as ceasefire nears.Doubts are growing about the 
planned ceasefire in Syria Rebels in Syria have rejected a last-minute demand by 
the government, made just 48 hours ahead of a proposed ceasefire which now 
looks set to fail. Damascus on Sunday called for written guarantees from rebel 
fighters to end attacks and a promise from foreign states not to fund them.The Free 
Syrian Army said it backed the UN-Arab League truce, but refused to meet the 
government's demands. Violence has risen ahead of Tuesday's deadline for the 
ceasefire to start. Activists said nearly 70 people were killed on Sunday, bringing 
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the weekend death toll over the weekend to at least 180, most of them civilians. On 
Monday, Turkey said a Turkish translator and two Syrian nationals were wounded 
overnight at the Kilis refugee camp by shots fired from the Syrian side of the border. 
Also on Monday, Syrian Foreign Minister Walid Muallem is visiting Russia - Syria's 
key ally - for what may now be crucial talks on the crisis. 

 
'Unacceptable'  
Syria's opposition says the new demands are a ploy by President Bashar al-Assad 
to derail the peace plan mediated by UN-Arab League envoy Kofi Annan. The Free 
Syrian Army's Col Riyad al-Asaad told Associated Press news agency that while his 
troops were "committed" to the plan, they did not recognise the Assad government 
"and for that reason we will not give guarantees". Russia is a crucial diplomatic 
player in the Syria crisis. It hasn't yet made its views known about the spanner that's 
suddenly been thrown into the works by Syria's demand for prior written guarantees 
not just that the rebel fighters will cease fire too, but also that they will surrender 
their weapons, and that countries supporting them must also formally pledge to stop 
doing so. Russia, and China, supported the UN Security Council statement last 
Thursday, calling on Syria to honour a pledge it had given to Kofi Annan, that it 
would complete a withdrawal of its military from towns and cities by Tuesday and 
stop using heavy weapons. None of that has happened so far and the crackdown 
continues. If the Russians and others can't salvage the Annan plan by persuading 
the Syrians to moderate their demands, it will be back to the Security Council, which 
has said it will consider "further measures" depending on the fate of the peace 
process. The ceasefire is due to come into effect on Tuesday after government 
troops pull back from populated areas. But on Sunday, the Syrian foreign ministry 
cast new doubt on the agreement, saying it did not want the rebels to exploit any 
troop withdrawal to reorganise and rearm themselves. "To say that Syria will pull 
back its forces from towns on April 10 is inaccurate, Kofi Annan having not yet 
presented written guarantees on the acceptance by armed terrorist groups of a halt 
to all violence." It said that the regime was also awaiting written guarantees from the 
governments of Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Turkey "on stopping their funding to 
terrorist groups". "Syria is not going to repeat what happened in the presence of 
Arab observers when armed forces left towns," the foreign ministry said, referring to 
a monitoring mission by the Arab League earlier this year which failed to end the 
violence. Foreign ministry spokesman Jihad Makdissi said: "Syria has a plan for 
military pullback already in place and being implemented, but completing and 
achieving the main goal would definitely require the guarantees from the other side 
and those supporting them." Meanwhile, Mr Annan called the recent escalation of 
violence "unacceptable" and appealed to the Syrian government to abide by its 
commitments. "This is a time when we must all urgently work towards a full 
cessation of hostilities, providing the space for humanitarian access and creating 
the conditions for a political process," he said. The shooting into the Kilis refugee 
camp is the first such attack since Turkey began housing refugees. Turkey called in 
the Syrian charge d'affaires to protest. 
Ceasefire timetable 
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10 April: Government must withdraw troops and heavy weapons such as tanks from 
towns, cities and villages  
Following 48 hours: Ceasefire to be implemented on the ground with the onus on 
the opposition to follow the government's lead  
06:00 local time on 12 April: All forms of violence must be stopped on all sides  
Next step: All parties to hold talks on a political solution  
Mr Annan will reportedly visit Syrian refugees on the Turkish border on Tuesday. A 
Turkish diplomatic source told AFP: "The visit will only last a few hours, ahead of 
Annan's trip to Iran." The BBC's Jonathan Head, on the Turkey-Syria border, says 
this is a necessary move by Kofi Annan as there is a diplomatic need for him to 
show his concern for those who have fled.Mr Muallem is scheduled to travel to 
Moscow on Monday for talks and correspondents say the focus may now fall on 
Russia to try to salvage the Annan plan. On Monday Chinese foreign ministry 
spokesman Liu Weimin called on the government and opposition in Syria to "honour 
their commitment of ceasefire and withdrawal of troops". However, the violence 
showed no sign of abating on Monday, with the Syrian Observatory for Human 
Rights group reporting that at least six members of the Syrian security forces had 
been killed in clashes close to the Turkish border. The UN says more than 9,000 
people have been killed in the uprising against Mr Assad's rule which began more 
than a year ago. The Syrian government says 2,000 security personnel have been 
killed in the uprising and blames the violence  
 
9 April 2012 Last updated at 04:36  
GMTFighting continues in Homs despite Syria ceasefire plan. Doubts are growing 
about the planned ceasefire in Syria after the government demanded written 
guarantees from the opposition to end attacks and a promise from foreign 
governments not to fund or arm them. The rebels said they had already given their 
word to stop fighting if government forces did so too.  Zoe Conway reports. 
 
 
06:00 (03:00 GMT) on 12 April. 
Kofi Annan: "There is an urgent need to stop the killing". But Syria's UN 
ambassador said that the main threat to the ceasefire came from the armed 
opposition backed by Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Turkey. Bashar Jaafari demanded 
that Mr Annan obtain written guarantees from those countries that they were on 
board with the peace plan. He also said that while troops and heavy weapons would 
be withdrawn from cities under the plan, police would remain "for the protection of 
the civilians". Mr Annan is expected to travel to Iran on 11 April, the day after the 
partial ceasefire is due, to try to win further regional support for his peace plan. The 
UN has requested that Mr Annan provide proposals for a mechanism to supervise 
the ceasefire to and update the Security Council on progress. Mr Annan said that if 
the ceasefire was successful a small mobile UN monitoring mission of some 200-
250 observers could be brought into Syria. 
 
10 April 2012 Last updated at 04:47 GMT  
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Syria 'failing to abide by truce', says US. BBC's Tom Esselmont: "This was the kind 
of violence Kofi Annan's peace plan was designed to stop".There is no sign of Syria 
abiding by an international plan to bring fighting to an end, the White House has 
said. Under the peace deal, Syrian troops were to begin withdrawing from cities by 
Tuesday. But US officials said the situation seemed to have worsened. Monday 
proved to be one of the bloodiest days of the uprising, with activists reporting more 
than 100 dead.  The international community has intensified efforts to urge the 
regime to abide by the plan. A Western diplomat has told the BBC that the UN 
Security Council was expecting a letter from UN and Arab League envoy Kofi 
Annan on Tuesday regarding the Syrian government's implementation of the 
withdrawal. Mr Annan will also briefly visit Syrian refugees on the Turkish border on 
Tuesday on his way to Iran, where he is expected to try to convince the Iranians to 
lean on the Syrian government to stop the bloodshed. China has also urged both 
sides in the conflict to honour the peace deal. Correspondents say that Russia, 
Syria's main ally, may now have to play a crucial role.It has supported the Annan 
plan, and Syrian Foreign Minister Walid Muallem is in Moscow for talks. 
 
Cross-border attacks  
Earlier on Monday, violence spilled across Syria's borders with Turkey and 
Lebanon. Turkey reacted angrily, summoning Syria's envoy in Ankara after two 
incidents along their joint border left two dead and many injured, including Turkish 
citizens. Separately, a Lebanese cameraman was shot dead on Lebanon's northern 
border with Syria.  
 
Ceasefire timetable 
10 April: Government must withdraw troops and heavy weapons such as tanks from 
towns, cities and villages  
Following 48 hours: Ceasefire to be implemented on the ground with the onus on 
the opposition to follow the government's lead 
06:00 local time on 12 April: All forms of violence must be stopped on all sides 
Next step: All parties to hold talks on a political solution 
"We certainly have seen no signs yet of the Assad regime abiding by its 
commitments, which is obviously quite unfortunate," White House spokesman Jay 
Carney told reporters. The US also expressed outrage over the violence along 
Syria's border with Turkey. "We join the Turkish government in calling for the Syrian 
regime to immediately cease fire," state department spokeswoman Victoria Nuland 
said. "Not only has the violence not abated, it has been worse in recent days," she 
said. UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon issued a statement deploring the violence 
on Syria's borders. He also made a final plea for the Syrian administration to halt all 
attacks on civilians, his spokesman is quoted by AFP news agency as saying. Even 
before the uptick in violence, pessimism had been growing over the prospects for 
Mr Annan's peace deal.Earlier, Turkey's foreign minister described the April 10 
deadline for troop withdrawal as "void". After previously agreeing to Mr Annan's 
plan, on Sunday Damascus called for written guarantees from rebel fighters to end 
attacks and a promise from foreign states not to fund them. It said it did not want the 
rebels to exploit any troop withdrawal to reorganise and rearm themselves.  The 
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rebel Free Syrian Army said although it backed the UN-Arab League truce, it 
refused to meet the government's new demands. 
 
Day of bloodshed  
Activists reported more than 100 deaths on Monday - among them at least 30 
civilians who died in bombardment in the central province of Hama. Harrowing 
scenes were reported in the town of al-Latmana, where 17 women and eight 
children were said to have been crushed under the rubble of their homes in the 
second attack on the area in days. In the first of the skirmishes on the Turkish 
border at least two people died and many were wounded after people crossing from 
Syria into Turkey at Kilis were shot at by the Syrian army, the governor of Kilis told 
the BBC.  Violence has intensified in Syria as the ceasefire deadline approaches. In 
the second incident at least two Syrian refugees and a Turkish translator were 
wounded inside a refugee camp after being hit by gunfire, possibly from stray 
bullets from clashes between Syrian rebels and troops. Turkey has seen a sharp 
rise in the number of refugees coming over the border in the past week, and now 
hosts some 24,000 Syrians, including hundreds of army defectors.In a separate 
incident, a Lebanese cameraman for Lebanon's Al-Jadeed television channel was 
shot dead when a film crew came under a hail of bullets from troops on the Syrian 
side of the border. The UN says more than 9,000 people have been killed in the 
uprising against Mr Assad's rule which began more than a year ago. The Syrian 
government says 2,000 security personnel have been killed in the uprising and 
blames the violence on "armed gangs" and "terrorists". Are you in Syria, or do you 
have relatives in the country? Do you know anyone near the Turkey-Syria border? 
Send us your comments using the form below. At no time should you endanger 
yourself or others or take any unnecessary risks. 
 
13 April 2012 Last updated at 11:50 GMT  
Syria ceasesfire: UN plans to send observers 'in days'. Hillary Clinton: "The 
regime's troops and tanks have not pulled back from population centres". A draft UN 
resolution has outlined plans to send monitors to Syria to oversee compliance with a 
UN and Arab League-backed peace plan. The draft, prepared by the US, is 
expected to be voted on at the Security Council on Friday, with monitors arriving by 
early next week. A ceasefire at the core of the peace plan is largely holding. But at 
least one person was killed on Friday, say activists, as Syrians staged protests in 
several places. The British-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said the 
man was killed when security forces opened fire at a protest in Hama. The 
observatory also reported an exchange of heavy machine-gun fire near the village 
of Khirbet al-Joz, in Idlib province, on the border with Turkey. Demonstrations were 
also reported in Damascus and in provinces including Homs, Aleppo and Idlib. A 
large protest was held in eastern Deir al-Zour on Thursday night. A number of 
civilians were killed on Thursday, after the ceasefire came into effect at 06:00 
(03:00 GMT), while the government said a bomb attack had killed one soldier. The 
BBC's Jim Muir in Beirut says despite the alleged breaches on both sides, levels of 
violence have fallen significantly. For the first time in months, thousands of people 
crammed the central square to stage a night-time demonstration in Deir al-Zour, a 
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troubled city near the Iraqi border in the east. It was part protest, but part 
celebration - people seemed to feel that things have changed. That and many other 
factors will be tested as people come out of mosques all over the country after 
Friday prayers. Opposition leaders are looking for a big turnout as a show of 
strength. But there are fears about how the security forces may react, especially if 
there are any acts of provocation. A spokesman for UN and Arab League envoy 
Kofi Annan, who drew up the peace plan, said it had been "relatively respected", but 
that the envoy was "aware that we don't have a perfect situation" in Syria. "There 
are detainees that need to be released, humanitarian corridors need to be opened," 
said Ahmad Fawzi, although he noted that Syria had granted entry visas to 74 
media organisations. 
 
Assad 'insincere'  
The draft UN resolution calls on the Syrian government and opposition groups to 
comply with all aspects of Mr Annan's peace plan, including troop withdrawals and 
an end to "all armed violence in all its forms". It threatens unspecified "further 
measures" if the Syrian government "does not implement its commitments". The 
team of 10 to 12 observers would monitor the ceasefire and check the Syrian army 
was withdrawing from population centres in accordance with the peace plan. Activist 
Mousab Hamdee says security forces are still killing but that will not stop the 
protests: "We want to show the world that the regime is lying". Mr Fawzi said they 
were "standing by to board planes and get themselves on the ground as soon as 
possible" and would be followed by a larger mission of some 250 observers. 
Security Council ambassadors - including Russia and China, who have vetoed 
previous resolutions - have all backed the idea of observers. The ceasefire formally 
came into effect on Thursday - both sides vowed to observe it but reserved the right 
to respond if attacked. Mr Annan said Syria had not fully complied with the deal as it 
had yet to withdraw troops and heavy weaponry from towns and cities. Annan's six-
point peace plan 
1. Syrian-led political process to address the aspirations and concerns of the Syrian 
people 
2. UN-supervised cessation of armed violence in all its forms by all parties to protect 
civilians 
3. All parties to ensure provision of humanitarian assistance to all areas affected by 
the fighting, and implement a daily two-hour humanitarian pause 
4. Authorities to intensify the pace and scale of release of arbitrarily detained 
persons 
5. Authorities to ensure freedom of movement throughout the country for journalists 
6. Authorities to respect freedom of association and the right to demonstrate 
peacefully 
US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said the ceasefire was important but was just a 
first step.  
Humanitarian groups must have full access, she said, and Syrian President Bashar 
al-Assad would "have to go", a step which is not included in the peace plan. Mrs 
Clinton said the US supported the deployment of an advance team immediately. But 
she said the group, as well as any full monitoring mission would "need complete 
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freedom of movement, unimpeded communications, and access throughout the 
country and to all Syrians, as well as firm security guarantees from all parties." 
French President Nicolas Sarkozy said on Friday that he did not "believe in Bashar 
al-Assad's sincerity, nor unfortunately in the ceasefire", and said the international 
community should "assume its responsibilities and create humanitarian corridors so 
those unfortunates who are being massacred by a dictator can escape". The UN 
estimates that about 9,000 people have died since anti-government protests began 
in March 2011. In February, the Syrian government put the death toll at 3,838 - 
2,493 civilians and 1,345 security forces personnel. Are you in Syria? Do you have 
friends or family there? Send us your comments and experiences using the form 
below. At no time should you endanger yourself or others or take any unnecessary 
risks. No 'signal of peace' from Syria – Annan Kofi Annan: "I believe there should be 
no preconditions for stopping violence" The Syrian government has failed to send a 
"powerful political signal of peace", UN-Arab League envoy Kofi Annan has told the 
UN Security Council. The Syrian army continued operations in population centres 
despite an agreement to pull out troops by Tuesday, he said. Syrian opposition 
activists said at least 60 people were killed as the army shelled a number of towns. 
Despite the clashes, Mr Annan said his peace plan was still alive as he urged both 
sides to stop fighting. "The days before 10 April should have been an opportunity for 
the government of Syria to send a powerful political signal of peace, with action on 
all aspects of the six-point plan," he wrote in a report to the Security Council. "I am 
gravely concerned at the course of events." 
 
'Give no excuse'  
Under his plan, sponsored by the UN and the Arab League, Syrian troops were to 
have completed their withdrawal from population centres and stopped the use of 
heavy weaponry by Tuesday, ahead of a full ceasefire coming into place on 
Thursday morning. Ceasefire timetable 
10 April: Government must withdraw troops and heavy weapons such as tanks from 
towns, cities and villages Following 48 hours: Ceasefire to be implemented on the 
ground with the onus on the opposition to follow the government's lead 06:00 local 
time on 12 April: All forms of violence must be stopped on all sides Next step: All 
parties to hold talks on a political solution Damascus had agreed to the deadline, 
but on Sunday demanded written guarantees first that its opponents would give up 
arms, along with a promise from foreign states not to fund them. Mr Annan told the 
Security Council that this new demand put the cessation of violence at risk. Shelling 
was reported in several cities on Tuesday, including Homs, a centre of resistance to 
the rule of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad since the rebellion broke out in March 
last year. At least 28 people were killed there, said the Local Co-ordination 
Committees (LCC), an activist network. The LCC said 20 people were killed in 
Hama, while there were further deaths in Aleppo and Idlib in the north, Deraa in the 
south and in a Damascus suburb.  
 
Start Quote 
It may be too early to draw a definitive line under Kofi Annan's peace plan for Syria, 
but it is not looking in terribly good health” Mr Annan said there was still a chance to 
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salvage the peace plan. "It is essential that the next 48 hours bring visible signs of 
immediate and indisputable change in the military posture of the government forces 
throughout the country," he told the Security Council. He added that the opposition 
should also stop fighting in order to "give no excuse for the government to renege 
on its commitments". The Security Council was in agreement with Kofi Annan that 
the Thursday deadline must be adhered to, said the US ambassador to the UN, 
Susan Rice - who is president of the council this month. "Members of the council 
are unified in their grave concern that this deadline has passed and the violence 
has not only continued but over the last 10 days has intensified," she said. Syrian 
opposition activists said operations against them have stepped up in the last week 
She said the council faced a "moment of truth coming up" when it would have to 
decide whether to increase pressure on the Syrian government. Permanent 
members Russia and China, who hold vetoes over council decisions, have 
prevented resolutions condemning Damascus but have backed Mr Annan's peace 
plan. Russia is one of Syria's closest allies. 
 
'Terrorist gangs'  
Speaking earlier in Turkey, after visiting a camp for Syrian refugees, Mr Annan said 
it was too early to say his plan had failed. "It is a plan the [UN Security] Council has 
endorsed. It's a plan the Syrians have endorsed and from the comments made by 
the opposition, they are also prepared to go along with it if the government meets its 
commitments to pull the troops out. So I think the plan is very much alive." 
Annan's six-point peace plan 
1. Syrian-led political process to address the aspirations and concerns of the Syrian 
people 
2. UN-supervised cessation of armed violence in all its forms by all parties to protect 
civilians 
3. All parties to ensure provision of humanitarian assistance to all areas affected by 
the fighting, and implement a daily two-hour humanitarian pause 
4. Authorities to intensify the pace and scale of release of arbitrarily detained 
persons 
5. Authorities to ensure freedom of movement throughout the country for journalists 
6. Authorities to respect freedom of association and the right to demonstrate 
peacefully 
Speaking in Moscow, Syrian Foreign Minister Walid Muallem said the withdrawal 
had begun in some areas, but that the ceasefire should be timed to the arrival of 
international monitors - something Mr Annan said he was working towards. But Mr 
Muallem said that "despite all these positive measures we noticed on a daily basis 
the escalation of opposition by the armed terrorist gangs". Syrian opposition 
representatives have said they are committed to the peace plan but that if 
government troops did not stop firing by Thursday, they would intensify their own 
operations. The Russian foreign ministry said Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov had 
urged Mr Annan in a telephone call to put pressure on countries backing the Syrian 
opposition to make sure they stuck to the ceasefire plan. Earlier he said the Syrian 
government "could have been more active and decisive" in implementing the plan, 
but that Mr Muallem had assured him Damascus was committed to it. 
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16 April 2012 Last updated at 09:51 GMT  
Syria UN observers begin work as fighting continues It is unclear whether the 
observers will get the freedom of movement across Syria The first observers from 
the UN are starting work in Syria, where they are monitoring a fragile ceasefire. A 
UN spokesman told the BBC that the six-strong advance party would make contact 
with the Syrian government and opposition, before beginning fieldwork. More 
observers are expected to arrive later on Monday. Numbers will build up to about 30 
by the end of the week. Violence has continued despite the truce, with about 25 
people reportedly dying on Sunday, many of them in Homs. Activists said security 
forces had stepped up their shelling of opposition strongholds in the central city. 
Video footage showed explosions at times at the rate of six a minute in the Khaldiya 
district. 
In the city of Hama, in central Syria, two people were killed by security forces on 
Monday, opposition activists said. The claims have not been independently verified. 
 
Grey area  
Under the six-point peace plan put forward by UN-Arab League envoy Kofi Annan, 
the government in Damascus should have withdrawn its forces and heavy 
weaponry from cities UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon expressed concern, 
saying the world was "watching with sceptical eyes" to see whether the ceasefire - 
which came into effect last Thursday - was sustainable. "It is important - absolutely 
important that the Syrian government should take all the measures to keep this 
cessation of violence," he said. The Syrian government said "terrorist groups" had 
intensified their "criminal attacks" since the truce began. The advance party from 
the UN's Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) arrived in the capital 
Damascus on Sunday, a day after the UN Security Council passed a resolution 
authorising their deployment.  
 
Syria observer mission 
UN Security Council resolution 2042 approves a team of up to 30 unarmed 
observers An initial group of six monitors arrives in Syria The rest of the advance 
team is set to follow later 
Once certain conditions are met, the UN will seek Security Council approval for an 
expanded force of about 250 observers Ban Ki-moon will set out concrete proposals 
by 18 April for this larger UN observer force "The first tasks of the six unarmed 
monitors will be to liaise with the government of Syria, the Syrian security forces 
and begin to reach out to the opposition so that all sides understand they've arrived, 
that the monitoring mission pre-advanced team has begun its work in monitoring, 
and that they all understand that role and respect it," DPKO spokesman Kieran 
Dwyer told the BBC. "The Security Council has mandated an advance team of 30, 
so in the coming days these six will be joined by another 24 military monitors and 
they will begin to move out to the other cities as quickly as possible." Mr Dwyer said 
the Security Council had asked for a report on 18 April to help it determine whether 
to send a larger observer mission to Syria. "If any sides are breaching the 
commitment to end all forms of violence, then there will be international eyes and 
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ears on the ground reporting that," he added. Syria's state news agency, Sana, said 
the country welcomed the monitors, and hoped that the team would bear witness to 
the "crimes" being carried out by "armed terrorist groups". The BBC's Jim Muir in 
Beirut says it is unclear whether the observers will get the freedom of movement 
and access that they need to monitor the ceasefire effectively, and whether they will 
be able to operate safely. UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon: "The whole world is 
watching with sceptical eyes" Under the Security Council resolution covering the 
mission, the primary responsibility for their safety lies with the Syrian government. 
But it has said it cannot be responsible if it is not involved in their movements. Our 
correspondent says there is clearly a grey area there which needs to be clarified on 
the ground. 
Once the observers do get out and about, one of the first places they are bound to 
want to go to will be Homs, where troops have used tanks, artillery and rockets to 
pound areas where rebel fighters are holding out, he adds. As well as monitoring 
the truce, the observers are supposed to be supervising the implementation of all 
aspects of the plan, including the release of all detainees and the provision of aid to 
stricken areas. The UN says about 9,000 people have died since pro-democracy 
protests began in March 2011. In February, the Syrian government put the death toll 
at 3,838 - 2,493 civilians and 1,345 security forces personnel. Are you in the 
region? Send us your comments and experiences using the form below. 
 
13 April 2012 Last updated at 13:24 GMT  
Press has dim hopes for Syria ceasefire Many papers fear that bloody clashes will 
resume There is almost universal scepticism in the press in the Middle East as well 
as further afield about the fragile UN-Arab League-brokered ceasefire in Syria. A 
state-run Syrian newspaper accused the opposition of violating it, while a pan-Arab 
newspaper said the plan was "born to fail". A Russian analyst also doubted that the 
ceasefire would last, but there was cautious optimism in China and Germany. 
 
Government "procrastinating" 
In Syria itself, the government-owned newspaper Tishrin accused the opposition of 
violating the UN-brokered ceasefire, but said the authorities remained committed to 
Kofi Annan's plan. 
"As expected, the armed groups continue to carry out terrorist operations against 
innocent citizens in a clear violation of the UN-Arab League envoy Kofi Annan's 
plan," a commentary by Zyad Ghusn said. It went on to urge pressure to be applied 
not only on President Bashar al-Assad's opponents, but also on "some states which 
support and fund these armed groups". Qatar's al-Rayah, however, accused the 
government in Damascus of dragging its feet over implementing the peace plan. 
"Although the ceasefire in Syria has begun, the regime is still procrastinating in 
applying the first item of Annan's plan, which includes the withdrawal of the army 
and heavy weaponry from cities and towns," an editorial in the paper said. "It is 
clear that army deployment in many cities and towns aims to prevent demonstrators 
from reaching main squares to protest and demand the toppling of the regime." 
'Born to fail' Lebanon's al-Nahar, an independent centrist newspaper, feared that 
further violence in Syria was inevitable. "The regime will not accept any 
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demonstrations that might contribute to its downfall. It will not accept the opposition. 
It will not hesitate to re-deploy its tanks and military forces to resume bloody 
confrontations backed by major powers such as Russia and China, and also backed 
by Iran, which has supported it with arms and men," a commentary by Rajih al-Khuri 
said. Al-Quds al-Arabi, a London-based pan-Arab newspaper, was similarly 
downbeat. "The only thing the Syrian regime and the opposition agree on is that 
they both want Annan's mission to fail. The regime wants to finish the opposition 
using destructive force while the opposition wants to finish the regime by foreign 
military intervention," the paper said in an editorial, adding that "Annan's initiative 
was born to fail". Jordanian newspaper al-Arab al-Yawm said not enough was being 
done to put an end to the bloodshed in Syria. An article by Ruhayil Gharabiya 
accused the international community of "complicity with the massacres perpetrated 
by the Syrian regime" and said that a campaign was under way to reverse the 
course of the Arab Spring. Call for observers In Russia, hopes were pinned on the 
deployment of observers to Syria. Nezavisimaya Gazeta, a heavyweight centrist 
daily, said this would help end the violence and also stimulate dialogue between the 
government and the opposition. "This will serve as a guarantee for restoring stability 
in Syria. But there is still a very long way to go," Nikolay Surkov wrote in the daily. 
But there were doubts, too. Speaking on radio Ekho Moskvy on 12 April, Vladimir 
Sazhin, a senior research fellow at the Oriental Studies Institute, said Kofi Annan's 
plan was hampered by a lack of unity among the Syrian opposition. "The opposition 
is so diverse that talking about the entire opposition does not seem particularly 
sensible to me. A single shot from one of the opposition groupings is all it takes for 
everything to start up once again. So I doubt that this will be a long-lived truce," 
Sazhin said. Turkey's centrist newspaper Milliyet was pessimistic, too. "The 
'ceasefire' in Syria has been violated on the very first day," Guneri Civaoglu said in 
a commentary. "It is not going to work because although the tanks have been 
withdrawn, the troops are still in the streets," the paper said. 
 
"First step" 
The media in China were more upbeat. Renmin Ribao, the domestic edition of 
Chinese Communist Party newspaper People's Daily, said that "the overall situation 
in the whole of Syria has improved considerably". "Compared with the clashes that 
easily killed over 100 people a few days ago, the scope and scale of the conflict 
have been narrowed down greatly," Li Yida and Huang Peizhao argued in the 
paper. In another article published in the paper, senior editor Zhong Sheng said that 
"the situation is not optimistic", but Annan's mediation efforts "have finally achieved 
the first step in important progress". The China Daily, another state-run newspaper, 
agreed that "hopes for a complete and permanent cessation of hostilities remain 
frail". "This is now a critical stage for reaching a political settlement and China is 
doing all it can to support Annan's efforts," a commentary in the paper said. 
Germany's Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung had doubts about the longevity of the 
ceasefire but hoped it would put an end to the violence. "An incomplete cease-fire is 
certainly better than continued murder and, as Obama puts it, the 'unacceptable 
brutality' against his own people," Klaus-Dieter Frankenberger said in a 
commentary. "Now the priority must be to work towards a political process for the 
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time after Assad," he added. BBC Monitoring selects and translates news from 
radio, television, press, news agencies and the internet from 150 countries in more 
than 70 languages. It is based in Caversham, UK, and has several bureaux  
 
17 April 2012 Last updated at 18:24 GMT  
Syria troops bombard Homs and other rebel areas Homs has been under almost 
continuous attack since the ceasefire began last Thursday Syrian security forces 
are carrying out deadly attacks on opposition-held areas in the north and south and 
continuing to bombard Homs, activists say. Some opposition groups report that 
more than 50 people have been killed over the course of the day. The violence 
came as envoy Kofi Annan travelled to Qatar to brief the Arab League on the peace 
plan he negotiated. A handful of United Nations observers have made their first field 
trip to the south of the country to visit Deraa. Earlier, the head of the advance team 
of UN observers admitted its ceasefire monitoring mission would be difficult. 
"We need to move forward, little step by little step," Col Ahmed Himmiche of 
Morocco told reporters in the capital, Damascus. "It is not easy and it will require co-
ordination with all sides, firstly with the Syrian government and then with the other 
sides. It's a difficult mission that needs co-ordination and planning," he added. Col 
Himmiche arrived on Sunday to prepare for a 30-strong mission approved by the 
UN Security Council to check the implementation of Mr Annan's peace plan, under 
which a ceasefire is supposed to have begun on Thursday.  “Start Quote There are 
outside forces that are not interested in the success of the current UN Security 
Council effort” End Quote Sergei Lavrov Russian Foreign Minister  
 
'Flagrant violations'  
As the Moroccan peacekeeper spoke, Syrian army tanks shelled the southern town 
of Basr al-Harir, killing at least two people and wounding dozens, activists said. The 
town, about 70km (45 miles) south of Damascus, is reportedly a stronghold of the 
rebel Free Syrian Army (FSA). Adel al-Omari, an activist in the area, told the 
Associated Press that troops had been shelling Basr al-Harir and the nearby rural 
region of Lajat since midday on Monday. He said the shelling was intensifying and 
that many residents were fleeing to nearby villages or to Jordan. In the northern 
province of Idlib, security forces fired mortars and machine guns in two villages.  
The Local Co-ordination Committees (LCC), an activist network, put the death toll in 
Idlib at 35. It said eight people had been executed in a field. From early morning we 
heard the distinct sound of artillery rounds landing in the Jabel al-Zawiya hills in Idlib 
province. It is home to thousands of people living in countless villages and many of 
the men here are also rebel fighters.  
The smoke from tank and artillery rounds could be seen rising in the distance. A 
military helicopter, armed with rockets circled the skies as we took cover and 
watched. Without time to pack up their belongings, families fled the area - afraid and 
angry. The UN monitors have come to Syria to verify a ceasefire. But the reality on 
the ground is that although government forces have withdrawn from many areas, 
attacks are ongoing. And without a real truce it is difficult to see how any kind of 
political process can begin. Government forces also continued to pound rebel-held 
districts of Homs, with the Syrian Observatory saying that mortar shells were 
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landing at a rate of one a minute in Khaldiya and Bayada on Tuesday morning. 
Homs has been under almost continuous attack since the ceasefire began and 
some activists are warning there may not be much left to see if the UN observers do 
not come soon, reports the BBC's Jim Muir in Beirut. The military, tanks and heavy 
weapons were all supposed to have been withdrawn a week ago under Mr Annan's 
peace plan. The opposition Syrian National Council (SNC) accused the government 
of "flagrant violations of the ceasefire" and called on the UN observers to "travel to 
Idlib and Homs immediately to see first-hand the massacres". But the government 
said that "armed terrorist groups" had escalated their attacks leaving the authorities 
with no choice but to respond.  
 
'Outside forces'  
French Foreign Minister Alain Juppe said any ceasefire violation should be met with 
a swift and firm response by the UN Security Council. Addressing an international 
conference on Syria in Paris, Mr Juppe also said that Western sanctions on the 
country were having an effect and that its foreign currency reserves had been 
halved. Syria's foreign reserves were estimated at $17bn (£10.7bn) before the 
uprising began last year. Oil production has also been reduced by 30%, costing the 
government about $520m a month in revenue, according to French diplomats.  Mr 
Juppe said the Syrian government was actively trying to evade the sanctions, and 
called for a solid international response to such "manoeuvres". But Russia, which 
was instrumental in persuading the Syrian government to accept the Annan plan 
and the ceasefire, seems to be backing the government line in blaming the rebels, 
our correspondent says. "There are outside forces that are not interested in the 
success of the current UN Security Council effort," Russian Foreign Minister Sergei 
Lavrov said. "They are doing their best to influence the Syrian opposition not to co-
operate with the government in maintaining the ceasefire and setting up a future 
dialogue," he added. The Arab League is meanwhile holding a ministerial meeting 
in Qatar, which Mr Annan is expected to attend to seek support for his plan. 
However, the emir of Qatar, which has openly advocated arming the opposition, has 
given the initiative just a 3% chance of success. "Earlier, we called for Arab military 
intervention to find a way out of the Syrian crisis, and spare the Syrian people 
further bloodshed. The appeals for help from a people oppressed and killed every 
day are met only with silence," Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani said on Monday. 
The UN says about 9,000 people have died since pro-democracy protests began in 
March 2011. In February, the Syrian government put the death toll at 3,838 - 2,493 
civilians and 1,345 security forces personnel. 
 
17 April 2012 Last updated at 16:09 GMT  
Sanctions 'halve Syria's foreign currency reserves' 
The European Union expanded its sanctions to target Syria's central bank in 
February French Foreign Minister Alain Juppe has said that international sanctions 
against the Syrian government have cut its foreign currency reserves by half. Mr 
Juppe warned that Damascus was actively trying to evade sanctions and called for 
a solid international response to such "manoeuvres". Syria's foreign reserves were 
estimated at $17bn (£10.7bn) before the uprising. 
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French diplomats also said the Syrian government was now losing about $525m 
(£326m) a month in oil export revenues. In November, the European Union banned 
crude oil imports from Syria, and in February it expanded sanctions to block trade in 
gold, precious metals and diamonds with Syrian public bodies and the central bank. 
Before then, 90% of oil exports went to the EU - mainly to Germany, Italy and 
France - and oil revenues accounted for about 20% of Syrian GDP. 
 
'Weakening the regime'  
Addressing a conference on Syria in Paris, Mr Juppe said: "We know that the 
Syrian authorities, whose financial reserves have, according to our information, 
been cut in half, are continuing to actively seek alternative routes to get around 
these sanctions." Certain countries were responding to these overtures, Mr Juppe 
said, by "more or less directly offering alternative deals". "We must respond to these 
manoeuvres," he added. 
 
 Start Quote 
The ruling family can readily shift its business interests from the legal economy to 
other, equally lucrative black market opportunities”End Quote International Crisis 
Group Syria's economy has suffered considerably, contracting by 2% in 2011, while 
the value of the Syrian pound has crashed. Inflation is also increasing rapidly, with 
the official rate up to 11% in March 2012, and unemployment is running at more 
than 20%. Mr Juppe said this was "contributing effectively to the weakening of a 
regime that bases its legitimacy on fear, propaganda and manipulation". However, 
the International Crisis Group warned last week in a report that the economy's slow 
collapse would "prompt significant concern or recalculations among decision-
makers". "The Syrian pound's plummeting value paradoxically has reduced the 
state's foreign currency expenditures, postponing its bankruptcy; indeed, public 
service salaries have been halved as the dollar's local value doubled," it noted. 
"Delays in salary payments, declining basic services, fuel shortages and 
skyrocketing prices have barely affected the course of events or the opposition's 
effectiveness."In a highly mobilised society, whoever potentially could be tempted to 
protest has done so already; economic hardships are unlikely to draw many more to 
the streets."The ruling Assad family, the ICG said, could "readily shift its business 
interests from the legal economy to other, equally lucrative black-market 
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opportunities. 
17 April 2012 Last updated at 17:11 GMT  
Hassan Nasrallah, Hezbollah chief, offers Syria mediation The leader of the 
Lebanese militant group Hezbollah has said he would act as a mediator in the 
Syrian conflict, in his first international interview for six years. Sheikh Hassan 
Nasrallah said his group "would be more than happy to mediate", while urging a 
political solution. Sheikh Nasrallah was interviewed by Wikileaks founder Julian 
Assange for Russia's RT cable TV channel. Hezbollah has backed Syrian President 
Bashar al-Assad since the crisis began. Speaking from a secret location, Hassan 
Nasrallah said he had spoken to the opposition but they were unwilling to negotiate. 
Sheikh Nasrallah, who has led the Lebanese Shia Islamist group since the early 
1990s, said: "We contacted the opposition early on but they refused any dialogue 
with the regime. "We'll be more than happy to mediate, but we are asking others to 
make their effort to create a political solution." 
 
'Spoken as friends'  
Julian Assange conducted the interview by videolink from a secret location in the 
UK, where he is fighting extradition to Sweden on sexual assault charges. The 
interview was recorded several weeks ago, before the UN-backed peace plan 
brokered by Kofi Annan was put in place. It focused on Syria, with Sheikh Nasrallah 
saying his organisation has been in "constant contact with the Syrian leadership". 
"We've spoken as friends giving advice about the importance of reforms. We 
believe [Bashar al-] Assad is very serious about carrying out radical reforms," he 
added. Mr Assange pointed out that while Hezbollah can be trusted not to be on the 
side of the West or the Gulf countries, there would always be a perception that it is 
biased in favour of Bashar al-Assad's regime.  Sheikh Nasrallah replied that 
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Hezbollah is "friends not agents of Syria" and suggested that other countries were 
fuelling conflict by refusing to negotiate with the Syrian government. He alleged that 
al-Qaeda has sent fighters to Syria. The interview also touched on Hezbollah's 
surveillance techniques, which Sheikh Nasrallah described as an example of how 
"simplicity can defeat complexity", alluding to Hezbollah's long-running enmity with 
Israel. 
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CNN  
 
April 5, 2012 -- Updated 0215 GMT (1015 HKT) 
Scores died Wednesday, activists say One group says more than 11,000 people 
have died; another says over 12,000 Russian diplomat says a fully armed 
opposition couldn't defeat the government alone The regime has promised to pull 
forces out of cities by April 10 Are you there? Send us your images or video. Also, 
read this report in Arabic. Clashes, shelling and raids erupted across Syria on 
Wednesday, as high-level diplomats worked to foster peace in the restive country. 
Syrian activist groups reported government-instigated violence in the provinces of 
Homs, Idlib, the Damascus countryside and Deir Ezzor. At least 61 people were 
killed on Wednesday across Syria, the opposition Local Coordination Committees of 
Syria said. Military aircraft renewed their shelling on the opposition-held city of 
Taftanaz, dissidents in the nearby city of Binnish said Wednesday. Both are in Idlib 
province. "The residents of Binnish are fleeing," an activist said, but people in 
Taftanaz "are not able to flee because they are surrounded by the Syrian army." 
The LCC count had 10 dead in Idlib, but one activist in Binnish reported at least 20 
deaths in Taftanaz. The United Nations has estimated at least 9,000 people have 
been killed in Syria since the unrest began more than a year ago, while opposition 
activists have come up with higher figures. The LCC has documented more than 
11,000, and another group, the Strategic Communications and Research Center, 
said more than 12,000 have died. President Bashar al-Assad's government told 
U.N.-Arab League joint envoy Kofi Annan on Monday that the government would 
pull its troops from cities in compliance with Annan's six-point peace plan to halt the 
bloodshed. The plan calls for authorities to pull their forces from and stop troop 
movement toward population centers as well as to end the use of heavy weapons. It 
also urges a ceasefire by the government and the opposition and a Syrian-led 
political process to end the crisis. Now tanks are moving like taxis in the streets 
Manhal, a Hama resident A U.N. advance peacekeeping team was headed to 
Damascus for talks on deploying observers to monitor a ceasefire and was 
expected to arrive Thursday, Annan spokesman Ahmad Fawzi said. But opposition 
activists scoffed at the government's promise to withdraw its forces. Since the 
regime committed to the withdrawal, violence has raged, they say. Along with the 
deaths on Wednesday, at least 74 people were killed nationwide on Tuesday, the 
LCC said. One man in Hama, identified only as Manhal for safety reasons, 
described the government pronouncements as "lies." "This is not my thought, this is 
the truth of my camera (this) morning," he said Wednesday. "Videos speak more 
than words." 
 
Manhal sent a video showing armored personnel vehicles and trucks pulling into 
town. "Now tanks are moving like taxis in the streets," going from neighborhood to 
neighborhood arresting people, Manhal said. The Syrian regime has consistently 
blamed "armed terrorist groups" for violence in Syria, but most reports from inside 
the country suggest the government is pummeling neighborhoods in an attempt to 
wipe out dissidents seeking al-Assad's ouster. The state-run Syrian Arab News 
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Agency (SANA) reported funeral processions for 16 army and law enforcement 
members slain "by armed terrorist groups while on duty in Aleppo, Idlib, Damascus 
countryside, Daraa, Homs and Hama." Jakob Kellenberger, the International 
Committee of the Red Cross president, visited Syria Tuesday and Wednesday to 
discuss better access for humanitarians and to detained people. An ICRC 
delegation visited Daraa. SANA said an "armed terrorist group on Wednesday" 
torched a warehouse with food and medicine owned by the Homs branch of the 
Syrian Arab Red Crescent. There was damage but no casualties. Countries in the 
West and the Arab world are supporting the Syrian opposition and want al-Assad to 
step aside. But Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov says that those entities 
supporting the Syrian opposition are not helping the peace process, according to 
Russian media. "In Syria they want to solve the conflict with the government by 
egging on the opposition. That's no way to reach a settlement," state-run RIA 
Novosti reported, quoting Lavrov. He said opposition forces want foreign 
intervention. "Even if the Syrian opposition is armed to teeth, it will not be able to 
beat the government forces," Lavrov said. "That is why they are relying on the 
involvement of external forces." Russia and China have repeatedly quashed 
attempts by fellow U.N. Security Council members to pass a resolution condemning 
the al-Assad regime. Both countries have major trade ties to Syria -- including 
Russian arms sales to the Syrian government -- but both have denied protecting a 
regime. Speaking in Baku, Azerbaijan, Lavrov said Russia will be hosting opposition 
delegations. "It makes sense to convince them that we want to help solve this 
problem," he said. CNN cannot verify the authenticity of videos purported to be from 
Syria nor confirm accounts of violence in Syria, as the government has severely 
restricted access to the country by foreign journalists. Al-Assad's family has ruled 
Syria for more than four decades. Largely peaceful anti-government protests in 
March 2011 led to a violent crackdown. Some opposition members and defectors 
from al-Assad's regime have since taken up arms against the government forces. 
 
April 7, 2012 -- Updated 0012 GMT (0812 HKT) 
NEW: At least 52 people are killed in fighting across Syria, an opposition group says 
NEW: More than a million are affected by the "rapidly deteriorating ... situation," the 
U.N. says Syria has said it will withdraw its military forces from towns and cities by 
Tuesday Military shelling is reported in the Damascus suburbs Are you there? Send 
us your images or video. Also, read this report in Arabic. The Tuesday deadline for 
Syria to withdraw its military forces from towns and cities is "not an excuse for 
continued killing," the spokesman for U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said 
Friday. Despite the agreed-upon deal, Syria continued attacks in various parts of 
the country, opposition groups reported. 
"The 10 April timeline to fulfill the government's implementation of its commitments, 
as endorsed by the Security Council, is not an excuse for continued killing," the 
spokesman said. 
Speaking for Ban, he said the secretary-general is concerned at the "rapidly 
deteriorating humanitarian situation" in Syria, which is now affecting more than 1 
million people. "The Syrian authorities remain fully accountable for grave violations 
of human rights and international humanitarian law. These must stop at once," he 
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said. At least 52 people were killed around the country Friday, the opposition Local 
Coordination Committees of Syria said. The regime of President Bashar al-Assad 
shelled homes in the Damascus suburbs, seemingly at random, the group said. The 
military action appears to bolster the view of those who doubt al-Assad's 
commitment to a peace plan championed by Kofi Annan, the former U.N. secretary-
general who is the point person on Syria for the United Nations and Arab League. A 
deal he brokered -- and that al-Assad said he agreed to -- calls for a cease-fire by 
the government and the opposition, and a Syrian-led political process to end the 
crisis. It also calls for Syrian troops to leave many population centers, but troops 
remained in many of those places Friday. In the Damascus suburb of Daraya, 
random shelling damaged a home, the LCC said. In the suburb of Douma, there 
were reports of "continued firing of missiles from tanks" toward homes, the group 
said. Instead of withdrawing, the military was also active in the suburb of Harasta, 
where heavy clashes between the army and the opposition Free Syrian Army were 
reported. CNN cannot independently verify opposition and government claims, as 
al-Assad's regime has severely restricted the access of international journalists. 
Syria has been engulfed in violence since March 2011, when government forces 
began a brutal crackdown on a protest movement calling for reforms that quickly 
devolved into an uprising demanding the ouster of the regime. The government has 
consistently blamed "armed terrorist groups" for the violence, but most reports from 
inside the country suggest it is pummeling neighborhoods in an attempt to wipe out 
dissidents. World powers have been working to stop the fighting, which the United 
Nations estimates has killed at least 9,000 people. The LCC puts the toll at more 
than 11,000 people. Of those killed Friday, the LCC said at least 28 died in the 
opposition stronghold city of Homs, which has been the scene of some of the most 
intense clashes in recent months. In nearby Rastan, government forces were 
reportedly firing rockets at opposition strongholds within the city, the opposition 
Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said. Shelling was also reported in Andan in 
the Aleppo province, with Syrian forces raiding the homes of suspected opposition 
members, the LCC reported. The group said that at least 12 people died there. 
Factional fighting among civilians was also reported Friday, further challenging the 
viability of a cease-fire agreement. Fierce fighting erupted between armed men loyal 
to al-Assad and rebels from opposing villages. At least two women were killed and 
four were injured in fighting that broke out between military defectors and armed 
men loyal to al-Assad in the beleaguered western province of Homs, the Syrian 
Observatory said. Clashes in the town of Hula reportedly occurred between military 
defectors from one nearby village and armed men loyal to the regime from two other 
villages, the opposition group said. The reports of fighting between villagers with 
opposing loyalties highlight the divisions inside Syria, a nation with a majority Sunni 
population that is governed by al-Assad -- a minority Alawite, which is an offshoot of 
Shiite Islam. Some analysts have expressed concern about what the Sunni-
dominated Muslim Brotherhood might do if al-Assad's Alawite-dominated regime 
falls. The Syrian government has said it will implement the peace plan, saying it has 
taken steps to comply. Its ambassador to the United Nations, Bashar Jaafari, 
acknowledged that fighting was still going on -- but he blamed that on opposition 
groups he said were being armed by Saudi Arabia, Turkey and Qatar, which 
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currently holds the presidency of the U.N. General Assembly. The government has 
committed to the April 10 deadline but is demanding a guarantee from Annan that 
once its troops pull back, other groups will do the same. 
 
April 9, 2012 -- Updated 2204 GMT (0604 HKT) 
NEW: U.N.-Arab League special envoy Kofi Annan is expected to be in Turkey on 
Tuesday 
NEW: Veteran U.S. Sen. John McCain meets with opposition leaders The United 
Nations calls for cease-fire to be respected "without condition" 143 people are killed 
in Syria on Monday, an opposition group says Are you there? Send us your images 
or video. Also, read this report in Arabic. One day shy of a deadline for Syria to pull 
its forces from cities across the country, the violence instead seemed to be 
spreading -- even reaching across two borders, into Turkey and Lebanon. At least 
143 people were killed in Syria on Monday, according to the Local Coordination 
Committees of Syria, a network of opposition activists. That number was more than 
twice the death toll from Sunday. Two others were reported killed over the border in 
Turkey, as was one near the Lebanese border. In both cases the violence was 
blamed on gunfire from inside Syria. The mounting death toll and a government 
demand to rebels dimmed hopes that the regime would come through on an 
apparent pledge to withdraw troops. On Sunday, Syria said it had never agreed to a 
unilateral pullout. "Should the Syrian government yet again refuse to implement its 
commitments, make promises and then break them and continue and escalate the 
killing, then I think it will be clear to all that there isn't yet prospect for diplomatic 
solution. We still hope that that's possible, we still want to give that a final chance, 
but I don't think we, or anybody else, are particularly optimistic," Susan Rice, U.S. 
ambassador to the United Nations, told CNN's John King. A scathing new report by 
the group Human Rights Watch, meanwhile, said Syrian forces have summarily 
executed more than 100 civilians during recent attacks. While the violence has sent 
thousands of refugees into Turkey, north of Syria, for months, Monday marked the 
first known time that bloodshed crossed the border in the conflict. Two people were 
killed and 19 others were wounded in clashes between Syrian security forces and 
the opposition, said a statement from the office of Kilis governorate in Turkey. The 
incident began when injured people were trying to cross the border into Turkey, said 
Selcuk Unal, a Turkish Foreign Ministry spokesman. Some people "left the camp to 
get the wounded people," and shots were fired at them and at the camp, he said. A 
video apparently filmed by camp residents and uploaded to YouTube showed frantic 
Syrians carrying a gravely wounded man on a board. Another showed a man, 
apparently dead, lying in the back of a Turkish police van. A third showed several 
apparent bullet holes in a white housing unit. Earlier, Syrian rebels and government 
forces clashed at the Syrian customs gate Bab el Salama less than a kilometer 
away, and six Syrian customs and security members were killed, according to the 
opposition Syrian Observatory for Human Rights. 
A Turkish village official, who asked not to be identified because he wasn't 
authorized to speak to the international media, spoke to CNN by telephone as he 
drove wounded Syrians in his car from the border fence to a hospital. "I myself 
carried six people in my car; my friend carried two," the man said. "There are no 
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ambulances here. We are trying to help the people trying to come through the 
border ourselves." Turkey contacted the Syrian Embassy in Ankara to demand that 
Syrian forces immediately cease fire along the border, Unal said. "Syrian citizens 
who have escaped from the violence of the current Syrian regime and who have 
sheltered in Turkey, are under full guarantee of Turkey," the Turkish Foreign 
Ministry said in a statement. "We will implement necessary measures in case of 
recurrence of such incidents." Syria's state-run news agency SANA had no 
immediate mention of the incident. Meanwhile, at the western border with Lebanon, 
a cameraman with Lebanon's Al-Jadeed television network was killed and a 
reporter was wounded, according to Lebanese state-run news agency NNA. Al-
Jadeed said the cameraman, Ali Shaaban, "was killed after the news crew's vehicle 
came under fire by Syrian army troops while on Lebanese soil at the Northern 
Lebanon/Syria border." Ahmed Wehbe of Al-Jadeed told CNN the crew was filming 
a report in Wadi Khaled "when they came under heavy fire from various sides from 
inside the Syrian borders." The reporter and a second cameraman had to crawl 
through fields for two hours until they were rescued by residents of Wadi Khaled, 
Wehbe said. Al-Jadeed is traditionally supportive of the regime of Syria's President 
Bashar al-Assad. But Wehbe said the network blames the Syrian military for the 
attack "because that area is under the full control of the Syrian military." Lebanese 
Prime Minister Najib Mikati tweeted that the incident will be investigated, and said 
Lebanon deplores and condemns the shooting from the Syrian side of the border. 
Lebanon will inform Syria of its condemnation, demanding that perpetrators are held 
to account, Mikati said. The New York-based Committee to Protect Journalists 
similarly denounced the attack, saying the situation "is taking yet another dangerous 
turn as the violence spills beyond Syria's borders, and journalists working in 
neighboring nations are placed at risk." SANA said the incident at the Lebanese 
border took place "when the Syrian border checkpoint came under heavy gunfire 
from terrorist armed groups." Throughout the more than year-long uprising, Syria 
has routinely blamed violence on such groups. A checkpoint came under attack by 
terrorists who were trying to infiltrate Syria, SANA reported. The report also 
expressed condolences to the cameraman's family and colleagues, and to Al-
Jadeed. Inside Syria, deaths were reported Monday in Hama, Idlib, Deir Ezzor, 
Homs, Daraa, and Aleppo, according to the LCC. The latest violence came a day 
after Syrian Foreign Ministry spokesman Jihad Makdissi announced that 
suggestions Syria had agreed to withdraw its troops from cities on April 10 were "a 
wrong interpretation," according to SANA. The regime will not commit to pulling out 
forces only to have "armed terrorist groups" attack, he said. Early last week, 
diplomatic officials said the Syrian government agreed to an April 10 deadline to 
withdraw troops from cities. The agreement came after Syria said it accepted a 
peace plan laid out by U.N.-Arab League special envoy Kofi Annan. The envoy is 
expected to be in Turkey on Tuesday, according to the country's Anadolu news 
agency. Makdissi said Damascus has acted in "good faith." And he complained that 
Annan "has not offered written guarantees to the Syrian government that the armed 
groups agreed to stop violence, nor has he offered guarantees that Qatar, Saudi 
Arabia and Turkey will commit to stop funding and arming terrorist groups." Those 
governments have denied such accusations from Syria. Rebels, including defectors 
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from al-Assad's forces, have taken up arms, but their strength has often paled in 
comparison with the better-equipped regime troops. 
"We can't drop our guns until the regime withdraws from the cities," Lt. Abdullah 
Odah of the rebel Free Syrian Army said from Istanbul. "We didn't start the mass 
murder. The regime started it. It has to stop killing, and then automatically we will 
stop." U.S. Sen. John McCain was in Turkey on Monday and met with various 
opposition leaders, who the veteran senator described as "a group of patriots who 
need our help as Syrians are being massacred." Amid the conflict, human rights 
groups have worked to detail what they describe as horrors being carried out by al-
Assad's regime. The new Human Rights Watch report documents "more than a 
dozen incidents (of executions) involving at least 101 victims since late 2011, many 
of them in March 2012," the group said. "In a desperate attempt to crush the 
uprising, Syrian forces have executed people in cold blood, civilians and opposition 
fighters alike," said Ole Solvang, emergencies researcher for the human rights 
group. "They are doing it in broad daylight and in front of witnesses, evidently not 
concerned about any accountability for their crimes." The Syrian government has 
consistently blamed violence in the country on "armed terrorist groups." But the 
U.N. and world leaders have said the government is lethally cracking down on 
dissidents seeking true democracy and an ouster of al-Assad, whose family has 
ruled Syria for 42 years. Opposition activists and U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-
moon's office have accused the Syrian regime of ramping up violence in the days 
leading up to the withdrawal deadline. "The timeline for the complete cessation of 
violence endorsed by the Security Council must be respected by all without 
condition," a spokesman for Ban said Monday. More than 600 people have been 
killed since the Syrian government signaled its intention to adhere to the Tuesday 
deadline to withdraw its forces from cities, according to opposition activists. CNN 
cannot independently verify reports of violence and deaths, as the government has 
severely restricted access by international media. The United Nations estimates that 
the violence in Syria has killed at least 9,000 people. The LCC puts the toll at more 
than 11,000. Ahead of proposed peace, Syria shelling continues By the CNN Wire 
Staff 
 
April 10, 2012 -- Updated 1407 GMT (2207 HKT) 
Syrians carry the coffin of a 13-year-old boy who was allegedly killed by regime 
troops in Sermin in late March. Experts: Beyond human suffering, Syria has 
practical implications for Americans Syria is "Iran's arm in the Middle East," 
geopolitical strategist says Syria is bordered by countries in which the U.S. has a 
vested interest Oil prices could be affected by continued conflict in Syria In between 
taking care of their families, working and trying to keep up with everyday life, many 
Americans have caught at least a couple stories about Syria. Many probably know 
that clashes between government forces and protesters who want the country's 
president to relinquish power have become increasingly bloody over the past 
several months. Much of that violence has been represented in online videos, 
ostensibly that Syrians have posted, suggesting the slaughter of children and 
families. It's horrible. No one would argue anything else. But there is violence in 
many corners of the world. Why should what's happening in Syria be especially 
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important to Americans? It's clear a lot of people think it's not. Several readers 
reacted to Tuesday's top story on CNN about Syria by commenting: "Zzzzzz not our 
problem" and "Anyone surprised? *yawn*." "We are afraid to ask this question -- 
'Why care?' -- because it's like saying we don't mind that there's a humanitarian 
crisis happening or that people are suffering," said Hillary Mann Leverett, a 
Washington-based professor, blogger and one of the nation's foremost Middle East 
and Syria experts. She is a former National Security Council adviser to President 
George W. Bush and has interviewed Syrian President Bashar al-Assad for a book 
about Syria authored by her husband, Flynt Leverett, also a Middle East expert. 
"People have to know it's allowed to take a discussion beyond the human suffering," 
she said. "There are huge, practical consequences for the United States when it 
comes to Syria." Like what? CNN asked Hillary Mann Leverett; Joseph Holliday, a 
former U.S. soldier turned foreign policy analyst; and Robert Zarate, a geopolitical 
strategist with Capitol Hill experience, to explain why Americans should care about 
Syria. 
1. Geography. Think of Syria as the Middle East's core. When it's weak and 
destabilized, the body is susceptible to serious injury. Violence in Syria could easily 
spill into bordering Iraq, where the United States recently ended a war that ran from 
March 2003 to December 2011 and where U.S. troops and American civilians still 
work. Beyond Iraq, Turkey, a U.S. ally, borders Syria as do Jordan and Lebanon. If 
Lebanon is shaken too badly by conflict in Syria, Lebanon could fall into a civil war 
as it did decades ago, Holliday said. That kind of conflict would spark yet another 
serious political and diplomatic problem that the United States would inevitably have 
to address. 
2. Al Qaeda. The United States' No. 1 enemy would appreciate another failed state 
from which to operate in the Middle East. 
3. Iran. Syria supports Iran. Iran has had a contentious relationship with the United 
States for decades. Remember Bush's "Axis of Evil"? That trifecta was Iran, North 
Korea and Iraq. "Syria is Iran's arm in the Middle East," Zarate said. "Iran has used 
Syria as a staging ground to train and support militants who have crossed into Iraq 
to hurt our troops and to train for other terrorist activities." Each expert CNN spoke 
with pointed out that Iran has a nuclear program. Whether it has capabilities for 
nuclear weapons is something the United States and most of the world doesn't 
know. 
4. Oil prices. Though Syria produces far less oil than Libya, for example, violence in 
Syria could affect global oil speculation and prices, Leverett said. Ultimately, that 
affects how much American consumers pay at the pump. 
5. The economy, stupid. Leverett and Zarate note that many in the United States 
may not think about the Iraq war now, but they say it's important not to forget that 
war cost an estimated $1 trillion. Whether one supports or opposes military 
intervention in Syria, the costs incurred by any approach will affect the American 
economy. 
6. Global reputation. "People around the world are looking for some kind of 
consistency in our foreign policy, and we've been criticized for not having that, not 
having anything close to consistency during the Arab Spring," Zarate said. The 
United States intervened, with NATO leading the way, in Libya. In 2011, 
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Washington supported, at least in words, the Egyptians in their revolt against then-
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, he said. Each time, the United States argued 
that those actions were in accordance with America's national values, he said, and 
its responsibility as a global leader to defend democratic principles. Hopes dim for 
Syria pullout as bloodshed crosses borders 
By the CNN Wire Staff 
April 12, 2012 -- Updated 0124 GMT (0924 HKT) 
NEW: White House: Obama and Merkel say the U.N. should take "more resolute 
action" A Free Syrian Army fighter says Bashar al-Assad will never stand down A 
Syrian government spokesman says the opposition holds the keys to a resolution At 
least 98 people killed in fresh violence Wednesday, activists say Are you there? 
Send us your images or video. Also, read this report in Arabic. Despite fresh 
violence and global skepticism, the Syrian government said Wednesday it will abide 
by the terms of a United Nations-backed peace plan and meet a looming deadline 
to halt all military action. However, statements from Damascus said the government 
maintains the right to respond to opposition attacks. Under the plan brokered by 
special envoy Kofi Annan, Syrian forces must silence their guns as of 6 a.m. 
Thursday. But Jihad Makdissi, a Syrian foreign ministry spokesman, told CNN it will 
take more than Syrian forces to stop the violence. He said the presence of U.N. 
observers on the ground will be essential to verify the cessation of violence. "We 
are not afraid of the reality of the Syrian story," he said. "We want them to be on the 
ground and see for themselves who is violating this. "We are fully committed to 
have a successful mission for Mr. Annan, but at the same time people should know 
that I can say optimistically that 40% of the keys to solve the crisis is in our hands 
as government, but the other 60% is in the hands of those who are harboring, 
channeling weapons, instigating in the media against Syria," he said. Susan Rice, 
the U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, offered a different assessment 
Wednesday. "The burden remains squarely on the Syrian regime and not the 
opposition, in the first instance, to meet its obligations in full and visibly under the 
Annan plan," she said. President Bashar al-Assad has insisted throughout the 
Syrian crisis that armed terrorist groups have been responsible for fomenting 
violence within the country. Opposition groups, however, cite deaths daily at the 
hands of al-Assad's forces. Wednesday was no different. Grim images and activist 
reports showed government forces attacking civilians in several cities and towns 
across Syria. The death toll rose as the day wore on. At least 98 people were killed 
Wednesday, said the Local Coordination Committees, or LCC, an opposition 
network across Syria. Annan remained optimistic that the Thursday cease-fire 
would hold, though many remain skeptical of al-Assad's intentions, especially after 
a surge in bloodshed that has occurred since he agreed to a timetable for peace. A 
fighter from the Free Syrian Army, composed mainly of defected members of the 
military, said the rebels will hold their fire, if al-Assad does. But that was impossible, 
the fighter said. "Bashar al-Assad cannot withdraw tanks from the cities and towns, 
because if he does, the whole country will come out and protest against him and he 
won't tolerate that," said the fighter, who did not want to be identified for security 
reasons. 
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Earlier, Annan was in Iran to muster support for what had seemed like a faltering 
peace plan and said, "We should see a much improved situation on the ground." 
Annan received a letter from the Syrian Foreign Ministry with assurances from the 
government that it would adhere to the cease-fire, but it was also conditional. The 
ministry informed him that it reserved "the right to respond proportionately to any 
attacks carried out by armed terrorist groups against civilians, government forces or 
public and private property," according to a statement from Annan's spokesman, 
Ahmad Fawzi. Opposition activists have called on the international community to 
arm Syrian rebels, who are clearly outmatched in strength by government forces. 
"The solution is to arm the Free Syrian Army with high-quality weapons," Homs 
resident Saif al-Arab said about the rebel fighting force, made up mainly of military 
defectors. 
"They are still using Kalashnikovs and light rocket-propelled grenades against the 
regime's military tanks," he told CNN. Annan, however, warned against 
militarization, insisting that the issue has to be resolved through diplomatic channels 
and calling on governments in the region and beyond to work with Syrians. "Any 
militarization of the Syrian issue will be disastrous," Annan said at a joint news 
conference with Iranian Foreign Minister Ali Akbar Salehi. Salehi said Iran 
supported Annan as long as his mission did not endorse the idea of regime change 
in Damascus, Iran's state-run Press TV reported. Meanwhile, Iranian President 
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad warned regional governments not to supply weapons to 
opposition groups in other countries, alluding to the situation in Syria, the semi-
official FARS news agency reported. "If you send your money to pay for weapons 
and supply guns and disturb (the security of) other states, you should know that 
some day the arrogant powers may do the same to you," he said, according to 
FARS. Syria's anti-government protests erupted in March 2011, followed by the 
bloody government crackdown. The United Nations estimates at least 9,000 people 
have died in Syria since the protests began. The LCC puts the death toll at more 
than 11,000. CNN cannot independently verify reports of violence and deaths as the 
government has severely restricted access by international media. Al-Arab, the 
Homs resident, said military planes were over his besieged city Wednesday. The 
LCC as well as the opposition Syrian Observatory for Human Rights and Avaaz 
reported a heavy bombardment of Homs. The military was also out in force in other 
Syrian cities and towns, activists said. Shells rained down in Hama and government 
soldiers were destroying homes, according to the LCC. Manhal Abo Baker, part of 
the Shaam News activist network in Hama, said his organization had filmed a series 
of campaigns in the besieged city. "The videos we film make us feel sad, as nothing 
as changed," he said. Tanks remained on the streets, planes were flying overhead 
and snipers were on rooftops, he said. "The Annan plan will not succeed, because I 
do not think Assad's forces will carry out the cease-fire," al-Arab told CNN, echoing 
similar sentiments from other Syrians angry about what they perceive as the 
regime's empty promises in the peace process. Annan himself expressed grave 
concerns about the situation in Syria in a letter to the U.N. Security Council after al-
Assad defied a Tuesday deadline for government soldiers to withdraw from 
population centers. The Syrian government said it took steps to pull back its forces, 
but Annan countered that while troops had moved out of some areas, they had 
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relocated into others that were previously not targeted. French Foreign Minister 
Alain Juppe said he would bring up the gravity of the situation in Syria with his 
counterparts at a meeting of the G8 economies that began Wednesday. Al-Assad 
has plainly lied to Annan, Juppe said, arguing that "what is presented as a 
withdrawal is in fact a thinly disguised redeployment." U.S. President Barack 
Obama and German Chancellor Angela Merkel on Wednesday "shared the concern 
that the Assad government was not complying with the terms of the agreement 
negotiated by Kofi Annan and continued to engage in unacceptable brutality against 
its own people," the White House said in a statement describing a phone call 
between the two leaders. 
"They agreed that this underscored the need for the U.N. Security Council to come 
together to take more resolute action," the statement said. In Homs, which has 
borne the brunt of the regime's aggression, the LCC reported another grim 
discovery: a grave with 37 bodies. They were believed to have been killed the day 
before. Among them were two entire families, with women and children. Why Syria 
should matter to Americans By Ashley Fantz, CNN Syrian-Americans struggle with 
human cost of revolt By Salma Abdelaziz, CNN 
 
April 16, 2012 -- Updated 1545 GMT (2345 HKT) 
At fundraiser, expatriates reflect on violence and fear Many fear that families will be 
punished for political activism Government continues to blame terrorists for violence 
Far from the mortar shells and sniper fire, Syrian-Americans are trying to cope with 
the humanitarian crisis plaguing their beloved country since the southern city of 
Daraa sparked an uprising against President Bashar al-Assad's police state in 
March 2011. "With us being here, the question that is always hurting us the most is: 
Where is this going to end up? It hurts to watch these people every day coming out 
to protest just to try to make a difference in their life and really to try to make 
difference in the lives of so many other people," said Abboud Malla, a Damascus 
native. In stark contrast to the bloody violence and destruction crippling cities and 
towns across Syria, several hundred guests gathered Saturday night in Atlanta for 
an elegant dinner at the Georgia World Congress Center. "Those who are away 
from Syria, today Syria lives in their heart. Even if they no longer live in Syria, they 
carry it in their hearts," said Shahir Raslan, an Atlanta-area mechanical engineer 
turned fundraiser for a series of humanitarian relief charity events across the United 
States. After more than 40 years under the al-Assad dynasty's authoritarian rule, 
Syrians abroad carry battle wounds and deep-seated fears of a ruler whose name 
many did not even dare to utter until revolt gripped their country. But despite the 
brazen show of defiance on the ground, many abroad remain concerned that 
political activity may harm relatives back home. "This is a stepping stone. Being a 
humanitarian event, it's one cause we could all unite on and move forward on, but 
there is still fear, and understandably. I have fear. My family has fear. My neighbor 
has fear. This is how it is. They have built a blanket of fear for the past 40 years," 
said Amira, a graduate student who did not provide her last name out of concern 
that her family in northern Syria may face consequences. The Syrian regime 
maintains that the government and its citizens are victims of armed terrorist groups 
and a foreign conspiracy intent on dividing its people and territory. Members of the 
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opposition dispute the government's stance and claim that al-Assad's troops have 
launched a full-scale military assault to impose collective punishment on dissenting 
cities and towns. "I think one of the most frustrating things to watch is ultimately, a 
lot of people here have been divided on what is the best path for Syria, and our 
delay has resulted in more deaths on the ground. The longer we are sitting here 
fighting about what's right, what's wrong, people are dying every day," Amira 
explained. Regardless of the differences among the diverse Syrian-American 
community, their personal stories created a bond that moved the group to action. 
"When I think of my uncle ... these tears are really a daily occurrence for us now. 
Anytime we watch any video or hear any news or any child that has been tortured or 
killed, no matter where you are from, the humanity in you has to take over," 
Yasmine Jandali said. She fought tears as she explained how her family members 
in Homs, trapped in their homes by snipers, smuggle food by dangling baskets from 
the back balcony for fearless activists to drop off a few basic supplies. Memorabilia 
decorated with Syria's 1961 independence flag, now a symbol of the opposition 
movement, adorned the hall, but the organizers insisted that "A Syrian Affair: A 
Night of Humanitarian Relief" remained apolitical. "We are not here for the Syrian 
revolution tonight; that was nine months ago. We are here because Syrians are 
fighting for the right to survive. We are here for the innocent men, women and 
children. This is a humanitarian issue, not a political one," Raslan said before 
starting a fundraising bid. In only a few hours, the group managed to raise nearly 
$300,000 for the Syrian Sunrise Foundation, a Michigan-based nonprofit that 
provides humanitarian relief to victims of the conflict. "Even something tiny like this -
- which is really just a drop in the bucket compared to what people are going 
through and what their needs are, because their needs are just huge for the 
humanitarian assistance -- that really motivates me to want to be involved," Jandali 
said with an optimistic smile as she cleared unsold auction items after the charity 
event. For the tens of thousands of Syrians, physical distance from their homeland 
strengthens their emotional ties to the bloodsoaked land. The U.N. estimates that 
more than 9,000 people have been killed in a year of unrest, but after months of 
calling for huraiyah -- "freedom" -- many at the Atlanta event plead only for insaniah, 
or "humanity."Syria's al-Assad gaining strength under U.N. moves, experts say 
By Josh Levs, CNN 
 
April 17, 2012 -- Updated 1859 GMT (0259 HKT) 
Diplomatic efforts are helping Bashar al-Assad stay in power, many analysts say 
Tabler: al-Assad is on his way to get a U.N. blessing to "destroy the opposition" 
Abrams: "I don't think the Security Council is going to prove useful" Lopez: U.N. 
monitors can decrease the killings 
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad is strengthening his grip on the country during the 
relative decrease in violence brought on by U.N. demands, several experts on the 
region said Tuesday. 
Although the goal of countries in supporting the cease-fire was to halt the killings 
and pave the way for peaceful reforms, the reality is just the opposite, the analysts 
argue. Five days after the cease-fire was supposed to begin, dozens of Syrians are 
still being killed daily, according to opposition activists. Syria continues to blame the 
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violence on "armed terrorist groups" and says its law enforcement officers and 
civilians are being killed. 'Outside forces' stymie Syria peace, Russia says The 
violence may be lower than it was through much of the brutal 13-month crackdown 
on protests, but troops still are stepping in to halt some demonstrations, the 
analysts said. Rather than taking a step toward peace and allowing greater 
freedom, al-Assad is using this time to send the message to the United Nations that 
his forces are needed in the streets to prevent mass chaos, the analysts suggested. 
"He wants U.N. blessing to grind down and destroy the opposition," said Andrew 
Tabler of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy. "And the way this is being 
implemented, he's well on his way to achieving that." Elliott Abrams, who oversaw 
Middle East policy during the administration of President George W. Bush, said al-
Assad decided to "make believe" he's "going along with the deal" and reducing 
violence, while actually keeping the pressure on within the country "so the 
opposition knows they're not going to be permitted to win." Several analysts said the 
United Nations is, yet again, demonstrating its lack of effectiveness. "I don't think 
the Security Council is going to prove useful," Abrams said. Some took a more 
optimistic tone, however. George Lopez, who chairs the Peace Studies program at 
the University of Notre Dame, said the U.N. monitoring team that has gone to Syria 
could take steps to decrease the killings. And other international institutions can 
take advantage of this time to achieve progress in the effort as well, he argues. The 
central problem, according to several experts, is that the United Nations is focusing 
on diplomatic efforts rather than on ousting al-Assad, who has demonstrated his 
commitment to using regime forces despite all sorts of international calls. But 
forcing al-Assad's departure simply isn't a choice, Abrams said. And some steps 
that could cripple Syria's economy may not be either, he said. "You could ground 
aircraft. You could say that there should be no commercial air traffic to or from 
Syria, which would be a real blow to their economy, to their business community." 
But U.N. options are limited by what two veto-wielding permanent members of the 
Security Council have to say. "The real answer is it all depends on what Russia and 
China will permit," said Abrams, now senior fellow for Middle Eastern studies at the 
Council on Foreign Relations. The two countries, which have trade deals with the 
regime, previously rejected a U.N. resolution on Syria. Analysis: U.N. observers 
won't change endgame Some of the steps taken during the uprising in Libya, which 
involved support for implementing a no-fly zone over the country, simply won't 
happen, Abrams said. The late ousted strongman Moammar Gadhafi in Libya "was 
unique" and without alliances within the Security Council, Abrams said. But Russia 
views Syria under al-Assad as its "last ally in the Middle East," he argued. "They're 
not going to let them go." If Kofi Annan, envoy to Syria for both the Arab League 
and the United Nations, were to announce that his mission and the six-point cease-
fire plan had failed due to Syrian actions, "that would put enormous pressure on the 
Security Council," Abrams said. But as long as Annan pushes for the continuation of 
his diplomatic efforts, "then that's an enormous benefit for the Russians to keep this 
diplomatic scaffolding in place." It also allows Syria to keep cracking down on the 
opposition, he argued. Tabler said al-Assad is "only partially and very selectively 
implementing" the six-point agreement that was supposed to end violence. "It's 
pretty clear ... that it isn't working on getting Assad to pull back forces from 
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populated areas or stopping the violence," he said. "So by implementing it this way 
it's just making it easier for Assad to hold on." Tabler said he sees some analogies 
to earlier stages of the Bosnian conflict. But the United Nations sent a 2,000-
member monitoring mission to Kosovo, while it is sending only 250 monitors to 
Syria, which is 10 times larger, he said. Lopez, however, said the "monitoring 
presence is not futile. Rather, their documentation and related work, especially in 
making consistent demands of all fighting parties to end particular actions, can 
decrease the killing." The United Nations and individual member states "must take 
every opportunity to push Assad to respond to every request, every demand, and 
every pressure to cooperate with each provision of the Annan plan," and there 
should be "a global call for International Criminal Court indictments of police and 
armed forces commanders," Lopez wrote in a column. The presence of U.N. 
observers in Syria "might reawaken the Arab League and embolden them anew to 
narrow the military and political space available to Assad," and the leader might see 
his military forces dwindle further because more may desert or defect, he said. 
Lopez also believes Russia may be losing some of its patience with al-Assad. 
"Chaos is a condition Assad believes will favor his claim that he is fighting terrorists 
and that only his survival provides hope for the future. But Russia fears such chaos 
and its regional implications, and this may make them open to different strategies 
with Syria." But for now, the analysts don't see evidence that long-term peace 
efforts are moving forward. The way the United Nations and world powers seem to 
be handling the situation at this point, Tabler said, indicates that "we're not trying to 
achieve the aspirations of the Syrian people. What we're doing is trying to keep the 
Assad regime in power." Analysis: U.N. mission does nothing to change endgame 
in Syria 
By Tim Lister, CNN 
 
April 17, 2012 -- Updated 1605 GMT (0005 HKT) 
Most analysts see the U.N. observer mission in Syria as the least worst option 
Russia and the U.S. seem to be already preparing for the mission's failure With 
Syria's economy in a freefall, financial implosion may be its greatest threat. The 
beginning of the U.N. observer mission to Syria heralds a new phase in more than a 
year of upheaval across the country. Success, however unlikely, could open the 
door to some form of dialogue between the regime and its opponents. But such is 
the polarization in Syria that most analysts see the mission as the least worst option 
before violence sets the agenda again. It's not as though any "cessation of violence" 
has yet taken hold. The ceasefire was meant to begin last Thursday, but in the past 
few days the regime has continued to shell restive city neighborhoods, according to 
opposition activists and U.N. officials. U.N. human rights officials reported Monday 
"the shelling of the Khalidiya neighborhood and other districts in Homs by 
government forces and the use of heavy weaponry, such as machine-guns in other 
areas, including Idlib and some suburbs of Damascus." One of the most important 
parts of the plan devised by Kofi Annan is that tanks, troops and heavy weapons be 
withdrawn from populated areas, but this has clearly not happened. Monitoring 
missions can only work when the parties to a conflict have had enough of fighting or 
can be coerced into negotiation by outside powers. The Arab League mission 
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members in Syria earlier this year were little more than bystanders, unable or 
unwilling to operate amid the government crackdown. Twenty years ago, the U.N. 
agreed to deploy a mission to monitor a ceasefire in Sarajevo, the besieged capital 
of Bosnia. But the ceasefire never took hold as both Serbs and Muslims quarreled 
over its terms. Aid convoys were attacked and looted as U.N. monitors looked on. 
By the middle of 1992, more than a million Bosnians were homeless, similar to the 
number of Syrians displaced today. Despite the subsequent expansion of the U.N. 
presence in Bosnia, there was no mandate for more forceful intervention until the 
Srebrenica massacre -- more than three years after the conflict began. The parallels 
are not exact but "there is a certain deja vu quality" to events in Syria, admits 
Ahmad Fawzi, spokesman for Annan. "The United States is leaving it in the hands 
of Kofi Annan, as is the rest of the world," Fawzi told McClatchy newspapers. "We're 
the only path in town. There is no alternative." That in itself illustrates how few 
options there are for the West to influence events in Syria. It seems that both 
Russia and the United States are already preparing for the mission's failure. 
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said Tuesday that some foreign powers 
hoped to scupper the Annan plan by smuggling weapons to the rebels, while U.S. 
Ambassador to the United Nations Susan Rice says that regime infractions "will call 
into question the wisdom and the viability of sending in the full monitoring 
presence." Even the terms of the U.N. monitors are still a matter of dispute. U.N. 
Secretary General Ban Ki-moon said Monday that the government must guarantee 
freedom of access. The monitors "should be allowed to freely move to any places 
where they will be able to observe this cessation of violence," he said. The 
government has made it clear that the observers won't have free rein and it "will be 
involved in all steps on the ground." It's also demanding that rebels lay down their 
weapons, which one opposition activist said was like telling them to write a suicide 
note. Even 250 monitors -- the maximum currently envisaged -- would be hard 
pressed to cover all Syria's hotspots, as Ban himself acknowledged Tuesday. If it 
took hold, the presence of U.N. observers might, ironically, provide a respite for 
both sides. Syria's military has seen a year of relentless operations (and growing 
defections). The Syrian Free Army has been on the back foot, short of weapons and 
training. One FSA commander acknowledged he was preparing for the next stage 
on the assumption the Annan mission would fail. According to Annan's six-point 
plan, the Syrian government would have to make significant concessions -- allowing 
the international media into the country, releasing detainees and allowing peaceful 
protest. It has shown no sign of making such concessions. The protest movement 
has endured for months despite arbitrary killings, detention and torture. In a state 
renowned for its secret police, the shackles of fear were broken and cannot be 
clamped on again. So for the regime to give free rein to protest would be 
tantamount to giving up control of sizable cities like Homs, Hama and Idlib. In such 
places Local Coordination Committees set up by the opposition have already 
become mini-governments, organizing food deliveries, providing shelter, settling 
disputes. In addition, the size of an international humanitarian aid effort also 
mandated by U.N. resolution would de facto deprive the regime of the control it has 
struggled to reassert. The arrival of the U.N. monitors does nothing to change the 
endgame in Syria, which is essentially about the survival of the al-Assad regime. 
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Russia and al-Assad's ally, Iran, apparently believe that Syria can weather the 
storm; Europe, Turkey and the United States that it is ultimately doomed. The 
Syrian government appears to have calculated that by accepting if not adhering to 
the U.N. plan -- for now -- it can alleviate the pressure on it, and that its concessions 
won't tip the balance toward its opponents, who are disorganized, divided and lack 
the weapons to challenge the security apparatus. Also in the regime's calculations, 
presumably, is that even if it has to resort to plan A, bludgeoning the revolt, the 
international community is too divided to contemplate military action. The 
International Crisis Group noted last week: "The West remains confused and 
ambivalent, having exhausted all sources of diplomatic and economic leverage, 
fearful of the future and tiptoeing around the question of military options." Qatar and 
Saudi Arabia have spoken of arming the opposition, but have not followed through 
with the sort of hardware and cash that made a difference on the battlefield in Libya. 
Looming over the tactical considerations of all sides is the very real damage done to 
the Syrian economy and people, with the U.N. estimating at least 1 million people 
displaced internally (not least because sectarian animosities have grown.) Nearly 
100,000 Syrians have taken refuge in Jordan. Across the border with Turkey, the 
refugee camps are taking on a permanent air. Few of the thousands who fled 
expect to go home anytime soon, and the Obama administration continues to study 
a buffer zone on the Syria-Turkey border. If the al-Assad dynasty is to survive, it will 
need a massive infusion of aid to repair infrastructure and revive an economy in 
freefall. Defectors have told CNN that government spending has largely been 
diverted to the military and the feared regime militia; there are shortages of gasoline 
and electricity. The value of the Syrian pound has halved and a shortage of hard 
currency is making imports difficult to finance. Reuters quotes French diplomatic 
sources as estimating Tuesday that Syria's hard currency reserves have dropped 
50% in a year as sanctions have hurt the banking sector and the oil industry. In the 
long-term, against a background of hyperinflation and shortages, economic 
implosion may be the Syrian state's greatest threat. But does the government have 
the will or capacity to repair the damage and deliver economic recovery? And would 
anyone help it do so? Not while it's locked in a polarizing war of attrition, 
characterized by the massacre of entire families and bubbling sectarian hatred. As 
the International Crisis Group observed last week: "The fact is that the regime's 
behavior has fueled extremists on both sides, and, by allowing the country's slide 
into chaos, provided them space to move in and operate." To most commentators, 
250 blue berets are unlikely to reverse that dynamic. Wives of U.N. diplomats tell 
Syria's first lady to 'stop being a bystander' 
From Richard Roth, CNN 
 
April 18, 2012 -- Updated 0942 GMT (1742 HKT) 
"We want her to speak out for the end of violence," says Voss-Wittig The video 
contrasts images of Asma al-Assad against pictures of dead and injured children It 
is the latest in a series of polished videos aimed at stirring people into action  The 
wives of the British and German ambassadors to the United Nations have taken on 
Syria's first lady in an online video, calling on Asma al-Assad to "stop your husband" 
and "stop being a bystander." The roughly four-minute video, posted to YouTube, 
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juxtaposes pictures of an elegant al-Assad, the wife of Bashar al-Assad, against 
images of other Syrian women, dead and wounded children. "We want her (al-
Assad) to speak out for the end of violence. That is what we want. Stop the 
bloodshed. Stop it now. We know this is a risk for you, but take this risk," Huberta 
von Voss-Wittig, the wife of Germany's U.N. ambassador, told CNN late Tuesday. A 
U.N. diplomat said the video was produced by Voss-Wittig and Sheila Lyall Grant, 
the wife of Britain's U.N. ambassador, "on their own initiative." Profile: Asma al-
Assad, Syria's first lady Syria has been engulfed in violence for 13 months as a 
national uprising spread after the government began cracking down on peaceful 
protests. The United Nations estimates at least 9,000 people have died since the 
demonstrations began, while others put the death toll at more than 11,000. 
"Stand up for peace, Asma," a voice in the video demands. "Speak out now. For the 
sake of your people. Stop your husband and his supporters. Stop being a 
bystander." In one clip, the Syrian first lady can be seen bending down to kiss a 
young girl stepping off a bus. The next image is of a woman embracing what 
appears to be a dead child. "Asma, when you kiss your own children goodnight, 
another mother will find the place next to her empty," the narrator says. The video is 
the latest in a series of professionally-produced videos aimed at stirring or shocking 
people into action. It asks viewers to sign a petition. Other recent examples that 
went viral include "KONY 2012," a documentary on a notorious Africa warlord's use 
of child soldiers in Uganda, and a video showing Mexican children acting out the 
roles of victims, drug traffickers and kidnappers. Once described by Vogue 
magazine as "a rose in the desert," the London-born al-Assad graduated from 
King's College with a degree in computer science. She worked for JP Morgan as an 
investment banker before marrying Bashar in 2000, just months after he became 
president. According to a cache of e-mails leaked to CNN, the first lady appears to 
have spent much of the last year shopping online for expensive jewelry, art, and 
furniture, and e-mailing boutiques in London and Paris. In one e-mail exchange with 
an art dealer in London, she -- apparently using a false name -- inquires about six 
artworks that all feature butterflies. The dealer responds that the works cost 
between £5,000 and £10,500 ($7,800 and $16,500). The art inquiry was sent 
October 28, the same day Syrian protesters staged a massive demonstration in the 
city of Hama, in which they called for an end to the Syrian president's rule. "No one 
cares about your image," the voice in the video says. "We care about your action." 
Syria peace stymied by 'outside forces,' Russia says 
By Joe Sterling, CNN 
 
April 18, 2012 -- Updated 0153 GMT (0953 HKT) 
Ambassador Susan Rice says cease-fire is not holding, defends U.S. position At 
least 70 people were found dead in Syria on Tuesday, an opposition group says A 
sanctions group deplores sales of arms to Syria Are you there? Send us your 
images or video. Also, read this report in Arabic.  Russia's top diplomat took a shot 
at the Western and Arab attempts to bring democratic change to Syria on Tuesday. 
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov singled out the Friends of the Syrian People, a 
coalition of dozens of nations led by the United States and the Arab League calling 
for tough action against the Damascus regime. "There are outside forces that are 
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not interested in the success of the current U.N. Security Council efforts," Lavrov 
told reporters. "They are trying everything possible to substitute the Security Council 
with various unofficial formats such as the 'Friends of Syria' or some other forms. 
"And (they are trying), with everything possible, to influence the Syrian opposition 
so that it doesn't work with the government in maintaining a cease-fire and setting 
up future dialogue." Lavrov made the remarks as monitors tried to observe a U.N.-
backed cease-fire that was supposed to have been in effect since Thursday. They 
are reviewing the government and opposition forces' adherence to the cease-fire 
forged by U.N. and Arab League envoy Kofi Annan. A halt in violence is part of 
Annan's six-point peace plan, which also calls for unimpeded humanitarian access 
and an "inclusive Syrian-led political process." "It is the Syrian government's 
responsibility to guarantee freedom of access and freedom of movement within the 
country for these observers. They should be allowed to freely move to any places 
where they will be able to observe the cessation of violence," U.N. Secretary-
General Ban Ki-moon said in Luxembourg on Tuesday. Annan's effort is supported 
by the Syrian regime, Russia, China, the United States, Turkey and the Arab world. 
Analysis: U.N. diplomacy strengthens al-Assad Despite a relative drop-off in 
reported deaths immediately after the Thursday cease-fire deadline, violence 
persisted in Syria on Tuesday, the 66th anniversary of the country's independence 
from France. At least 70 people were found dead across the country Tuesday, the 
opposition Local Coordination Committees of Syria said. Most of those slain were 
found in Idlib province and other deaths occurred in Homs, Daraa and Damascus. 
Some of those in Idlib were killed during Monday shelling, but their bodies were not 
discovered and identified until Tuesday, the opposition group said. Abu Faris, an 
activist in the volatile city of Homs, said the military is firing rockets and mortars at 
the Homs neighborhoods of Khalidya and al Bayda. "Today we have witnessed 
some of the worst attacks on Khalidya," he said. "It is absolutely unbearable." Abu 
Mahmoud, an opposition activist in the southern province of Daraa, said the 
opposition Free Syrian Army fighters have held their fire since the cease-fire began 
but the government has continued what he described as aggressive acts in Daraa, 
as well as Homs. He called the regime's claim that it is reacting to the activities of 
armed gangs "a big lie" and believes the killing and shelling will persist. "I don't think 
everything is going to be OK," Mahmoud said. The state-run Syrian Arab News 
Agency has consistently blamed "armed terrorist groups" for the violence and said 
aggression by the groups had "hysterically escalated" since the start of the cease-
fire. But activist groups every day have cited killings by government security forces. 
"I think it's clear that over the last several days, particularly since Saturday, the 
violence has escalated," U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. Susan Rice told CNN's Chief 
International Correspondent Christiane Amanpour. Rice, John McCain talk Syria 
with Amanpour Rice said the cease-fire is not holding. When asked whether that 
spells the end of the Annan mission, Rice said no, but that a shaky cease-fire 
certainly puts it in jeopardy. Rice stressed, as she has before, U.S. opposition to 
military intervention in Syria. "We're rightly very apprehensive about increasing the 
militarization of this conflict. It's already a hot war. It could spill over," she said. Syria 
has been engulfed in violence for 13 months as a national uprising spread after the 
government began cracking down on peaceful protests. The United Nations 
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estimates at least 9,000 people have died since the protests began, while others put 
the death toll at more than 11,000. Analysis: U.N. observer mission won't change 
endgame CNN cannot independently verify reports of violence and deaths, as the 
government has severely restricted access by international media. The United 
States and the United Nations have slammed the crackdown, and there have been 
international calls for Syrian President Bashar al-Assad to leave office. Russia, long 
a staunch ally of Syria, and China have thwarted tough Security Council action 
against Damascus, including calls for the president to step down. After those 
countries vetoed a U.N. Security Council resolution in February, the United States, 
Arab nations, Turkey and other groups formed Friends of the Syrian People, an 
initiative to bring democratic change to the nation. The group backs the efforts of 
the Syrian National Council -- an opposition movement with strong backing among 
Syrian activists and citizens -- and other opposition groups to pursue a democratic 
system. Representatives from one opposition group, the National Coordination 
Committee for Democratic Change, visited Russia on Tuesday. The group's leader, 
Hasan Abdul Azim, said the Annan plan is the "last chance" for peace in Syria, 
Russian media reported. He is quoted as saying that the "Syrian dialogue needs" 
help from international groups such as the United Nations and the Arab League. 
Andrew Tabler, a Syria expert at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, 
describes the coordination committee, based in Syria, as an "older opposition" that 
doesn't have the mass grass-roots and youth support of the Syrian National 
Council. However, he said, "this is the established opposition the regime would 
rather dialogue with." Annan was in Qatar on Tuesday to participate in an Arab 
League meeting on Syria, according to the state-run news agency in Qatar. Syrian 
Foreign Minister Walid Moallem "will pay a working visit to China" on Wednesday at 
the invitation of Chinese Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi, China's state-run Xinhua 
news agency said. A group focused on imposing sanctions against the Syrian 
regime convened in Paris on Tuesday, a meeting co-chaired by France, Morocco 
and a European Union unit. The International Working Group on Sanctions 
reiterated moves made in Tunis by the Friends of the Syrian People to implement 
various "restrictive measures." It strongly disapproved "of any financial and other 
support to the Syrian regime and in particular ongoing arms sales." The group also 
welcomed "sanctions adopted by the EU, the Arab League, the United States of 
America, Turkey, Norway, Switzerland, Monaco, Croatia, Iceland, Canada, Australia 
and Japan" against Syria and urged those in the Friends of the Syrian People group 
and "states that have not yet exerted the necessary pressure to join these efforts 
and further isolate the Syrian regime." 
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SANA 
 
Foreign Minister to ICRC President: Syria Continues to Work to Ensure 
Success of Red Cross's Humanitarian Mission 
Apr 04, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – Foreign and Expatriates Minister Walid al-Moallem on 
Tuesday held a meeting with President of the International Committee of the Red 
Cross (ICRC) Jakob Kellenberger, during which he reviewed the details of the 
ICRC's work and its needs in terms of humanitarian work in Syria. Al-Moallem 
affirmed that Syria will continue to provide all that is needed to ensure the success 
of the ICRC's work and humanitarian mission in coordination with the Syrian Arab 
Red Crescent (SARC). The two sides agreed upon a mechanism for direct 
cooperation and coordination between the ICRC and the SARC  on one sides and 
the Foreign and Expatriates Ministry on the other in order to overcome any obstacle 
and achieve the desired cooperation. For his part, Kellenberger voiced appreciation 
for the cooperation shown by the Syrian authorities, which allowed the ICRC to 
reach areas affected by the current events and provide aid to those who need it. 
The meeting was attended by President of the SARC Dr. Abdelrahman al-Attar and 
Deputy Foreign and Expatriates Minister Dr. Fayssal Mikdad. 
 
Interior Minister Meets ICRC President, Welcomes Any Assistance or Advice 
on Humanitarian Situation in Penal Establishments 
The meeting of Interior Ministry Lt. Gen. Mohammad al-Shaar with Kellenberger on 
Tuesday focused on issues related to the ICRC's work in Syria and the facilitations 
the Ministry can provide, particularly regarding the inspection of penal facilities and 
meeting inmates in them. Al-Shaar said that the Ministry is working to improve the 
status of prisoners, provide health and humanitarian services to them, and 
rehabilitating them to allow them to reintegrate into society. He said that all arrested 
individuals who are being tried are under judicial supervision and are all equal in 
receiving health and humanitarian services, affirming that the Ministry welcomes 
any assistance or advice regarding humanitarian factors that the ICRC can provide. 
In turn, Kellenberger noted that the Syrian authorities allowed an ICRC delegation 
to visit Damascus Central Prison and inspect the status of its inmates in June 2011, 
adding "it would be unfair to say that you didn't cooperate with us, despite that the 
visit of the delegation didn't obligate you to allow us to visit the prison." He voiced 
hope for making such visits in the future in coordination with the Syrian Arab Red 
Crescent. 
 
Al-Halqi: Public and private hospitals didn't stop performing duty despite current 
difficult circumstances  
Minister of Health Wael al-Halqi reviewed with Kellenberger the situation of health 
sector, challenges and the services provided for citizens across Syria. Minister Halqi 
said that Syria's public and  private hospitals, during those difficult circumstances, 
did not stop performing their duty in receiving and treating patients and injured 
people regardless of the political attitudes unlike what has been broadcast by the 
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instigative media channels with the aim of  damaging the reputation of this sector 
and its humanitarian services. He called upon the International Committee of the 
Red Cross (ICRC) to visit any hospital or place to inspect work mechanism there. 
The minister indicated to losses of the health sector in Syria at the hands of the 
armed terrorist groups, adding that 22  members of medical cadres were martyred 
while 30 others were injured, in addition to the damage caused to 19 national 
hospitals, 107 health centers and 125 ambulance cars. Minister al-Halqi underlined 
the negative impact of  the unjust economic sanctions imposed on the Syrian 
people in general and the health sector in particular Kellenberger stressed that the 
ICRC will study the possibility of meeting the requirements proposed by the Syrian 
Ministry of Health. For his part, Head of the Syrian Arab Red Crescent Abdulrahman 
al-Attar reviewed the health aid provided by the SARC through its centers in the 
Syrian provinces, in addition to the training courses. He hailed the facilitations 
provided by the Ministry to reach some areas and provide help and humanitarian 
aid H. Sabbagh/ Rasha/Mazen 
Grand Mufti of Syria: Conspiracy against Syria Aims at Undermining its 
National Stances 
Apr 04, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – Grand Mufti of the Republic Dr. Ahmad Badreddin Hassoun 
on Wednesday stressed that Syria is targeted for its national stances and keenness 
on supporting resistance. Meeting members of the delegation of the Syrian 
community in Sweden visiting Syria, Dr. Hassoun stressed the role of expatriates in 
conveying the reality of what is taking place in Syria in light of the misleading Arab-
Western media campaign which aims at undermining Syria. For their part, the 
delegation members stressed support to the comprehensive reform program led by 
President Bashar al-Assad, expressing readiness to defend Syria through 
continuing organizing events and activities to expose the conspiracy targeting their 
country. Head of the delegation Sabri Ayyoub expressed confidence that the 
conspiracy is doomed to failure thanks to the awareness of the Syrian people. 
Father Gabriel Dawood from the Syriac Orthodox Patriarchate underlined the role of 
the expatriates in defending the homeland and conveying the reality of what is 
taking place. R. Raslan/ M. Ismael 
 
Mikdad: ICRC Has to Ask Countries that Support Terrorism to Sstop 
Financing it 
Apr 05, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA)-Deputy Foreign and Expatriates Minister Fayssal Mikdad 
discussed with President of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) 
Jakob Kellenberger bilateral relations between Syria and the international 
organization and the detailed sides of this cooperation. During the meeting 
Wednesday, Dr. Mikdad underlined that confidence has been the core of 
cooperation between Syria and ICRC during the latest years which gave fruits for 
important achievements in the human field. "Within its mission in Syria, ICRC has to 
ask the countries that support and fund terrorism to halt operations of arming and 
financing in order to stop the Syrian bloodshed," Mikdad said. He added that Syria 
completely cooperates with ICRC and it is committed to offer all possible 
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facilitations to make its mission a success. For his part, Kellenberger hailed the 
confidence given to him by the Syrian government which facilitated his mission, 
hoping that cooperation between the two sides will boost the committee's work in 
offering more humanitarian and logistic services. Mazen 
 
Minister of Information Stresses Need for Establishing Media Partnerships 
with Swedish Media Institutions 
Apr 05, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – Minister of Information Dr. Adnan Mahmoud called upon 
members of the Syrian Community in Sweden to invest in the field of media industry 
in Syria under the new media law which provides modern media environment to 
transfer Syria into open media space. Minister Mahmoud stressed the need for 
establishing media partnerships with media institutions in Sweden and conveying 
the right information to the public opinion in order to refute the alleged image of 
Syria prompted by aggressive media and reveal the real situation in Syria. The 
Minister briefed the delegation on the scheme targeting the Syrian people, pointing 
out to the role of some Arab and western channels as partners in shedding the 
Syrian blood serving the armed terrorist groups. For their part, members of the 
Syrian community delegation stressed their standing by their homeland and their 
support to the comprehensive reform program and national dialogue. The 
delegation members added that their visit aims at conveying the real image of what 
is taking place in Syria to the public opinion in Sweden, indicating that Syria is 
facing a huge media campaign which can clearly manifested through news 
broadcast by western media which completely contradict what they saw on the 
ground. 
They hailed the efforts exerted by national media to reflect an integrated image of 
reality and refute fabrications and lies plotted against Syria. R. Raslan/ Ghossoun 
 
Scholars of Levant Conference to Support Jerusalem Kicks Off Tuesday 
Apr 08, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – Ministry of Endowments (Awqaf), in cooperation with the 
Muslim Scholars Gathering of Lebanon, organizes Conference of Scholars of 
Levant to Support Jerusalem at al-Assad National Library next Tuesday. Scholars 
from Syria, Jordan, Palestine and Lebanon will participate in the one-day 
conference. The conference will discuss Jerusalem as the main cause of the Islamic 
Nation and the role of scholars and Syria in defending Jerusalem and the occupied 
Arab lands. The dimensions of the conspiracy which aims at undermining Syria's 
national stances, the role of instigative fatwas and unifying the efforts of scholars in 
combating extremism will also be touched upon. 
R. Raslan/ M. Nassr  
 
Easter Celebrations in Syria Limited to Prayers… Heads of Christian 
Denominations Stress Adherence to National Unity 
Apr 08, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – Easter celebrations of Christian denominations in Syria 
were limited to prayers at churches and places of worshiping marking the 
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resurrection of Jesus Christ, the messenger of peace and amity. A mass celebration 
was held at Roman Catholic Church in Damascus, headed by His Beatitude 
Gregory III Laham Patriarch of Antioch and all the East, assisted by bishops, priests 
and the Patriarchate choir. In his sermon, Patriarch Laham elaborated on the 
sublime meanings of Easter celebration, adding that "despite the events taking 
place in the Arab countries, especially Palestine, Iraq, Libya and Syria, these 
countries will remain strong against all conspiracies thanks to their people ." The 
Patriarch called upon the Syrian people to contribute towards building a better 
future that is based on cooperation and national unity, praying to God to aid Syria 
and grant it victory, under the leadership of President Bashar al-Assad, over its 
enemies. A requiem was held at the National Evangelical Church in Damascus, 
headed by Pastor Boutros Za'our. Pastor Za'our condemned the criminal acts, 
bombings and assassinations committed against the Syrian citizens, stressing that 
these acts will not affect the determination of the Syrian people to protect their 
security and unity. He prayed to God to preserve Syria's security and stability, bless 
the martyrs, heal the injured and guide deceived people to the right path. Chairing a 
holy requiem, Primate of the Armenian Orthodox Diocese of Damascus, Bishop 
Armash Nalbandian denounced all forms of foreign interference in Syria's internal 
affairs, stressing that the Syrians are able to solve their problems by themselves. 
Prayers and requiems were performed at churches and worshiping places 
throughout the Syrian governorates. Heads of the Christian denominations stressed 
the need for adhering to national unity and standing together in the face of all 
conspiracies hatched against the homeland. In Sednaya, a delegation from the 
Syrian community in Sweden participated in Easter mass in Ephraim Convent which 
was presided upon by Patriarch of Antioch and All the East for the Syriac Orthodox 
Mar Ignatius Zakka I Iwas. Patriarch Iwas affirmed that Syria will remain a caring 
mother for all its children, whether they live at home or abroad. He also called upon 
all Syrian expatriates to support their homeland in its time of need. In turn, the 
delegation members stressed that the Syrian community in Sweden supports the 
homeland in the face of the conspiracy, voicing pride in Syria and its people who 
foiled the plot against the country through national unity and praying for peace and 
amity to prevail across Syria. R. Raslan/ M. Nassr / H. Sabbagh 
 
Foreign Ministry: Syria Agreed to Annan's Plan as it Respects its Sovereignty 
Apr 09, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA)_ Foreign and Expatriates Ministry said that Syria agreed to 
the UN Envoy to Syria Kofi Annan's plan after he affirmed, during his meeting with 
President Bashar al-Assad, that his mission would be based on respecting Syria's 
sovereignty and pledged to work to stop all kinds of violence by all sides until 
disarming the armed groups to spread the state's control over all of its territories 
and start a comprehensive national dialogue with the Syrian opposition. In a 
statement on Sunday, Foreign Affairs and Expatriates Ministry Spokesman Dr. 
Makdessi said that Syria has undertaken steps to show good faith concerning 
Annan's plan and informed him of them, adding that Syria has drawn his attention to 
the escalation in violence by the armed terrorist groups as it announced agreement 
to Annan's mission. Makdessi added that Annan's speeches at the UN Security 
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Council were interpreted that Syria has pledged to withdraw troops from cities on 
April 10th, affirming that it is a wrong interpretation, especially that Annan has not 
offered written guarantees to the Syrian government that the armed groups agreed 
to stop violence, nor has he offered guarantees that Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Turkey 
will commit to stop funding and arming terrorist groups. The statement stressed that 
Syria won't repeat what happened during the Arab monitors' mission when it 
committed to pulling out troops from cities, which the armed groups used for 
reorganizing and arming their members and took over whole neighborhoods, which 
prompted the Syrian armed forces to interfere in response to appeals by citizens. 
''The Syrian Arab Republic is ready to continue cooperation with Mr. Annan to 
implement his plan and will inform him of the undertaken steps in the hope of 
obtaining the aforementioned guarantees, '' the statement concluded. M. Ismael 
 
Information Minister Sends Cable of Condolences to Family of Photographer 
Ali Ahmad Shaaban 
Apr 11, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – Minister of Information Dr. Adnan Mahmoud on Wednesday 
sent a cable of condolences expressing on behalf of himself and the Ministry the 
sincerest condolences and commiserations to the family of photographer Ali Ahmad 
Shaaban who was martyred while on assignment. The cable, which was delivered 
by a delegation from SANA's Beirut office to the martyr's family in Maifadon in 
Southern Lebanon, said that during the martyr's visit to Damascus with a team from 
al-Jadeed TV in January, the Information Ministry was very impressed by his ethic 
and nationalism which are landmarks of Lebanon's resistant youth. The martyr's 
father expressed appreciation for this gesture and the Ministry's concern, affirming 
that Ali was the son of Syria just as much as he was the son of the Lebanese South. 
H. Sabbagh 
 
 
Turkish opposition Criticizes its government's bids of instigating a war in 
Syria  
Apr 12, 2012 
ANKARA, (SANA)-The Turkish opposition on Thursday strongly criticized the 
Turkish Government's escalating stance against Syria and its bids to plan a war on 
it. Turkish Zaman newspaper quoted leader of the Republican Popular opposition 
party Kemal Kilisdaroglu as saying that Turkey has never planned a war on Syria as 
what is happening now, renewing rejection of intervention in Syria's internal affairs. 
He underlined that the Turkish relations with Iraq, Iran and Syria have worsened 
because of Turkey's intervention in the domestic affairs of those states. For his part, 
chairman of the Nationalist Movement opposition party Oktay Vural also criticized 
Turkey's external policy towards Syria, saying "It shifted to an agenda that depends 
on Washington." He accused Prime Minister Erdogan of instigating a war on Syria, 
warning that this policy inflames sectarian and ethnic conflicts in the region.  
 
Jordanian Popular Committee to Support Syria against Conspiracy Warned of 
Salafi Groups' Acts near Border to Smuggle Weapons to Syria  
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Apr 12, 2012 
AMMAN, (SANA) – The Jordanian popular committee to support Syria against the 
conspiracy has warned of the Salafi groups' acts taking place in al-Ramtha 
bordering city to smuggle weapons to Syria. In a statement issued on Thursday, the 
committee said  it had enough evidence on the acts of extremist Salafi groups in 
Jordan. The committee also criticized the instigative media campaigns against Syria 
launched by some media outlets which are fabricating news. Earlier a group of 
Jordanian and Syrian extremists resident in Jordan assaulted a crowd of Jordanians 
outside the Syndicates Compound in the city of Irbid while they were attending a 
lecture on the crisis in Syria. 
F.Allafi/M.Eyon 
Iranian Ambassador to Lebanon Reiterates Rejection of Foreign Interference 
in Syria 
Apr 12, 2012 
BEIRUT, (SANA) – Iran's Ambassador to Lebanon Ghazanfar Roknabadi reiterated 
his country's rejection of interference in Syria's internal affairs, stressing that the 
crisis in Syria should be solved inside Syria. In a statement on Thursday, he said 
that "Iran supports the reforms carried out by the Syrian leadership as the majority 
of the Syrian people support them." He indicated to his country's support ti the plan 
of the UN Special Envoy to Syria Kofi Annan which is based on peaceful solution 
and the non-interference in Syria's affairs. Roknabadi added that the developments 
in Syria reached a point which shows that the majority of regional and international 
sides support Annan's plan which means that the majority support the peaceful 
solution in Syria which is positive. The Iranian Ambassador hoped that Syria would 
restore stability as soon as possible. R. Raslan/ M. Ismael 
 
President al-Assad Offers Condolences over Death of Former Algerian 
President  
Apr 12, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA)- President Bashar al-Assad on Thursday sent a cable to 
Algerian President Abdelaziz Bouteflika condoling the death of Algeria's 
first president Ahmed Ben Bella. In his cable, President al-Assad expressed, on 
behalf of the Syrian people and on his own behalf, sincere condolences hailing the 
national and ban-Arab virtues of the late president and asking God to have mercy 
on him and grant his family patience and solace .  
H. Zain/ H. Said  
 
Official Source at Defense Ministry: Syrian Armed Forces to End Missions 
Thursday Morning 
Apr 12, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA)_An official source at the Defense Ministry said that it has 
been decided to halt the armed forces' missions starting Thursday morning, after 
they carried out successful missions in combating criminal acts by armed terrorist 
groups and enforced the authority of the state on all its territories. The source added 
that the armed forces will be on alert to confront any attack by armed terrorist 
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groups against civilians, law-enforcement members, the armed forces and private 
and public facilities.  
M. Ismael 
 
President al-Assad Meets Levant Scholars' Union Delegation.. Stresses 
Importance of Confronting Israeli Practices to Judize Jerusalem  
Apr 12, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA)-President Bashar al-Assad on Wednesday received a 
delegation of the Levant Scholars' Union which was formed yesterday during the 
Levant Scholars' conference for Supporting Jerusalem. President al-Assad 
underline the importance of the Conference to confront the Israeli dangerous 
practices to judize Jerusalem and demolish al-Aqsa mosque.. as well as 
contributing to facing such practices through escalating the popular campaign in all 
Arab and Islamic countries to support Jerusalem and the Palestinian Cause. The 
President also stressed the need for forming the Levant Scholars' Union as to 
become the light for all world and to spread instructions of true and tolerant Islam 
starting off from the Levant countries which embraced the heavenly religions and 
spread them all over the world.  President al-Assad underscored the importance of 
the Union to face challenges encountering the Arabs, Muslims and dealing with 
them seriously, particularly conveying the true image of Islam in light of the 
distorting campaign to which Muslims are exposed. As for extremism, the President 
said that there is nothing called extremism in Islam, adding "Islam is extremist in 
good and amity and in regards to organizing societies, promoting and developing 
them." On Islam and Arabism, President al-Assad went on to say that a lot of Arab 
Muslims have separated Arabism from Islam while the non-Arab Muslim is still 
linking the two notions.. wondering how we separate the Arabism of the Prophet 
Mohammad from Islam, and how we separate the holy Quran from Arabism and its 
Arab and Islamic context while the Prophet had boasted of his Arabism and 
belonging to Quraish.  The President added "so, we couldn’t separate the two 
notions.. Arabism was the bearer of the thought of Quran and its instructions, and 
Islam has kept Arabism and the Arab Language." For his part, Chairman of the 
Levant Scholars' Union, Dr. Mohammad Said Ramadan al-Bouti expressed 
confidence that the Union will contribute to solving the problems in the society 
through the efforts of the scholars and through Islamic documented reference. He 
considered that Syria's message has not been clear throughout ages as it will be 
clear during this age.  Members of the delegation appreciated Syria's hosting of the 
Conference and its permanent care for the Palestinian Cause , calling for 
intensifying efforts to support the Palestinian issue and Jerusalem , warning against 
bids of making peoples focus on internal problems and plant seeds of sedition to 
divert the attention from the crimes of Israel against al-Aqsa. They condemned the 
campaign against Syria which targets its stances and attempts of destabilizing its 
security through fabricating lies and creating instigations. The members presented a 
copy of the Quran and a Damascene sword to President al-Assad. Mazen  
 
China Welcomes Syrian Government's Decision on Ceasefire, Calls on 
Opposition for Abidance  
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Apr 13, 2012 
BEIJING, (SANA)- China welcomes the Syrian government's decision on a 
complete ceasefire and pullback of the forces from some cities, Chinese Foreign 
Ministry said in a statement on Thursday. The Chinese Xinhua News agency quoted 
the Ministry Spokesman, Liu Weimin, as saying that this will help ease the tense 
situation in Syria and is considered as an important step towards a political solution 
to the crisis in Syria. "China calls at the same time on the opposition for an 
immediate ceasefire," Liu added. H. Zain/ H. Said 
 
Unoccupied Four-Storey Building in Deir-Ezzour Collapses Causing No 
Injuries  
Apr 14, 2012 
DEIR EZZOUR, (SANA) – An unoccupied four-storey building collapsed on Friday 
in the industrial city in Deir –Ezzour behind the Industrial Institute, leaving no 
injuries. Head of Deir-Ezzour City Municipality, Eng. Bashar Shubatt said that 
Safety Committee Report in the Municipality showed that the building collapsed due 
to under- reinforcement, pointing out that the building permit allows constructing two 
floors only, while the owner built two unlicensed floors six months ago. Shubatt 
pointed out that all residents surrounding were informed to evacuate temporarily 
until technical inspection procedures are completed. 
R. Milhem / Mazen 
 
Delegation of Syrian Communities in France and Belgium Light Candles in 
Honor of Army and Civilian Martyrs 
Apr 15, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – The delegation of the Syrian communities in France and 
Belgium on Sunday visited the site of the terrorist attack which hit the zone linking 
Baghdad Street and al-Qasaa Quarter last month. The participants chanted the 
Syrian national anthem, after which they observed a minute of silence and lit 
candles in honor of the army and civilian martyrs. They condemned the conspiracy 
hatched against Syria, hailing the sacrifices of Syrian Army in defending the 
homeland's stability and confronting the armed terrorist groups. In a statement to 
SANA, expatriate Nasrallah Nassrallah, who has been in France for more than 24 
years, said "this visit is a personal initiative to express love to Syria and stress 
rejection of the conspiracy," describing the terrorist attack at al-Qasaa 
neighborhood as "immoral" as it aims to undermine the Syrian people's strength and 
steadfastness. Another delegation member Dayana Jadaan said that they are here 
today to express solidarity to the homeland and stand by its people in the face of all 
challenges. She stressed support the reform process led by President Bashar al-
Assad, expressing confidence that Syria will overcome the conspiracy. For his part, 
Omran al-Khateeb who, has lived in France form 20 years, said the visit aimed at 
revealing the misleading and instigative role of some media. He said that the 
Western countries seek to spread chaos and destruction in Syria in the name of 
freedom, democracy and human rights while such concepts are absent in such 
countries as veiled women are prevented from entering public hospitals or schools 
in France and nobody is allowed to criticize the Israeli daily violations against the 
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Palestinian people. The delegation includes 80 people of Syrian descent who live in 
France and Belgium, in addition to French citizens of Arab origins. The delegation of 
the Syrian communities in France and Belgium also visited Tishreen Military 
Hospital in Damascus to show solidarity with the wounded soldiers of the Army who 
were targeted by the armed terrorist groups while they were performing their sacred 
duty in protecting the citizens. Members of the delegation assured the health of the 
wounded, underlining support to the comprehensive reform program led by 
President Bashar al-Assad. They presented symbolic gifts to the injured soldiers in 
honor of their sacrifices. The participants in the delegation also visited the 
monument of the Unknown Soldier in Qasioun Mount in Damascus. They stood a 
minute of silence, recited verses of the holy Quran for the souls of civilians and 
Army soldiers who were targeted by the armed terrorist groups,  chanted the Syrian 
national anthem and put a wreath on the monument. R. Raslan/ H. Said/ Mazen 
 
Al-Maliki Reiterates Support to Political Solution to Syrian Crisis  
Apr 15, 2012 
BAGHDAD, (SANA)- Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Malki on Sunday reiterated his 
country's support to finding a political solution to the crisis in Syria and its rejection 
to interference in the Syrian internal affairs and all that leads to aggravating the 
violence in terms of arming or instigation. "The policy of Iraq is against interference 
in the internal affairs [of Syria] and against violence and all that leads to aggravating 
it in terms of arming or instigation and so forth," the AFP quoted al-Maliki as saying 
in an interview with the Iraqi Awena newspaper. He stressed Iraq's support to 
reaching a political solution to the crisis in Syria so as for Syria and the region to 
evade more wars. Al-Maliki said his country" has put in use all its political and 
diplomatic capabilities towards arriving at a political solution in Syria that meets the 
legitimate aspirations of the Syrian people and helps it and the region avoid more 
wars and bloodshed." "We said before that the language of using force to overthrow 
the regime [in Syria] won't overthrow it," said the Iraqi Prime. "It has been a year 
now and the regime has not fallen and it won't fall," he added wondering, "why 
would it fall?" Al-Maliki warned at the Arab Summit held in Baghdad last March that 
arming the opposition will lead to alternate regional and international wars in Syria, 
affirming Iraq's rejection of any act of arming as it will result in an cumulative crisis 
in the region. H. Said 
 
Israeli Occupation Forces Prevent Golan Woman from Visiting Her Relatives 
in Homeland  
Apr 15, 2012 
QUNEITRA, (SANA) – The Israeli occupation forces on Sunday prevented citizen 
Wissam al-Sabbagh from visiting her relatives in the homeland. Mrs. al-Sabbagh is 
from Damascus and is married to a man from the occupied Syrian town of Majdal 
Shams. The Israeli forces have refused dozens of visit applications submitted by al-
Sabbagh to the international Red Cross Bureau in the occupied territories. Al-
Sabbagh, who has been under chemotherapy in the Palestinian occupied lands 
since last September, called upon all human rights associations to exert pressure 
on the Israeli occupation forces to enable her to visit the homeland and see her 
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relatives and family before she passes away. Al-Sabbagh said that Israel has been 
depriving her from visiting her relatives in the homeland since 1998, adding that "I 
haven't seen my daughter for 13 year." M. Nassr/ H. Said 
 
Syrian Youths Draw Syrian Flag in Damascus Streets to Honor Martyrs  
Apr 15, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – A group of young people drew on Saturday the Syrian flag 
in al-Mahdi bin Barakeh street in Damascus to honor the martyrs of Syria and in 
appreciation of the Syrian Arab Army's sacrifices and its defiance of the armed 
terrorist groups. The participants said that after the armed terrorist groups 
sabotaged the streets, they came to draw the Syrian flag in a number of streets in 
Damascus in an initiative to protect the beauty of the homeland. F.Allafi/H.Said 
 
Delegation from Syrian Communities in France and Belgium Begins Visit to 
Syria 
Apr 15, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – A delegation from the Syrian communities in France and 
Belgium began on Saturday a visit to Syria to show solidarity and support with their 
homeland, its leadership and its people in the face of the conspiracy. The 
delegation includes 80 people of Syrian descent who live in France and Belgium, in 
addition to French citizens of Arab origins. Members of the delegation said that this 
visit is a personal initiative which was organized in cooperation with the Damascus 
Youth Volunteer Team and the Syrian Embassy, and that the delegation members 
met on Facebook. They said that they decided to come to Syria to show their 
solidarity with the homeland, their rejection of all forms of interference, their support 
for reforms, and their love for Syria and its people. The delegation members said 
that they came to Syria despite all the misleading media reports about the situation 
in it, thanking the Syrian media for spreading the truth and confronting biased 
media. They also affirmed that Syria will be victorious despite all conspiracies, 
lauding the cohesion of the Syrian people and the valiance of the army. H. Sabbagh 
 
Law-enforcement Member Martyred in Idleb, 3 Citizens Killed in Hama and 
Daraa 
Apr 16, 2012 
PROVINCES, (SANA) – A law-enforcement member was martyred and three others 
were injured on Sunday in an armed terrorist group attack in Harem City in Idleb 
governorate. SANA correspondent said that the terrorist group opened fire on the 
law-enforcement personnel, causing the martyrdom of Yousef Dawood Qawarid and 
the injury of three members. In the same context, a car loaded with explosives blew 
up in Idleb city in an attempt to kill law-enforcement personnel, but no injuries were 
reported. SANA correspondent said that the car exploded after three terrorists 
parked the car and fled away. 
 
Oil Tanker Set to Fire on Ariha-Aleppo Road 
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Another armed terrorist group targeted an oil tanker loaded with around 30 
thousand liters of fuel on Ariha – Aleppo road, near Mseibeen town and set it on 
fire. 
 
Two Citizens Killed in Terrorists' Gunfire on Their Car in Hama  
Two citizens were killed when an armed terrorist group opened fire at their care 
near Qatrat al-Rihan Bridge in Hama province. The two martyrs are Malek 
Mahmoud Sleiteen and Riyad Nawras Hassa. Meanwhile, an explosive device 
planted by an armed terrorist group exploded in al-Ta'awouniyeh neighborhood in 
the city of Hama causing material damages, but no injuries were reported.  
 
Terrorist group abducts citizen Osama Qaddour, kills him in al-Rastan  
An armed terrorist group today abducted citizen Osama Nawaf Qaddour, 28, from 
Hama, and after 3 hours, the group contacted his family, informing them that he was 
killed at a deserted house in al-Rastan. SANA reporter learned that when Qaddour 
Family went to al-Rastan to see the abducted, they found his body  mutilated at a 
deserted house. Al-A'edein Camp in Hama, the authorities found the body of female 
citizen Abeer Hassan Ibrahim, who was kidnapped by an armed group yesterday 
from her house in al-Qusur,  killed by a bullet in the head. Another terrorist group 
kidnapped Chief warrant officer Ali al-Turk from the Camp, taking his to unknown 
place.  
 
Charity Association Guard Killed by Terrorists in Daraa, Dead Body of 
Kidnapped Warrant Officer Found  
In the countryside of Daraa province, an armed terrorist group opened fire on the 
60-year- old guard of the charity association in Saida town, Ismael Talal al-Homsi, 
causing his immediate death. In the meantime, the authorities found the dead body 
of Chief Warrant Officer Adnan Nabulsi from the law enforcement forces near 
western al-Gharia crossroad in Daraa, who had been kidnapped by an armed 
terrorist group from his house in al-Naimeh town.  
 
Car's Driver Injured in Explosive Device Blast in al-Tadamun Neighborhood in 
Damascus 
An explosive device planted by an armed terrorist group under a car exploded on 
Sunday in al-Tadamun neighborhood in Damascus, injuring the car's driver. SANA 
reporter quoted a Police source in the province as saying the explosive device went 
off when Mohammad Abdul-Aal , a member of the Palestinian al-Sa'iqa 
(thunderbolt) Organization was getting on the car along with his driver. The source 
added that the explosion caused injury to the driver as the explosive device was 
planted on his side.  
 
Authorities Uncover Workshops for Manufacturing Explosives in Hama and 
Daraa 
With the help of locals, the authorities uncovered a workshop for manufacturing 
explosive devices in Abi al-Fidaa neighborhood in Hama, which contained 
chemicals and contains used for making explosives. Locals reported an explosion in 
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the area followed by suspicious movement by strangers. In Daraa's northern 
countryside, the locals also helped the authorities uncover a workshop which 
contained explosive devices, equipment and materials for manufacturing them, 
automatic rifles, ammo and motorbikes. One of the confiscated explosive devices 
had a yield of 9 kilograms and contend white phosphorus, which is an internationally 
prohibited explosive substance. English Bulletin 
 
Al-Moallem Visits China to Discuss Annan's Mission, Bilateral Relations 
Apr 16, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA)-Upon an invitation by Foreign Minister of China Yang Jiechi, 
Syrian Foreign and Expatriates Minister Walid al-Moallem will hold a 2-day official 
visit to the Popular Republic of China. During the visit, al-Moallem will discuss 
means of enhancing bilateral relations and the mission of the UN Envoy to Syria 
Kofi Annan. Mazen 
 
Five Army, Civilian Martyrs Laid to Rest 
Apr 16, 2012 
DAMASCUS, LATTAKIA, (SANA) - The bodies of five army and civilian martyrs 
were escorted on Sunday from Tishreen and Zahi Azraq Military Hospitals in 
Damascus and Lattakia to their final resting place. Solemn funeral processions were 
held for the martyrs who were targeted by armed terrorist groups while they were in 
the line of duty in Damascus Countryside and Idleb. The martyrs are:  
Retired Brigadier General Akl Hussein Mahmoud from Tartous.  
Sergeant Major Samer Dirgham from Hama.  
Conscript Ghazi Ahmad Barazi from Hama.  
Civilian Hussam Abu Hamdan from Sweida.  
Civilian Mansour Hamad al-Ali from Sweida.  
Families of the martyrs stressed confidence in the ability of the Syrian people to 
overcome the crisis through their unity, condemning the criminal acts committed by 
the armed terrorist groups against the army, law-enforcement forces and innocent 
citizens. They expressed readiness to sacrifice their lives to defend the homeland 
and protect its people.  
M. Nassr/ Ghossoun 
 
Easter Celebrations in Syria Limited to Prayers and Requiems 
Apr 16, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – Easter celebrations of Christian denominations in Syria 
were limited to prayers at churches and places of worshiping marking the 
resurrection of Jesus Christ, the messenger of peace and amity. A mass religious 
celebration was held at Mar Jirjis's Cathedral for Syriac Orthodox, headed by 
Patriarch Mar Ignatius Zakka I Iwas of Antioch an All the East for the Syriac 
Orthodox, Supreme Head of the Universal Syriac Orthodox Church, assisted by 
bishops, priests and the patriarchal Mar Ephrem choir in Damascus. In his sermon, 
Patriarch Iwas explained the sublime meaning of this occasion and the sacrifice of 
the Jesus Christ to save the humanity and achieve happiness through faith. He 
added that Easter marks the resurrection of Jesus, which makes us full of hope and 
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determination despite all circumstances. Patriarch Iwas prayed to God to preserve 
Syria's people and President Bashar al-Assad, to bless the martyrs and heal the 
injured. Chairing a requiem at Mar Jirjis Church for Roman Orthodox in Damascus, 
Greek Orthodox Patriarchal Assistant, Bishop Luca al- Khouri said that Zionism and 
those who follow it are behind the events taking place in the Middle East with the 
aim of stoking seditions and shedding the Syrian blood to force Syria give up its 
stances in support of the Arab issues. He stressed that the Syrian people are 
committed to their national unity for the sake of their freedom and independence, 
calling upon all Syrians to pray to God to protect Syria's people, president and 
Army, whose members have sacrificed their lives to defend the homeland. Prayers 
and requiems were performed at churches and worshiping places throughout the 
Syrian governorates.  The sermons hailed the national unity of the Syrian people 
which constitutes the main pillar for Syria's strength and steadfastness against 
challenges. R. Raslan/ H. Said 
 
Iran Hopes Annan's Mission will Be Successful 
Apr 16, 2012 
TEHRAN, (SANA)- The Iranian Foreign Ministry on Sunday hoped that the mission 
of the UN envoy to Syria Kofi Annan will be successful in prevailing security and 
stability and preventing the foreign intervention in Syria. Ramin Mehmanparast, 
Spokesman of the Ministry, who is on a visit to Belgrade, described in an interview 
with the Serbian TV Tehran stance towards crisis in Syria as clear and frank. "Syria 
is confronting Israel's crimes and opposes the policies of the US in the region," 
Mehmanparast said, adding "64% of the Syrian people have participated in the new 
constitution referendum, which means that the majority of the citizens back the 
reforms." Mazen 
 
Archbishop Hanna: Syria Will Be Victorious against Conspiracy 
Apr 16, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – The Greek Orthodox Archbishop of Sebastia, Atallah 
Hanna, Stressed that Syria will achieve victory thanks to the awareness of the 
Syrian people in the face of conspiracy targeting to undermine their position, role 
and sovereignty. In an interview with the Syrian TV, Archbishop Hanna said that the 
message of Jerusalem to Damascus on Easter Day is a message of solidarity, 
loyalty and amity. He added that the conspirators want to destroy the brotherly 
relations between Muslims and Christians in Syria but they will fail. Archbishop 
Hanna stressed that Syrian will overcome the crisis and move to the new stage 
announced by President Bashar al-Assad, adding that the continuous instigation 
against the Syrian people indicates that the target is to undermine their morals and 
destroy their homeland instead of reform and democracy. He called upon all Syrians 
to unite and cooperate with their leadership to restore security and stability. 
Archbishop Hanna said that the stance of the Turkish government has to support 
Syria and prevent arms smuggling to it as its stance doesn’t serve security and 
stability in the Middle East and the Arab region.  
R. Raslan/ Ghossoun 
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Syrian and Arab Tribes Forum Stresses Popular National Reconciliation 
Apr 16, 2012 
TARTOUS, (SANA) – The activities of the 11th session of Syrian and Arab Tribes 
and Clans Forum kicked off on Sunday with the participation of 700 Syrian figures 
and delegations from Iraq, Lebanon and Jordan. The participants stressed that the 
national unity of the Syrian people has foiled the enemies' bet to undermine Syria 
and the resistance. They underlined the Syrian people's rejection of any foreign 
interference in their affairs, stressing that they will remain united to defend the 
homeland's independence and sovereignty. They called for dialogue to overcome 
the current circumstances, adding that the Syrian tribes and clans stand by Syria's 
people, army and leadership to defend their dignity. Founder of the Syrian and 
Arab Tribes and Clans Forum, Sheikh Saleh al-Deli al-Nu'eimi, said the forum is "a 
national and popular initiative per excellence" that came under the title "Popular 
National Reconciliation", adding that the tribes came to Tartous and will also meet 
in Lattakia to express gratitude to the national awareness and unity of their people. 
The 3-day forum included Arab delegations that support reforms in Syria under the 
leadership of President Bashar al-Assad, adding that Syria will remain the country 
of resistance and steadfastness. He said that the forum is a call for people to 
reconcile and for those who took up arms to turn themselves in to authorities. For 
his part, Mufti of Tartous, Sheikh Mohammad Ismael said the Forum stresses the 
Syrians' national unity and gives a good example for Syria's united fabric with all its 
spectrums in response to the instigative satellite channels which try to fragment this 
fabric. Bishop of Tartous, Elias Suleiman said Syria is the homeland of all Syrians 
who have to build it on the basis of mutual respect and dialogue. Representatives of 
tribes in the Syrian provinces who attended the meeting stressed that Syria will 
remain unified under the leadership of President al-Assad who has been approved 
by all Syrians to be the guarantor of their unity. They reiterated commitment to 
national unity and the leadership's national and pan-Arab stances against all the 
Zionist and imperialist conspiracies, stressing support to current reforms which will 
end up in supporting efforts to liberate the occupied territories, restore rights and 
achieve security and stability in Syria. The tribes' representatives in Syria called 
upon the armed terrorist groups to hand in their weapons and come to dialogue, 
calling also on those who were forced to leave their houses to return, stressing that 
the Syrian army will always safeguard the homeland. "Syria is not for the Syrians 
only, but for all the honest people in the Arab and Islamic nation," said Head of the 
National Center in South Lebanon Kamal al-Kheir, stressing that Lebanon will not 
be a basis to target and sabotage Syria. For his part, head of the Iraqi delegation 
Fayez al-Saad greeted the Syrian people, stressing the firm stance of the Iraqi 
government towards Syria in terms of supporting Syria's territorial integrity and 
rejection of foreign interference in its internal affairs.  
R. Raslan/H. Said 
 
Turkish Authorities Prevents Thousands of Turkish Citizens from Protesting 
Their Government's Hostile Policies towards Syria 
Apr 16, 2012 
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ANTIOCH, (SANA) – The Turkish authorities on Sunday prevented thousands of 
Turkish citizens from various citizens from reaching the squares of Antioch to 
protest their government's hostile policies towards Syria. Despite this, a number of 
citizens managed to reach the gathering areas, voicing surprise over how Turkish 
Premier Recep Tayyip Erdogan can make statements about freedom and 
democracy while preventing them from expressing their opinions. The participants 
said that this gathering aims at preserving the fraternity between the Syrian and 
Turkish people instead of creating strife and bringing about war, stressing that the 
Turkish people and the political forces opposing Erdogan's government support 
their Syrian brethren. They also called upon their country's government to cease its 
constant hostile campaigns against Syria Member of the Turkish Communist Party, 
Salih Bostanci, said "while Libyan murderers and criminals wander around our 
country and use its facilities and hotels, we couldn't go to Antioch just for the sake 
of peace… we were met by security terrorism without any legal justification… our 
busses were confiscated, and their drivers and a number of colleagues were 
arrested." H. Sabbagh 
 
Syrian Human Rights Network: Terrorist Groups Continue their Criminal Acts, 
Violations of Annan's Plan 
Apr 16, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – Syrian human rights network stressed on Monday that the 
armed terrorist groups are continuing their criminal acts which target the stability 
and security of Syria, adding that the criminal acts of the armed terrorist groups 
against the Syrian people are considered a violation of the UN envoy to Syria Kofi 
Annan's plan. In a statement, the network said that the Syrian people proved 
awareness and unity represented in the slogans which refrained from foreign 
interference in Syria. The Network called on law organizations to reconsider their 
stances on the events in Syria and take honest and professional stances consistent 
with the principles of human rights and values. F.Allafi/M.Eyon 
 
Al-Baath Party Regional Leadership Marks 66th Anniversary of Evacuation 
Day 
Apr 16, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – The Regional Leadership of al-Baath Arab Socialist Party 
on Monday marked the 66th anniversary of Evacuation Day by affirming that 
Syrians are still determined to continue the process of development and liberation in 
spite of conspiracies. In a statement, the Regional Leadership said that the Syrian 
people are capable of pursuing their goals and ambitions and overcoming the 
situation affecting the country despite the exceptional circumstances witnessed in 
the region and the world. The statement said that Evacuation Day has special 
significance for Syrians as it marks an important point in their history and the history 
of the Arab nation. The Regional Leadership saluted the memory of the heroes who 
sacrificed their lives for the sake of Syria's independence and the old freedom 
fighters such as Sultan Basha al-Atrash, Saleh al-Ali, Ibrahim Hanano, Hasan al-
Kharrat and many others. The statement voiced confidence in the Syrian people 
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and their goals and aspirations, affirming that it will work to achieve these 
aspirations under the leadership of President Bashar al-Assad. H. Sabbagh 
 
Mass in the Mariamite Cathedral of Damascus on the Occasion of Easter 
Apr 16, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) - Mass was held on Monday at the Mariamite Cathedral in 
Damascus on the occasion of the Easter holidays. The mass was headed by 
Patriarch Ignatius IV Hazim of Antioch and All the East for the Greek Orthodox. In 
his sermon, Patriarch Hazim stressed the sublime meanings of the Easter, 
highlighting the national unity among the Syrians under the leadership of President 
Bashar al-Assad. The Patriarch prayed to God to preserve and protect Syria's 
leadership and people. The Easter celebrations of this year were limited to prayers 
and masses because of the current situation in the country and in honor of the souls 
of the martyrs, who scarified their lives to preserve the unity of the country.  
M. Nassr/ H. Sabbagh 
 
Empowered by President al-Assad, Azzam Offers Condolences for the 
Passing of Former Algerian President Ahmad bin Bella  
Apr 17, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – Empowered by President Bashar al-Assad, Minister of 
Presidential Affairs Mansour Azzam on Tuesday visited the Algerian Embassy in 
Damascus to offer condolences over the passing of former Algerian President 
Ahmad bin Bella. Minister Azzam wrote an entry in the record of condolences, 
voicing sincerest commiserations to the Algerian people on behalf of President al-
Assad and the Syrian people. Azzam said that bin Bella was known for his national 
and patriotic stances against the French occupation.  
F.Allafi 
 
Information Minister: Expatriates are Part of Syria's Strength, their Role is 
Important in Facing Misleading Campaigns  
Apr 17, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – Minister of Information, Dr. Adnan Mahmoud, stressed on 
Monday that Syrian expatriates are a part of Syria's strength and steadfastness in 
facing the foreign plot aimed at undermining Syria's security and stability. Meeting a 
delegation of the Syrian community in France and Belgium,  Minster Mahmoud 
reviewed the tools of the sychological and media war being launched by western 
and regional powers against Syria. The  Minister said that the United States and 
other western states as well as their allies in the region, who claim to be combating 
terrorism and occupied some countries under this pretext, are today backing, 
training, funding and arming terrorist groups against the Syrian people. He hailed 
the initiatives of the Syrian communities in all expatriation countries in solidarity with 
their homeland, stressing openness to foreign media since the beginning of events 
in Syria as 400 Arab and foreign media outlets entered the country. Minister 
Mahmoud noted that the Syrian media is undergoing a new stage that reflects the 
national partnership among all spectrums of the Syrian society and political 
pluralism. For his part, head of the delegation, Omran al-Khatib, said the delegation 
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came to take part in challenging the immoral psychological war targeting Syria and 
to relay the true image of events to refute all fabrications. 
F.Allafi/M.Ismael 
 
 
Syrian and Arab Tribes Agree to Uphold Sanctity of Syrian Blood 
Apr 17, 2012 
LATTAKIA, (SANA)_ The participants in the Syrian and Arab Tribes Forum held in 
Lattakia stressed that President Bashar al-Assad is the "safety valve" and the most 
suitable for protecting Syria's sovereignty and stability. In a statement read by 
Sheikh Sheikh Saleh al-Deli al-Nu'eimi , founder of the forum, the participants 
agreed to uphold the sanctity of the Syrian blood, affirming that it is prohibited to 
cooperate with whoever calls for foreign interference in Syria or arming the Syrian 
people, indicating that only the Syrian Arab army and competent authorities has the 
right to carry weapons to defend the Syrian people. 
They also agreed to adopt dialogue as the most effective way, disavowing whoever 
carries weapons against the state. ''Syria has gone through a crisis in which world 
states have conspired to undermine its sovereignty and stability…All parties 
committed mistakes, and we call upon all sides to turn over a new page and 
embrace tolerance, '' added the statement. The statement called for speeding up 
the reforms and holding the corrupt accountable, and finding solutions to improve 
the living conditions of people and address the problem of unemployment. The 
statement welcomed all initiatives that preserve Syria's sovereignty and bolster its 
stability, voicing rejection of calls for arming or funding the opposition. ''Our fellow 
clans and tribes in the Arab world and the neighboring countries such as Turkey, 
and the people there have to caution their governments against tampering with our 
country,'' added the statement. With the participation of 1000 Syrian personalities 
and delegations from Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, the 11th session of the Syrian and 
Arab Tribes and Clans was organized in Lattakia on Monday. The participants 
stressed that the Syrians' unity in the crisis, support to their political leadership and 
to the comprehensive reforms program under the leadership of President Bashar al-
Assad will foil all conspiracies to weaken and destabilize Syria. The participants 
indicated that the Syrian clans and tribes will always confront interference and 
conspiracies hatched by the enemies of Syria. Sheikh Sheikh Saleh al-Deli al-
Nu'eimi , founder of the forum , said that the Syrians are united, adding that the 
meeting of the heads of the clans in Lattakia came to underline support to 
reconciliation and rejection of conspiracy. Rafik Fleihan, head of Sweida delegation, 
said that the meeting emphasizes national unity and foiling conspiracies. Sheikh 
Abdullah Munawer al-Roumi al-Enezi, head of al-Makathra clan from Raqqa, said 
"We came today to stress that we are one people and won't accept interference in 
our country…We are living as one family, and Syria will remain the land of peace.'' 
Sheikh Fawwaz Soufi, Director of Lattakia Religious Endowments, said that the 
activity will disturb Syria's enemies, calling for spreading the culture of diversity in 
the Syrian society. Participants underlined the importance of the Jordanian, Iraq and 
Lebanese clans' participation in the forum, highlighting the noble message they 
carry through their participation. They affirmed that Syria will remain the land of 
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peace and amity, and will always be strong thanks to its national unity and social 
diversity. Participants also stressed that the sole way out of the crisis is dialogue to 
preserve Syria, affirming that the Syrian people have vanquished the conspiracy 
through building bridges of communication and tolerance. M. Ismael  
 
Cabinet on Independence Day : Syria Stronger, Development and Reform 
process On  
Apr 17, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – The Cabinet underlined that the Independence Day, 
achieved by the sacrifice of the Syrian people, will ever remain a bright day in the 
country's history. On the occasion of the 66th anniversary of Syria's independence, 
the Cabinet pointed out in a statement issued on Tuesday that the national patriotic 
spirit sprang up in the face of the French occupation, which assumed that by 
arrogance, conspiratorial acts and stirring up sedition would guarantee the duration 
of occupying Syria, pointing out that the Syrians of all backgrounds rushed to 
defend their homeland. It clarified that the occasion this year coincides with the risks 
and challenges encountering the stability, security and pan-Arab role of the country, 
underlining the importance of reminding all those who forgot, did not read or did not 
understand Syria's history well, that the faith of the Syrians in their country and 
adherence to the national unity are the strongest weapon to foil the conspiracy. The 
Cabinet congratulated the Syrians, underlining its commitment and determination to 
double up efforts to go on in the reform and development process. R. Milhem / 
Ghossoun  
 
Delegation of Syrian Communities in France and Belgium Visits Martyrs 
Graveyard in Najha 
Apr 17, 2012 DAMASCUS, (SANA) – The delegation representing the Syrian 
communities in France and Belgium currently visiting Syria on Tuesday took part in 
signing a document titled 'I' am Syrian and the Syrian Arab Army Protects Me', an 
event organized by Damascus Voluntary Youth Team in support for the Aramy in 
defending the homeland's security. Writing on a 150 m long fabric document, the 
delegation members expressed support to The Syrian Army, with the delegation's 
head, Omran al-Khateeb, noting that "this event comes in solidarity with our people 
who are undergoing tragic circumstances because of the conspiracy hatched 
against the Homeland." Basima Younan, one of the delegation's members, said the 
aim of signing the document is "to declare rejection of the calls for withdrawing the 
Syrian Army from the cities and diminishing its key role in guarding the citizens and 
their properties, while nobody knows what will happen to those in the presence of 
armed terrorists that have not stopped their attacks against the innocents and the 
public and private facilities." Earlier, the delegation members paid a visit to the 
Martyrs Graveyard in Najha, where they laid flowers on the martyrs' monument. 
Participants recited the national anthem and chanted slogans lauding the sacrifices 
of martyrs, lauding the Syrian Arab Army's heroics and sacrifices in the face of the 
conspiracies and armed terrorist groups. Members of the delegation also 
participated in the funeral procession of Chief Warrant Officer Adnan Mohammad 
al-Nabelsi who has killed in the line of duty by terrorists in Daraa. In statements to 
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SANA, members of the delegation said that this visit is part of their national duty 
towards Syria's martyrs, and that it also aims at showing solidarity with their 
brethren in Syria, their support for reform, and their rejection of interference in 
Syria's affairs. In turn, Mohammad al-Nabelsi, father of the martyr Adnan, voiced 
pride in his son's martyrdom and thanked the delegation members for participating 
in the funeral, voicing hope that they will relay the reality of what is happening in 
Syria and refute the lies of mercenary channels that falsify facts and trade in the 
blood of Syrians. The delegation consists of Syrian expatriates living in France and 
Belgium, in addition to French citizens of Arab origins. H. Sabbagh/ H. Said 
 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – The delegation representing the Syrian communities in 
France and Belgium currently visiting Syria on Tuesday took part in signing a 
document titled 'I' am Syrian and the Syrian Arab Army Protects Me', an event 
organized by Damascus Voluntary Youth Team in support for the Aramy in 
defending the homeland's security. Writing on a 150 m long fabric document, the 
delegation members expressed support to The Syrian Army, with the delegation's 
head, Omran al-Khateeb, noting that "this event comes in solidarity with our people 
who are undergoing tragic circumstances because of the conspiracy hatched 
against the Homeland." Basima Younan, one of the delegation's members, said the 
aim of signing the document is "to declare rejection of the calls for withdrawing the 
Syrian Army from the cities and diminishing its key role in guarding the citizens and 
their properties, while nobody knows what will happen to those in the presence of 
armed terrorists that have not stopped their attacks against the innocents and the 
public and private facilities." Earlier, the delegation members paid a visit to the 
Martyrs Graveyard in Najha, where they laid flowers on the martyrs' monument. 
Participants recited the national anthem and chanted slogans lauding the sacrifices 
of martyrs, lauding the Syrian Arab Army's heroics and sacrifices in the face of the 
conspiracies and armed terrorist groups. Members of the delegation also 
participated in the funeral procession of Chief Warrant Officer Adnan Mohammad 
al-Nabelsi who has killed in the line of duty by terrorists in Daraa. In statements to 
SANA, members of the delegation said that this visit is part of their national duty 
towards Syria's martyrs, and that it also aims at showing solidarity with their 
brethren in Syria, their support for reform, and their rejection of interference in 
Syria's affairs. In turn, Mohammad al-Nabelsi, father of the martyr Adnan, voiced 
pride in his son's martyrdom and thanked the delegation members for participating 
in the funeral, voicing hope that they will relay the reality of what is happening in 
Syria and refute the lies of mercenary channels that falsify facts and trade in the 
blood of Syrians.The delegation consists of Syrian expatriates living in France and 
Belgium, in addition to French citizens of Arab origins.   H. Sabbagh/ H. Said 
 
National Activities in Syrian Provinces Marking Independence Day 
Apr 17, 2012 PROVINCES, (SANA) – On occasion of the 66th anniversary of 
Independence Day and the evacuation of French Colonialism from Syria, a 
memorial monument dedicated to leader of the Greater Syrian Revolution, freedom 
fighter Sultan Basha al-Atrash, was unveiled in the town of al-Kuraya in Sweida. 
Participants in the unveiling ceremony affirmed adherence to national unity and 
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independent national decision, voicing rejection off all forms of foreign interference 
in Syria's internal affairs and stressing support to reforms led by President Bashar 
al-Assad. The participants held Syrian flags and banners bearing national slogans 
saluting independence and  supporting the Syrian Arab Army, affirming that Syrians 
stand united in the face of conspiracies targeting Syria and its dignity.Sculptor 
Maaruf Shkeir, who worked on the monument, said that the monument is a basalt 
sculpture depicting Sultan Basha al-Atrash, weighing between 2 and 3 tons, and is 
3 meters high and 75 centimeters wide.A speech was delivered by Salim al-Hadi on 
behalf of the descendants of the freedom fighters of the Greater Syrian Revolution, 
stressing the need to preserve the legacy of the heroes of independence who, 
through their faith and adherence to national unity, prevailed in the face of 
aggression and colonialism. Participants in the event lauded the heroic battles 
waged by freedom fighters against French colonialism, affirming that the creed of 
these freedom fighters managed to foil all the colonial plots aiming to divide Syria 
and pillage its resources.They said that they came from across Syria to affirm the 
unity of the Syrian people and their adherence to security, safety and stability and 
stress that the plot against Syria which is funded by oil sheikhs was foiled by the 
resilience of the Syrians. 
 
Popular Delegations Visit Tomb of Leader of Maysaloun Battle Yusuf al-Azmeh 
Meanwhile, popular delegations visited the tomb of the hero Yusuf al-Azmeh in 
Maysaloun, who courageously faced the French at the battle of Maysaloun in July 
1920, with the participants stressing that the sacrifices of the martyred hero in 
defense of Syria's freedom and independence have taught the generations the 
concept of resistance against the colonialist.  
 
Citizens Recall Sacrifices of Freedom Fighter Izz Eddin al-Qassam at His 
Tomb 
Recalling the sacrifices of the freedom fighter Izz Eddin al-Qassam, the citizens in 
the city of Jableh in the coastal province of Lattakia, together with delegations from 
Syrian and Arab tribes, commemorated the anniversary of the 66th Independence 
Day by visiting the tomb of martyr al-Qassam, the city's son who struggled against 
the French and British forces.  
 
People of Occupied Golan Commemorate Independence Day 
In the meantime, the citizens in the villages of Masada and Majdal Shams in the 
occupied Syrian Golan organized national activities marking the Independence Day. 
The participants stressed adherence to the homeland Syria and rejection of all 
forms of occupation and its practices. The activities included artistic shows at the 
national museum in Majdal Shams portraying the heroism of the Syrian freedom 
fighters against the French occupation and the continuous struggle to expel the 
Zionists from the Golan Heights. People of Masada lit candles on the village's main 
road in commemoration of Syria's martyrs, civilian and military, who were targeted 
by the armed terrorist groups in the latest events in the country. The citizens 
stressed adherence to the leadership of President Bashar al-Assad, hailing the 
sublime meanings of the Evacuation Day and expressing confidence in achieving 
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the 'Great Evacuation Day' by which the Golan will have been fully liberated. H. 
Sabbagh / H. Said 
 
President al-Assad Congratulates Pope Benedict XVI on 7th Anniversary of 
Papal Coronation 
Apr 18, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA)- President Bashar al-Assad on Wednesday sent a 
congratulatory cable to the Pontiff of Vatican Pope Benedict XVI on the 7th 
anniversary of his inauguration as the Pope of the Catholic Church. In his cable, 
President al-Assad expressed, on behalf of the Syrian people and on his own 
behalf, heartfelt and best wishes to his Holiness and to the friendly people of 
Vatican. M. Nassr/ al-Ibrahim 
 
Syrian Army Celebrates 66th Anniversary of Independence Day 
Apr 18, 2012 
DAMASCUS, (SANA) – The Syrian armed forces on Tuesday celebrated the 66th 
anniversary of the Independence Day, the evacuation of the French colonization 
from Syria. Athlete activities, oratorical festivals held on the occasion. Speeches 
made by the leaders of the military formations stressed that Syria's enemies thought 
that, by arming and funding the armed terrorist groups and practicing misleading 
media campaigns, they can move forward in implementing the Western colonial 
scheme. In their speeches, the leaders also stressed that Syria will not allow what 
had occurred during the presence of the Arab monitors, when the armed terrorist 
groups exploited the mission and reorganized and rearmed its terrorists who 
committed crimes against civilians and public and private properties. They vowed to 
be always the loyal soldiers to the values of the Independence thr 
ough confronting the schemes and plots made by Syria's enemies. M. Nassr/ 
Ghossoun    C     Syrian Arab Red Crescent 


